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Abstract

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Molecular Geometry and 
Confiqur ation

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (nmr) spectroscopy has been 
employed to determine molecular geometries, anisotropies in the 
indirect spin-spin couplings and chemical shifts, quadrupolar 
coupling constant, signs of indirect spin-spin coupling constants 
and conformational preferences of selected molecules by using 
isotropic and oriented solvents. The equilibrium geanetries of 
the linear molecules GH3HgCCH (I), CH3HgCCCH3 (II) and (CF3 )2 Hg 
(III) were determined, and the geometrical parameters obtained 
were consistent with those v^ich might be expected. Hg
shielding anisotropies of +6550, +6101 and +-4071 ppm respectively 
for the above molecules were obtained by using nanatic liquid 
crystals. These anisotropies when conpared with that obtained in 
(CH3)2Hg show that the carbon triple bond in I and in II, and the 
fluorines in III, are responsible for the the withdrawal of 
electrons from the mercury 6p^ orbitals, and an increase in 
occupancy of the 6p̂  and 6py orbitals. The F shielding 
anisotropy along the C-F bond in III was +105 ppm and this is in 
agreement with results obtained by solid state nmr. The signs of 
the indirect couplings ''J(HHg) (n=2-4) in I and II, and the signs 
of ^J(FHg) and ‘̂J(FF) in III were determined by analysing the 
appropriate nematic spectrun. Evidence of anisotropies in 
J(FHg), J(FF) and J (FF) were found from the study of III
partially oriented in a liquid crystal. *H and nmr spectra of 
partially oriented CH3HgCCD were used to obtain the deuterium 
quadrupolar coupling constant in this molecule.

The geometry of the (CbFs)P systan (IV) in (Ĉ Fs-) (C^Hs )̂ P 
determined by liquid crystal nmr, was consistent with that in 
similar molecules, and in addition, an anisotropic contribution of 
3% was found in -̂ J(PF) vhen the sign of this coupling was assumed 
to be positive. ‘‘’F{'H} and *'P{'H} spectra of (p-C^FHb,)3P (V) 
partially oriented in a nematic liquid crystal showed evidence of 
anisotropy in (PF), and anisotropy in J(FF) was found if the CPC 
interbond angle in this molecule and in (C|,Hi)3P were assumed to 
be the same. '‘’F{'H} and ^'P{'H} spectra of (o-Cj,FHn.)3 P (VI) 
partially oriented in a liquid crystal showed conclusively the 
absence of free rotation about the P-C bonds, but they were 
consistent with their being either a single conformation or rapid 
interconversion between preferred conformers. P shielding 
anisotropies in V and VI were determined to be +6 ppm and +40 ppm 
respectively.

^^C nmr data established that trimesitylphosphine (VII) in 
solution adopts the chiral propeller conformation at -68 C, and 
tetramesityldiphosphine (VIII) adopts the gauche configuration at 
the slow exchange limit. The energy barriers to rotation about 
the P-mesityl bond in VII and P-P bond in VIII were obtained from13C nmr and band shape analysis.

M.F. Patel
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Chapter _1 INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (nmr) spectroscopy has now been 

available to chemists for over 25 years. In this time it has been 

extensively used for obtaining detailed information on chemical 

systems at the molecular level. Initial work was carried out on 

continuous wave spectrometers and only the most receptive nuclei 

and could be observed easily. In 1970 the use of

Fourier transform (FT) techniques, high-field magnets and computer 

controlled operation greatly enhanced the scope of nmr 

spectroscopy. Thus at present, very high-field operation, 

multinuclear capability, high resolution work in solids, tvro 

dimensional operation and spin imaging have been included in the 

armoury of nmr spectroscopy. This thesis deals with obtaining 

information about geometries, conformational preferences, energies 

of bond rotation, and chemical environment by nmr of liquids and 

solution systans and molecules dissolved in liquid crystals.

1.1 Aspects of Nmr of Molecules Dissolved in Isotropic Solvents

This type of system is by far the most studied by nmr[l]. 

The analysis of nmr spectra of molecules dissolved in isotropic 

solvents is dominated by two parameters; the isotropic chanical 

shift differences and the indirect spin-spin coupling

constants(J). Tlie chemical shift arises because of shielding of 

the nuclei from the external magnetic field by the electrons, and 

thus nuclei with different electronic environments will have 

different chemical shifts (or shielding constants). As a

knowledge of absolute values of shielding would involve 

consideration of the external magnetic field and the sample shape.
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it is more convenient to report shieldings relative to those for 

certain nuclei in a standard. However, the nmr spectra for a 

given compound are governed by intramolecular chonical shift 

differences, i.e the chemical shift positions of each nucleus 

corresponding to its electronic environment. TTie indirect 

spin~spin couplings constant is observed as a splitting and is 

caused by interaction between pairs of nuclei in the molecule. It 

is not dependant upon the external magnetic field and is reported 

in Hertz(Hz). The magnitude of the coupling constant depends upon 

the chemical environment, and is a measure of the degree of 

interaction between the coupled nuclei. As both chonical shifts 

and coupling constants are governed by chemical environments, they 

are of great use in structural determination[2]. In fact more is 

known about the structural dependence of coupling constants than 

about chemical shifts.

A very important feature of the relationship between the 

indirect coupling and the geometry is that v^en all other factors 

are constant then the magnitudes of twD and three bond couplings

depend upon the dihedral angle(|> 

(Fig 1.1) [2]. Itiis type of 

relationship is known as 

Karplus[3], and the Karplus 

relationship can be used to 

predict the angle in molecules 

of unknown conformation from the 

following equation;

J = A + Bc o s4> +Cc o s(J> !• 1

where A, B, and C are constants determined from model compounds. 

In Chapter 7 the determination of conformational preferences of
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selected aromatic phosphines directly from the magnitudes of tvro 

and three iDond P-C coupling constants will be described. For 

example in tr is(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)phosphine at low temperature 

the nmr spectrum gave tvjo different magnitudes of the

^J(PC) and this implies that at this temperature one of the 

ortho carbons has a large dihedral angle with respect to the 

{áiosphorus lone pair, while the other has not. Ttius nmr of 

molecules in isotropic phases can be used to determine 

conformational preferences.

Itor spectra which can predict conformational preferences can

in principle also be used to determine energy barriers to internal

rotation[4]. For example at low temperature, the nmr

spectrum of tris(2,4,^tr ime thyl phenyl) pho sph i ne shows two

different sites for the ortho nuclei implying in molecular

terms a pronounced dominance of one conformer as described above.

As the temperature is raised, the spectrum shows "site exchange”

between the two ortho C signals v^ich corresponds to rotation

about the PC bond. At the fast exchange limit a single ortho 
13C resonance is observed, implying that rotation about the PC

-3bond is now fast compared to the nmr time scale( Is to 10 s). 

So, in principle spectra obtained between the slow and fast 

exchange limits can be used to determine rates of exchange. This 

can be done by band-shape analysis[5], and the rates can then be 

interpreted in terms of energy barriers to internal rotation. 

Thus variable triperature nmr spectra and band-shape analysis can 

be use to determine information to energy barriers as long as the 

rate of exchange is within the nmr time scale.



1.2 Nmr of Molecules Oriented in Liquid Crystals

For molecules dissolved in isotropic solvents the molecular 

tumbling causes all anisotropic contributions to average out to 

zero, and the corresponding spectnm gives isotropic chemical 

shifts and indirect coupling constants. Hov^ver if the molecules 

are fixed in a particular orientation then it should in principle 

be possible to obtain anisotropic information. Nematic liquid 

crystals serve as valuable solvents since they provide a 

convenient medium for orienting the molecules[6]. In the 

anisotropic phase of liquid crystals the intermolecular forces 

between the solute and solvent molecules cause the solute 

molecules to become partially oriented. TTie liquid crystal 

restricts rotational motion but permits translational motion and 

so all the intermolecular anisotropic contributions are still 

averaged out. Tlie spectra of molecules oriented in liquid 

crystals will now include only the intramolecular contributions to 

the indirect coupling constant and chemical shifts, and their 

anisotropies[7].

The concentrations of solute in liquid crystals used 

throughout the work reported in this thesis were low, and 

therefore only the most receptive nuclei were observed, namely *H, 

'̂ F, and *̂P. nmr spectra were ruled out in this work, but

Hg nmr spectra were obtained after relatively long

accumulation times (2000 transients).

Analysis of the nmr spectra of oriented molecules gives 

anisotropic and indirect coupling constants. The indirect 

coupling constant, J(i,j), is dependant upon the electronic 

environment and is transmitted through the electrons between the
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coupled nuclei i and j. The anisotropic couplinc, D(i,j), is a

combination of two terms; the direct dipolar coupling, ^

and the anisotropic contribution to the indirect coupling

constant, The direct dipolar coupling is dependant on the

internuclear distance r^^ and the orientation of the

internuclear axis ij, and is independent of the electronic

environmoit (cf indirect coupling constant). TVie anisotropic

contribution to the indirect coupling is dependant upon the

electronic environment of the nuclei involved, and is transmitted

through the electrons (indirect). This latter contribution is

zero for a pair of protons but between fluorines it can be

significant[7,8]. Contributions between other pairs of nuclei are

reported in Chapter 2. Thus if the contribution of anisotropy to

the indirect coupling and the orientation of the molecule are

known, then the anisotropic coupling can be used for determining

precise geonetrical parameters[7]. This technique for determining

geometrical parameters has been modified to include the influence

of molecular vibration[9] and the results obtained compare well

with those from other methods. Also, if the geometry is known, 
îndthen D can be determined, and this should in principle help

in the understanding of the mechanism involved in spin-spin
i ndcoupling. However, there are few results on D"*" at the present 

v^ich are in agreement with theoretical models.

In Chapters 3 and 4 the determination of the geometries of 

linear mercuric molecules, and in Chapters 5 and 6 the geanetries 

of fluorine-substituted aromatic phosphines are discussed. TTiese 

molecules are suitable for this type of study as geometries 

determined by nmr in oriented media can then be compared with 

those obtained by other methods. In Chapters 4-6 the

/r
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contributions to the indirect F-F, Hg-F, and P-F couplings are 

examined.

The shielding constant ( a  ) of a nucleus in an isotropic 

solvent depends only on the average environment of the nucleus 

being observed.

1.2
For oriented samples the spectra give anisotropic contributions to

the shielding and thus a combination of the isotropic and

anisotropic shieldings can in principle give the separate values

of c^j/ and hence provide more detailed information about the
199molecule[7,10,11]. Some nuclei, like for example Hg, have a

large chemical shift anisotropy which can be measured with fair

precision[10-12]. This can then be discussed with existing

theories on nuclear shielding[13-14]. Also, as in the case of

linear mercuric molecules the sign of the mercury chemical

anisotropy is known and this can be used to determine the sign of

the orientation parameter v^ich in turn can be used to determine

the sign of the indirect coupling [11 ]. In Chapters 3-6 the

determination of the signs of selected indirect couplings and 
19 199F and Hg shielding anisotropies in the above molecules 

are discussed.

The technique for studying molecules oriented in liquid 

crystals has been also applied for determining quadrupolar 

coupling constants in suitable molecules[8] and conformational 

preferences v\hen the intramolecular motion is within the nmr time 

scale[8] Hence in Chapter 2 this technique is discussed in 

detail and in Chapters 3 to 6 the technique is applied to suitable 

molecules.
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G^apter 2

Introduction to the Nmr of Molecules Oriented in Liquid Crystals

2.1 Introduction

#5

• iisL̂

In nuclear magnetic resonance experiments electromagnetic 

radiation is applied to a sample v^ich is placed in a static 

magnetic field. If a nucleus in the sample has a magnetic moment, 

the magnetic component of the electrcxnagnetic radiation causes 

transitions between spin states of the magnetic moment. It is the 

local magnetic fields at the sites of the nuclei that are 

responsible for there being different transition frequencies. The 

local magnetic field is given by the sum of the field produced by 

surrounding electrons and the field due to interaction with other 

nuclei in the sample. The former field describes shielding at the 

nucleus whereas the latter field is characteristic of coupling 

caused by surrounding nuclei. Ihe shielding at the nucleus can be 

split into two contributions; the isotropic and anisotropic 

shieldings. Likewise the coupling term can also be differentiated 

into two categories; isotropic and anisotropic couplings. The 

anisotropic contribution differs from the isotropic term in that 

anisotropic measurements are dependant upon the direction the 

measuremoits are made from. In nmr experiments the measurements 

are carried out relative to the external magnetic field.

In nmr studies of liquids and gases, and of molecules 

dissolved in liquids, the anisotropic contributions mentioned 

above average out to zero, due to rapid tumbling of the molecules, 

and the nmr spectrum consists of fewer and generally sharper 

lines. Hence in the nmr spectra of molecules v^ich are tumbling

8
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rapidly only isotropic shieldings (or chemical shifts) and 

isotropic coupling constants are observed. These parameters, 

obtained from the interpretation of isotropic nmr spectra, have 

proved to be invaluable to chemists for the determination of the 

molecular structures of unknown compounds. However, the process 

of eliminating all anisotropic contributions by using isotropic 

solvents can be said to impose a considerable loss of information. 

This information can be recovered if the molecular motion in the 

sample can be restricted so that the solute molecule adopts a 

preferred orientation for a sufficient length of time. Under such 

circumstances the anisotropic contributions will no longer average 

out to zero and this in turn will provide information about 

molecular geometry ard the environnent of the nuclei.

The inability of isotropic nmr to provide precise geometrical 

data led nnr spectroscopists to study solid materials. The work 

involved using powdered samples and single crystals. In solid 

state nmr we expect to observe anisotropic coupling via dipolar 

interaction between nuclei in the molecule and between 

neighbouring molecules. The spectrum will then consist of a broad 

resonance and in principle certain geometrical data may be 

determined by analyzing the shape of the band. In practice this 

is not always possible. The magnetic dipolar-dipolar coupling 

(v^ich averages out to zero in the case of isotropic nmr) is 

strong, and to eliminate it high power decoupling is required and 

consequently causes technical problems [1]. Another problem is 

that some nuclei, for example carbon-13, have very long 

spin-lattice relaxation times thus leading to low sensitivity. 

However this problem can be overcome by special pulse sequences 

vhich transfer magnetization from one nucleus to another. Ttiis



tGchnique is callod Cross-Polarization [2]. Anothar problem 

encountered in solid state nmr is that shielding constants are 

anisotropic and the nmr spectnm of a powdered sample would show a 

distribution of chanical shifts corresponding to all orientations 

of the molecule. For say such a range may be up to 200ppm

and thus all that will be observed would be a broad band. This 

problem can be eliminated by spinning the sample at a special 

angle which has the effect of removing the orientation dependence 

of the shielding [3]. This procedure is known as Magic Angle 

Spinning and the special angle is set at 54°44' to the applied 

field. For a Magic Angle Spinning experiment using a spectrometer 

operating at 25MHz the spinning rate required is about 2.5KHz 

Vvhich suggests that as we go to high field technical problems will 

be encountered. The techniques described (magic angle spinning, 

high power decoupling and cross polarization) or a combination of 

them to study solid state nmr have in some cases been successful 

in obtaining information on the geometry of both small and large 

molecules. However the experiments described do have their 

limitations because of technical problems.

In 1963 Saupe and Englert[4] used liquid crystals as solvents 

to restrict the motion of the solute, and since then nmr studies 

of molecules oriented in liquid crystal solvents have been 

extensively used [5]. The liquid crystal restricts the rotational 

motion in the sample but permits translational motion so that 

coupling to neighbouring molecules is no problem. Ttie method does 

not require modification of the nmr spectrometer, and nmr spectra 

of molecules oriented in liquid crystal solvents are acquired in 

the conventional way. As expected the analysis of the spectra 

will be more complicated than of the corresponding isotropic

10



spectra, but this can be accOTiplished by using computer programs 

for systons of up to 8-10 spins.

2.2 Liquid Crystal Solvents

Certain organic compounds consist of rod-like molecules with 

benzene rings, and they have the property that they show two 
distinct melting points. The lower melting point is a transition 

between the solid and the liquid crystalline phases, and the 

higher melting point is the transition between the liquid 

crystalline phase and the isotropic liquid phase. Such ccxnpounds 

are called liquid crystals, and there are 3 types. These are 

smectic, nematic, and cholesteric; their difference lies in the 

degree of ordering that takes place. The smectic liquid crystal 

fágase is the most ordered and cholesteric the least well ordered 

of the three. In the course of this study the nematic liquid 

crystalline páiase was found to be satisfactory as a solvent and 

all further discussion will be devoted to this type. In appendix

2.1 physical data of some liquid crystal solvents are compiled and 

Fig 2.1 gives a representation of the molecular arranganent in a 

nematic solvent.

P ' n / )

Fig 2.1 ^^olecular Arranganent in the Nematic Phase

I I



When molecules are dissolved in liquid crystal solvents they 

behave differently in the two phases. In the isotropic phase the 

behaviour of the molecule is comparable to that found in "normal” 

solution and the nmr spectrum gives the isotropic chonical shifts 

and coupling constants in the usual way. Ibe liquid crystalline 

phase (or nematic phase) of the solvent has anisotropic 

properties, and the intermolecular forces between the molecules of 

the solute and solvent cause the solute molecules to become 

partially oriented. Tbe molecular motion in the nematic phase is 

however still sufficiently rapid to average out the 

inter-molecular dipolar couplings, and nmr spectra of molecules 

oriented in liquid crystal solvents will give anisotropic and 

isotropic contributions to the chemical shifts and intramolecular 

coupling constants.

Proton nmr spectra of molecules partially oriented in nematic 

liquid crystal solvents show an absence of sharp signals due to 

the solvent. Ttiis is not the case in "normal" nmr of solute 

dissolved in organic (isotropic) solvents. Ihe reason for this is 

that nematic liquid crystal solvents have molecules which have a 

larger number of protons (usually more that 30 ). Itie large 

number of protons and the complex direct dipolar interactions 

between these protons would give a spectrun of the liquid crystal 

as a broad band of some 20KHz width. The spectrim corresponding 

to the molecules in solute would then lie upon the broad band. 

However if a suitable weighting function is applied to the FID 

signal prior to transformation most of the signal from the solvent 

is lost in the noise and we obtain a reasonable quality spectrun 

corresponding to the solute molecules. An example of this 

artificial treatment of the FID whereby the signals from the

I 2



solvent are lost in the baseline, and signals fron the solute give 

relatively sharp lines is shown for acetone partially oriented in 

Phase IV (fig 2.2). Spectra of nuclei not present in the liquid 

crystal itself (e.g. 

require no baseline modification.

19 31F, P etc. ) cause no problems and

' 0

Fig 2.2

Nmr spectra of Acetone Oriented in Phase V; i) with baseline 

modification, ii) without baseline modification.

2.3 Basic Theory

High resolution nmr both of molecules dissolved in isotropic 

and in anisotropic solvents is now well understood. The nuclear 

spin Hamiltonian for the isotropic phase is given by the following 

equations.

-1 2.1

''j 2.2

The definition of the symbols is as follows: Vj is the isotropic

13



chemical shift, I is the spin operator, is the indirect 

isotropic coupling constant betvs^en nuclei j and k, Qj is the 

shielding constant, y is the magnetogyric ratio, and is the 

applied magnetic field. The nuclear spin Hamiltonian for the 

anisotropic phase is given by Equation 2.3,

tOtv 2.3

''ja 2.4

vvhere is the total dipolar (or anisotropic) coupling3 K
constant, v .  is the anisotropic chemical shift, and is 

the anisotropic shielding constant. Comparison of Equations 2.1 

and 2.3 shows that Equation 2.3 contains additional terms. It is 

not difficult to see that in the case of rapid molecular tumbling, 

when all anisotropic contributions average out to zero. Equation

2.3 becomes identical with 2.1. Consequently, computer programs 

already existing for the analysis of spectra of molecules in 

isotropic media [6] (e.g. LAOCCX)N 1968) were readily modified for 

oriented systems[7] (e.g. LAOCOON LC ). A description of the 

input and output of lAOCCXDN LC is shown in Appendix 2.2

2. 4 Direct Dipolar Coupling Constants

From the analysis of nmr spectra of molecules oriented in the 

nematic phase, values for the anisotropic chemical shifts and the 

anisotropic and isotropic coupling constants will be obtained. 

The isotropic coupling constant (or the indirect spin-spin 

coupling) arises from the interaction between nuclei in the same 

molecule and this is transmitted through the electrons. In some 

cases this interaction can also have a component that is

I 4



anisotropic and this is called the indirect dipolar coupling

or the anisotropic J coupling, This is again

transmitted through the electrons. The magnitude of this is

incorporated in the total anisotropic coupling constant

The remaining anisotropic coupling contribution is independent of
dirthe electrons, and is called the direct dipolar coupling D ¡j . 

dPj depends on the internuclear distance as rij and the 

orientation. Hence the total anisotropic contribution to the 

coupling is given by the sum of the individual anisotropic 

couplings. Thus

totalD 1 = + dH- 2.5

indAs we shall see later, for a pair of protons the D tends to 

zero [8], v\^ereas for a pair of fluorine nuclei this contribution 

may be significant [9]. At present, we shall concentrate on the 

direct dipolar coupling, and the indirect dipolar coupling will be 

dealt with in Section 2.8 .

The direct dipolar coupling between two nuclei i and j is 

obtained by taking the average value over all inter and intra 

molecular motions, and is given by the following equations.

d:dir 3Cos^0ij~
>•3'it

2.6

K(i,j) = 2.7

\>̂ ere 0^̂  is the angle between the magnetic field direction and 

the axis connecting nuclei i and j that are a distance r̂  ̂

apart, and <> implies the average value of. Values of K(i,j) for 

pairs of nuclei i, j are complied in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1

The Magnitude of K(i^j) for different pairs of Nuclei

Nuclear Pairs ij K(i,j)/HzA-

- 1h 120066.66

- 13f 112957.24

- 31p 48606. 5

-133Hg 21432.13

13c - 13f 28401.0

13c -31p 12221.2

l^F - 1®F 106268.79

13f -31p 45728.38

l^F -l^^Hg 20163.08

In Equation 2.3 it was noted that in the course of molecular 

tumbling the anisotropic terms averages out to zero. It is this 

term 3Cos ©^^-l/rij which when integrated over all possible 

orientations (or angles 0 ) that becomes zero, and thus reduces 

Equation 2.3 to 2.1. If nuclei i and j belong to the same "rigid" 

part of the molecule then equation 2.6 can be written as

D?“  = -K(i,j) X S. ./r?j 2.8

where is the orientation parameter describing the

orientation of the vector i,j in terms of the internuclear axis 

ij, and now r^^ is constant (if the effect of molecular 

vibration is ignored). Sometimes the symmetry of the molecule can 

be such that a series of equations similar to Equation 2.8 can be 

derived for different p>airs of nuclei r,s. For example

Dt5 “ K(rs) X Ŝ j/ryj 2.8(a)
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Wiat is required now is to solve the series of equations of the

Ef*')irform 2.8(a) for each measured ET’ so as to determine theL w
internuclear distance rrs TTiis could be done once the

orientation tensor has been determined, and this is our next aim.

2.5 The Orientation Tensor

The orientation tensor S is a parameter that describes the 

orientation of a molecule and is dependant upon temperature and 

concentration, as well as the molecular properties. Hence for 

every different liquid crystal nmr experiment a new value for S is 

required to be calculated. When a solute is dissolved in a liquid 

crystal solvent and then placed in a magnetic field, the molecules 

of the solute will take up a preferred average orientation. As 

the external magnetic field in the nmr experiment is applied in 

one particular direction (z direction) then the preferred 

orientation of the solute molecules can be related to the

direction of the magnetic field. As Equation 2.8 stands, is

given in terms of the internuclear axis i,j, but it would be more 

useful to write S in terms of Cartesian coordinates. Saupe [10] 

and Snyder [11] have shown that the orientation of any molecule

may be described by an S matrix whose elements Sp^ (in our case

p,q=x,y,z) are given by Equation 2.9

S _  = <3Cos0^Cos0 > 2.9pq p q ^
p,q = x,y,z 5 ^  = 0 if ptq and ôp^ = 1 if P=q

'Ahere the angle 0 is the angle the Cartesian coordinate axis p
P

makes with the magnetic field direction. From equation 2.9 it can

Ihus when the

internuclear vector i,j is parallel to the magnetic field

be seen that S.. must lie between -0.5 and +1. ID
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direction S^j= +1, and v̂ ên it is perpendicular to this 

direction -0,5.

We will now consider some of the properties of the S matrix, 

The elements of a 3x3 S matrix are listed below.

S =
s S SXX xy xz
S S syx yy yz
S s Szx zy zz

Important properties of the S matrix are that it is symmetric

( = S ) , and its trace is zero:pq qp

S + S + S = 0 XX yy zz 2.10

The S matrix also has a property whereby an S matrix given in one

coordinate system can be related to that in a another system.

Thus S. . is then related to by13 pq

I Coso< . . Cosoc ..pfy iDP i j q  pq 2.11

That is -,

2 2 S cos o< . . +S cos Oc ..XX 1 3X yy i3y2+S cos o< .. +2S coso< .. coso< . .zz ijz xy ijx ijy
+2S coscx . . cosoc .. +2S cos<v . . cosoc . • xz ijx ijz yz ijy 1 3Z 2.11

3

where is the angle the vector i,j makes with the

coordinate axis p (cf Fig 2.3).
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The maximum number of elements that need to bepq
calculated for the S matrix is 6. Using the equation for the 

trace of S this number is reduced to 5. Hence for a molecule with 

no symmetry 5 elanents of the S matrix are required. However, 

sometimes we can use the symmetry of the molecule to reduce this 

number further. For example, if we take a molecule with 

symmetry and let the axis run parallel to one of the

coordinate axes, then only one independent orientation tensor need 

to be determined. However if a molecule contains 2 perpendicular 

planes of symmetry (e.g. a mono substituted benzene ), then 2 

independent S values need to be calculated. In Table 2.2 the 

number of independent S values required to be calculated are 

listed, subject to symmetry and a suitable coordinate axis.



Table 2.2 Number of Parameters necessary for the description of 

Orientation

Symmetry ofi
1 the molecule1

Number of

independent elements 

of the S-matrix

Independent 

elements of the 

S-matr ix

3-fold or greater axis 1 Szz
2 perpendicular planes 2

1
^xx ” ^yy |

1 plane 3 s , s , s 1 XX' yy zz 1
j none 5 s ,s  ,s  ,XX' yy' xy'

S ,S xz' yz

Once the orientation tensor S.. can be written in terms of
 ̂J

S , then S. . can be solved by substitution into equation 
pq ID

2 .8 .

■4¿

ji

of“  = -K(i,j) X Sj./ t.̂j 2.8

Sj . = z Cos« . jp Cos« . .gSpq 2.11

For every independent required we need corresponding pairs

and r... The value of is obtained from the
»•J ID

analysis of the oriented spectnm, and the internuclear distance

is obtained from the molecular geometry of either the same

molecule or a similar one. Oice the value of has been

determined, then for each remaining experimental direct dipolar

coupling the corresponding internuclear distance can be calculated

(using equation 2.8b). This method of obtaining geometrical

parameters relies heavily on determining an accurate value of
dirfirst, which is dependant on r^^ and . Ttie

precision with which the direct dipolar coupling constant can be

ao



obtained depends upon the quality of the anisotropic spectrum.

The valLB of r^^ on the other hand relies on the accuracy to

vhich this parameter was determined by previous studies. Hence

the method of determining geometries from the anisotropic nmr

spectrum is not completely reliable, unless certain structural

parameters are precisely known. However, as the method calculates

geometry by using a known value of r^j to determine S^j, and

then using this value of to calculate other internuclear
dirdistances r from corresponding observed Drs , the rs

geometrical parameters obtained are in fact ratios of internuclear 

distances. When comparing geometrical information from other 

techniques with that obtained from oriented nmr it is advisable to 

compare ratios of internuclear distances and not individual 

distances.

The direct dipolar coupling in Equation 2.8 depends upon two 

factors, S the orientation parameter and r the internuclear 

distance. The internuclear distance should be constant in one 

particular phase, and up to now it has been assumed that when the 

molecules in a solute are dissolved in the anisotropic phase they 

will orient in one particular way only. This was found to be 

Liitrue when studying certain molecules like acetylene [12], 

methanol [13], and methyl fluoride [14], where it was found that 

such molecules can take up more than one average orientation in 

the anisotropic phase. These situations should therefore serve as 

a warning vhen determining geometries by this method. It is 

therefore advisable, when using nmr of molecules oriented in 

anisotropic solvents to determine structures, to wDrk with more 

than one orientation; e.g by changing temperature, solvent or 

concentration.
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2.6 Effects Of Ntolecular Vibration

Since the first discussion on the calculation of molecular 

geometries of molecules oriented in anisotropic solvents[4], many 

experimental results have shown that it is necessary to take into 

account the effects of molecular vibrations[15~20]. It was not 

Lntil 1971 that Meiboom and Snyder included vibrational effects in 

their calculation of the geometry of benzene dissolved in a

nematic phase[15]. They found that corrections for the influence 

of vibration on the direct dipolar couplings needed to be applied 

for small distances and only between light atoms. Since then 

Diehl has also studied the geometry of benzene and calculated the 

vibrational correction averaged over the whole molecule using 

normal coordinates of the molecule obtained from its force field 

[16-18]. It is this model that will be discussed later on.

The ultimate aim in using the method for structural 

determination by nmr is to compare its results with results

obtained by other methods (e.g X-ray, microwave, electron 

diffraction etc.). Before this can be done we have to make sure 

that comparisons are being made between identical parameters at 

the same temperature and {áiase. In practice these conditions are 

not always met. Nmr studies of oriented species must use 

molecules dissolved in liquid crystals, whereas for example 

electron diffraction. X-ray and microwave spectroscopy do not 

require solvents at all. Also the nmr method cannot determine

geometry directly fron dipolar coupling constants alone but must

be used in conjunction with other techniques of structure 

determination. Thus changes in the geometry with temperature and 

phase have to be assumed to be small, and the value (or values) 

for the orientation parameter (or parameters) can be obtained in
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iTost C3S6S with t6ason3bl6 pr©cisión.

Ttie comparison between different techniques for structure

determination must be made between identical parameters. In nmr 

we determine geometry from the relationship between the

orientation, the direct dipolar coupling and <r >. In electron 

diffraction, experiments are performed on gases and what is 

measured is <r~^>. For rotational spectroscopy measurements are 

male from the moment of inertia and the moment of inertia depends 

on <r^>. These three averages are not equal when the bond

length can change. Hence if comparisons were made of structural

parameters without considering vibrational effects, this would in 

some cases lead to results that differ considerably, as was found 

for the CH bond length in benzene. The results from rotational 

spectroscopy [21], Raman spectroscopy[22], and rmr [23] showed 

that the differences in the CH internuclear distances (without 

vibrational correction) were greater than can be attributed to 

experimental error. However when these values were compared after 

vibrational corrections, there was agreement between them. Hence 

the inclusion of vibrational averaging in the calculations of 

geometry and orientation by nmr will increase the accuracy of 

measurements of the parameters that have been derived. We shall 

define the geometry calculated with vibrational corractions as the 

equilibrium geometry. Tbis differs from the rigid geometry in 

that internuclear distances in the equilibrium geometry are based 

upon the average positions of the nuclei after harmonic 

approximations to the vibrations have been accounted for.

The model for the determination of the molecular geometry by 

nmr of oriented species with the inclusion of vibrational effects 

involves determining the difference between observed direct

23
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dipolar couplings and those calculated from the molecular

geometry when nuclei are in their equilibrium position D . If 

is close to D® then the relationship between the observed 

and calculated dipolar couplings can be expressed as a Taylor

series

= D?j + I  +  T  ̂ ̂ 'J 5p 2 e*v J ap*
2.13

The quantity A P  is the mean amplitude of vibration and is a 

function of the enharmonic term in the potential function of the 

vibrating molecule. Such terms are only known for anall molecules
A 2and have to be ignored in our problem[24-26]. Itie quantity A P  

is the mean square amplitude of vibration and is calculated from 

the normal coordinates of the molecular vibration[24-26]. Ttie 

normal coordinate of the vibration can be evaluated from the force 

field and the Cartesian coordinates of the molecule.

D?, = - < 2.14

A program for calculating the direct dipolar coupling

contribution to vibration has been written by Diehl, and the form 

of its input and output are illustrated in Appendix 2.3. Tbe 

program calculates the the values for D from the orientation 

tensor and geometry. Entering the force field then gives 

The equilibriun geometry is then determined by iterating first on 

the orientation parameter, followed by iteration on the geometry 

until there is consistency between the experimentally determined 

and calculated from the program.

24



2.7 Shielding Anisotropies

The Hamiltonian for an oriented system (Equation 2.3)

contains terms that describe the isotropic and anisotropic

shielding constants of the nuclei that are under consideration,

i.e. cr. and o". . Hence from analysis of the nmr spectra of
3 la

oriented molecules, the values of the shielding constants can be 

determined. In isotropic media, the molecules are changing their 

orientation rapidly with respect to the applied magnetic field and 

v^at is observed is an average chemical shift i.e. an average

environment of the nucleus that we are observing. However, in the

anisotropic phase the molecules behave as though they remain fixed 

in a particular orientation for a sufficient length of time to 

allow the shielding constant of the nucleus at that particular 

orientation to be determined. In nmr, shielding constants are 

measured as chemical shifts and reported in ppm relative to a 

standard, and not in absolute terms of shielding. TTiis is 

because, to be able to quote absolute values of shielding requires 

knowledge of the chemical shift of a bare nucleus and this is not 

generally available. Hence in nmr we report on the changes in 

environmoit of nucleus in a particular molecule as compared with a 

standard. Ibe convention used is that resonances to high 

frequency correspond to a positive chemical shift (or negative 

shielding).

TVie shielding constants observed from an anisotropic spectrun 

describe a relationship between the components of the shielding 

tensors. Hence for each experiment or each orientation a 

corresponding relationship between the shielding in all the 

directions would be obtained.
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In general the shielding anisotropy is given by the following 

equation

cr (nem) - cr(iso) = 3 " ^ ^ ^  ^pq 2.15

where O' (nem) and O' (iso) are the shielding constants in the 

isotropic and nematic phases respectively, and 0 ^  is the 

shielding tensor in the pq direction. To determine the shielding 

anisotropy we need to solve Equation 2.15. O' (nen) can be 

obtained directly from chemical shift measurements in the 

anisotropic spectra. 'Ibe isotropic shielding must also be 

determined at the same temperature and concentration, and in the 

same phase. The magnitude of this parameter can not be determined 

directly from the anisotropic spectrum. However Buckingham[27] 

has pointed out that the observed chemical shift in most cases is 

linearly dependant upon temperature. Hence by plotting the 

isotropic chemical shift against temperature and then 

extrapolating back to the nematic temperature the isotropic 

chemical shift in the nematic phase can be deduced. We shall now 

consider the form of Equation 2.15 for molecules with a particular

symmetry.

From equation 2.15 for molecules with 3-fold symmetry we

obtain

<r (nan) - a"(iso) = g 2.16

where ^ 2.17

and taking the symmetry axis to be parallel with the z axis. 

o¡̂ and in equation 2.17 are the shieldings parallel and

perpendicular to the z direction. Tbe equation for the isotropic
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shielding is

^iso = 3 (^xx ^ ^yy
2.18

Equations 2.16 and 2.18 can then be solved simultaneously to 

determine 07» and on.

A shielding anisotropy experiment for molecules having 

symmetry that is lower than 3-fold can only yield relationships 

between the shielding components. For example, for a molecule 

with 2-fold symmetry

.1 "iq®pq = ®xx°-xx ^
2.19

To obtain the individual components for the shielding tensor three 

truly independent experiments are required. Sometimes using three 

different orientations will give three different ratios for the 

calculated orientation parameters, and three different values for 

differences between the isotropic and nematic chemical shifts. 

From tdiese three different orientations, three equations of the 

form 2.15 can then be derived and solved simultaneously to give 

the three components of the shielding tensor. Tlie different 

orientations may be obtained by using the same solvent or 

different solvents. In practice by varying the concentration in 

the same solvent or a different solvent very rarely can 

independent orientations be obtained.

Shielding anisotropy experiments can also give the sign of 

the orientation tensor if the sign of the shielding anisotropy is 

already known. It is sometimes possible to predict the sign of 

the anisotropy from the geometry of the molecule. For example, 

the mercury nucleus in the linear molecule dimethylmercury should 

have a positive shielding anisotropy because the electronic
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circulation about the symmetry axis will be relatively unhindered 

(positive shielding contribution), and will be restricted v^en the 

electronic circulation is perpendicular to this direction 

(therefore the shielding is negative). As the anisotropy is given 

by d7i - oi , then in dimethylmercury the mercury shielding 

anisotropy must be positive. Once the sign of the shielding 

anisotropy is known, the sign of the orientation tensor can be 

derived using Eguation 2.15. This in turn gives the sign of the 

direct dipolar coupling constant using eguation 2.8. In the

analysis of all nmr spectra the signs of all the couplings are 

interchangeable. That is to say a reversal of the signs of all

the couplings leaves the spectrun unchanged. Hence what is

required is the sign of any one of the couplings and then the

signs of the remaining couplings will follow. Thus by using the 

sign of the dipolar coupling derived from the orientation tensor 

we can deduce the signs of all the anisotropic couplings, and more 

interestingly, the signs of the J couplings. TTiis process of 

deriving the signs of couplings from the the sign of the shielding 

anisotropy can obviously be reversed, that is a knowledge of the 

sign of any one of the couplings can lead to the the sign of the 

chemical shift anisotropy.

Another method by which the sign of the orientation parameter 

can be predicted is by using the possible range of values of S. 

As the orientation parameter must lie between -0.5 and +1 then 

certain measured values of S can only have one sign. For example 

if the S tensor was determined to be 0.7 then its sign wDuld have

to be positive.
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2.8 Ajiisotropy To The Indirect Spin-Spin Coupling

1

'•'fl

It was mentioned in Section 2.4 of this chapter that the

total (observed) anisotropic coupling, D , is not always

purely dipolar ( , but may have a significant anisotropic
T • -ranisocontribution from the indirect spin-spin coupling, J or

In isotropic media, due to rapid molecular tumbling, this 

contribution averages out to zero. However in the anisotropic 

phase, may no longer be zero, and the nmr of oriented

molecules can in principle be used to determine its magnitude.

The experimental determination of cannot be made as

a separate quantity; that is it cannot be detected on its own. 

It is determined by taking the difference between the experimental 

dipolar coupling and the dipolar coupling calculated frcxn the 

known geometry with the assumption that is zero (Equation

2.5). Thus the accuracy to which can be calculated
. . c T̂ tot ^depends upon the precision of D and u The error in

Dtot is dependant upon the quality of the spectrum, and the

error in on the geometrical parameters used to calculate
. - ^nisothe orientation tensor. To improve the accuracy ot J

vibrational corrections should be included when determining

Hence one way of determining is by observing the

difference between and D ' [28]. Another way of

measuring is to determine the orientation tensor at

different concentrations and by using different anisotropic

solvents. Unlike the direct dipolar coupling, does not
j • c -.aniso j___necessarily change linearly with orientation, and ir J does

exist, then different ratios between the orientation parameters 

will be detected for each experiment [29,30]. Once has

been determined the next step is to calculate the individual

29
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The components of the anisotropic indirect coupling can be 

calculated from using equation 2.20.

^  ■ 3 pV w

where p and q belong to the coordinate axis x,y,z, 

coupling IS Vij ̂

2.20

The isotropic

iso , 1 XX ^ jyy +jZz ,
3

2.21

By solving Equations 2.20 and 2.21 we can determine the components
XX yy \of the indirect coupling (J , J t etc. ).

Taking for example a molecule with symmetry we have the 

relationship between the orientation parameters

S = -S /2 = - S / 2  zz XX yy

Then is given by

janiso ^ 5 (jZZ -  ' (j=“  + j i " )  )
ZZ z

2.22

2.23

where the internuclear vector ij lies parallel to the and the 

z axes. This gives

XX ^iso aniso/^o
‘j " '̂1 ~ 'J  ̂ zz

2.24

zz _ ,iso ^aniso/2s 
-J " "J  ̂ zz

2. 24

Equations 2.21 and 2. 24 we can solve for J^j , and
ID
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 ̂  ̂ ^anisocomponents or J^

TVie components of the anisotropic indirect coupling can be 

calculated from J“",aniso equation 2.20.

^niso _ 2 Y c
^  ■  3

vhere p and q belong to the coordinate axis x,y,z. 

coupling IS (̂ iv£n Vrij )

2.20

The isotropic

,iso , jxx ^ jyy ^jzz , 2.21

By solving Equations 2.20 and 2.21 we can determine the components
XX yy \of the indirect coupling (J , etc. ).

Taking for example a molecule with symmetry we have the 

relationship between the orientation parameters

S = -S /2 = -S^^/2 zz xx' yy

Then is given by

2.22

.aniso ^ - ■̂ (J“  + J^)) 2.23
ZZ

where the internuclear vector ij lies parallel to the and the

z axes, lliis gives

XX ,iso aniso/«c 
‘Jij " ~  ̂'J  ̂ zz

2. 24

,zz ,iso , ,anisO/«c. 2.24
= 'Ji.j /^^zz

y yUsing Equations 2.21 and 2.24 we can solve for and
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Another method for the determination of the individual

components of is possible when there are in the molecule

two internuclear vectors that are parallel. When tvro internuclear

vectors ij and kl are parallel to each other, the direct dipolar

couplings of the two will be dependant upon their nuclear constant

K(i,j) (or K(k,l) and their internuclear distances. This is not

the same for for the same internuclear vectors. Hence we
. . c -rani:can obtain tvfo equations for ¿T .so

-.aniso _ Q r-rPP_ /  ̂\ 1-i. fS —s ) 2.25

2.2 5

and solve simultaneously, once the orientation parameters have 

been determined.

When there are no convenient symmetry relationships between 

the internuclear vectors, then the detection of J relies on

determining the difference between the observed anisotropic 

couplings and the anisotropic couplings calculated with the 

assumption that ^he nimber of observed

dipolar couplings is greater than the number of independent 

orientation parameters to be calculated, and the molecular 

geometry is known from other sources, then can be

estimated in the following way. It is possible to obtain a 

different value for for each concentration from the

difference between the calculated and observed dipolar couplings. 

The corresponding orientation tensors for each concentration can 

also be determined. The different concentration may be made up 

using one solvent or different solvents. Thus an equation of the 

form of 2.20 can be derived for each concentration. If n
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coinpon6nts of ar© racjuirad than at iGast n+1 ©equations of
th© form of 2.20 must b© derived. By solving these equations 

simultaneously the individual components of J can be

obtained. However it should be stated that the number of 

occasions in which any of these procedures has been used 

successfully is small.

Ccxnparisons between experimentally determined values of 

janiso those calculated theoretically have been interpreted

in various ways. Where agreement has been poor the following 

reasons have been suggested to account for the discrepancies.

i) The indirect coupling may be temperature and solvent 

dependant (if different solvents were used to determine isotropic 

and anisotropic couplings).

ii) Molecules at different sites in the anisotropic phase may 

have different molecular orientations.

'When is small, discrepancies have been accounted for by

suggesting,

iii) Neglect of molecular vibration,

iv) The geometrical parameters used to calculate S were not 

correct.

v) Errors in the measurement of the experimental dipolar 

couplings.

In general it has been found that H-F indirect couplings are 

less anisotropic [29] than F-F indirect couplings [31-34], and 

proton-proton couplings are not anisotropic[35]. In Table 2.3 we 

list the contribution of for the pairs of nuclei that

have so far been studied. The table acts as rough guide for 

deciding when the magnitude of may be significant, and

when it should not be ignored in using nmr of oriented molecules
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ho determine molecular geometries.

Table 2.3

Percentage Anisotropic Contributions to the Indirect 

Spin-Spin Coupling Between Pairs of Nuclei

Coupling Percent^ Reference

- X 0 X= [35-38], ^^C[39],

^^[40], ^^Si[41], ^^P[42], 

lll,113cd[43]^ ^^^Hg[36-38,44]

0. 2-0.5 Fluorinated benzenes [31-34]

0. 2-1.0 Fluoroethylenes [45]

12 Ethylenes[46], Dimethylmercury[47]

0.8 [39]

13c-199Hg 50 [47]

19p- 19p 16 [31-34,45,48]

19f_ 31p 0 I [42,49,50]

19f_ 31p 50 E^osphoryl Fluoride [51]

19F-199„g 50 [52]

dira) Percent = x lOOA^ij
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2.9 The Quadrupolar Interactions

A nucleus with spin I greater than 1/2 has a quadrupole 

moment. Ttie quadrupole moment Q is the measure of the departure 

of the nuclear charge distribution from the spherical shape. 

Owing to the molecular tumbling any molecular electrical field 

gradient acting on the nuclear charge changes rapidly with respect 

to a particular axis thus leading to various energies of 

transitions. It is this variation in the electrostatic energy 

around the nucleus that gives rise to the quadrupole coupling 

constant. In liquids where there is molecular tumbling, the 

motion is fast and this enables the coupling to become zero. 

However due to short spin relaxation times line broadening is a 

common feature in spectra of molecules containing nuclei with I 

greater than 1/2. For anisotropic phases, the motion is no longer 

isotropic and line broadening is again observed but the quadrupole 

splitting can now be measured also. Nuclei such as iodine and 

chlorine have large quadrupole moments leading to rapid 

relaxation, and this makes it difficult to measure their 

quadrupolar splittings [53]. Ttie deuteron (1=1) on the other 

hand, has a small quadrupole coupling constant and even with the 

effects of line broadening, the value of the coupling can be 

measured without a great deal of difficulty [53]. Ttius we shall 

discuss the use of quadrupolar coupling using the deuteron as an

example.

The deuterium spectrum of an oriented molecule containing a 

single deuteton is a doublet with splitting A  ft«" which the 

guadtupole coupling constant (eQV^^/h) can be determined using 

the following equation.
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eQV^^/h = 2A/3S 2. 27
zz

v^ere S is the orientation tensor and the z axis lies along zz
the direction of the deuteron bond. Typical values of are of 

the order of lOOKHz and therefore the effect of temperature 

gradients in the sample is to give broad peaks with line widths of 

about 150Hz. This is a common feature of anisotropic deuterium 

spectra, and broad lines are not primarily a consequence of short 

spin relaxation time of the deuteron nucleus. Ttie orientation 

tensor must be measured from the same sample at the same 

temperature. ?qain, the precision to which the quadrupolar

coupling can be measured is dependant upon the internuclear 

distance used to calculate the orientation parameter. Hence to 

improve the accuracy of measurement of the coupling constant the 

effects due to molecular vibration should be included in the 

calculation. If the quadrupolar coupling constant is known from a 

different experiment the magnitude and sign of the orientation 

parameter can then be determined. Ibis is quite a useful method 

to obtain a value of the orientation parameter which is 

independent of internuclear distance.

Besides using eQV^^/h to determine ^2z' this parameter 

can be used to derive the electronic structure along the deuteron

bond. In eQV /h, eQ is the electrical quadrupole moment and z z
V is the distribution of charge along this bond. To determine 
zz

V a detailed knowledge of the wave function for all the 
zz
electrons around the bond is required. Only for hydrogen is 

known [53]. However the magnitude of depends almost

entirely on the way the lowest available (non spherical) orbitals 

are occupied. Hence from the magnitudes of the quadrupole 

coupling constants the electronic environment of the bond to the
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deuteron can be deduced. Table 2.4 lists some of the quadrupole 

coupling constants that have been measured and the types of hybrid 

orbital involved in the bond to the deuteron are reported.

Table 2.4

Some Deuterium Quadrupolar Coupling Constants

Molecule

Quad rupolar 

Coupling 

Constant (KHz)

Nature of 

hybr id 

orbital^

Ref

TCN 199 ±3 sp 54

DC3CD 200 ±10 sp 55

CH^C^ 199 ±2 sp 54

183 ±10 2sp 56

CH^CD^ 167 ±12 3sp 56

a) The hybrid orbital of the carbon directly bonded to the 

deuteron.

2.10 Conclusion

The nmr of oriented molecules has been developed with 

considerable success for the determination of anisotropic 

parameters which cannot be measured by isotropic nmr. These 

results augment those obtained frOTi solid state nmr. In this 

chapter the techniques whereby molecules oriented in liquid 

crystal solvents can be used to determine structure and to derive 

the anisotropy of couplings and shieldings have been discussed. 

Ibe anisotropic contributions to the coupling may be indirect

3 6
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spin-spin or quadrupolar and can give insight into the electronic 

environment of chemical bonds. Tlie shielding anisotropy gives 

information about the environment of the nucleus that is under 

consideration. The internuclear distances and bond angles 

obtained from dipolar couplings can help to derive the possible 

geometry of the oriented species, and in this respect it is the 

only available technique for the determination of molecular 

geometries in the liquid phase. However the technique has its 

limitations. One of these limitations is that it is best suited 

to small organic molecules. In the case of large molecules, low 

concentrations would be required, otherwise a unique orientation 

would not exist over the whole phase. Also it may be difficult to 

obtain good quality spectra of oriented large molecules, because 

of the requirement of low concentration, and in any case the 

analysis of the spectrum would be complicated. Another limitation 

of this technique is that only molecules that dissolve with ease 

in liquid crystal solvents can be studied. Hence few inorganic 

molecules can be studied by this method. In the chapters to 

follow this technique will be applied on a series of interesting 

molecules and the usefulness and problems experienced in these

studies will be discussed.
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APPENDIX 2.1 Liquid Crystal Solvents Used

i) Phase IV: p-n-Butyl-p'-methoxyazoxybenzene

ii) Phase V; 65 mole percent of E^ase IV and

35 mol percent of p-ethyl-p'-methoxyazoxybenzene

65 mole percent of Phase IV +

----Gi HyH iC 0 ^  \
N = N -

0
nematic range -5 to +75 C

iii) EBBA: N-(p-Ethoxybenzylidene) p-n-butylaniline

J ~ \ —CH=N-[ ~ \ ---H 5C2---- O'

nematic range +32.5 to +81 C

3 8



a p p e n d i x 2.2

Input for LACXZOON LC [7]

1,5,H
-10000,2000001 
1,1,1,1,2
8900. 87, 8941. 69, 8941. 69, 8941. 69,-5000
0 , 0 , 0 , 68.6
- 203. 92, - 203. 92, - 203. 92, - 139.927 
0 , 0,-146
5522. 72. 5522. 72,  -490.8 
0,-146
5522. 72,  - 490.8 
-146
-490.8

Output of LAOCOON \JZ

LAOCOON LC 
CASE IH

NN= 5FTREQUENCY RANGE -10000.0 to 20000.0 MINIMUM INTENSITY .010

ISO VALUE

COUPLING
J(l,2)=
J(l,3)=
J(l,4)=
J(l,5)=
J(2,3)=
J(2,4)=
J(2,5)=
J(3,4)=
J(3,5)=
J(4,5)=

CONSTANTS 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
68.600 

0.000 
0.000 

-146.000 
0.000 

-146.000 
-146.000 

FREQUENCY 
-5990.863 
-5919.475 
-5033.029

CHEMICAL SHIFT

W(l)= 
W(2) = 
W(3)= 
W(4) = 
W(5)=

8900. 870
8941.690
8941.690
8941.690 
-5000.000 
ANISOTROPIC

INTENSITY
1.000
1.000
0.348

DD(1,2)= 
DD(1,3) = 
DD(1,4)= 
DD(1,5)= 
DD(2,3) = 
DD(2,4)= 
DD(2,5)= 
DD(3,4)= 
DD(3,5)= 
DD(4,5)= 

CORRESPONDING 
5

12
80

COUPLING CONSTANTS
03.920
03.920
03.920 
39.927
122.720
122.720 
[90.800 
J22.720
190.800
190.800 
[NE NUMBERS

17617.565 2.819 120
18000.021 0.215 124

END OF CASE 1

a) Anisotropic Couplings are twice the value 
couplings defined in equation 2.6.

of the anisotropic
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303. 
AM PL 
DVIB 11 11

1 H 2 H
1 H 4 C13
1 H 5 HG
1 H 6 H
1 H 7 H
1 H 8 H

10748 .21496
STOP

OITTPUT FOR VIBRI

ATOMIC COORDINATES .. CH3HGCH3

THE S TENSOR ...CH3HGCH3

(SXX) S(ZZ) S(XZ)

-0.10748 0.21496 0.00000

THE D VALUES ...CH3HGCH3

N1 N2 D(EQUIL) HARM. COR.

■ \-rw

N X Y Z

1 1.02658 0.00000 0.00000
2 -0.51329 0.88904 0.00000
3 -0.51329 -0.88904 0.00000
4 0.00000 0.00000 0.36639
5 0.00000 0.00000 2. 46039
6 0.00000 0.00000 4.55439
7 -1.02658 0.00000 4. 92078
8 0.51329 0.88904 4.92078
9 0.51329 -0.88904 4.92078

S(XY) S(YZ)

0.00000 0.00000

1 H
1 H

2296,Al 
1656.85 
-189.10 
-2 35.33 
-132.45 
-190.56

-90.83 
-137.70 

2.77 
-0.61 

0.00 
-1.10

TOTAL PERCENT

2205. 64 -4.12
1519.15 -9.06
-186.33 -1.49
-235.94 0.26
-132.44 -0.00
-191.67 0.58

A
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Chapter ^
THE STUDY OF METHYLETHYNYmERCURY AND METHYL-1-PROPYNYLMERCURY 

ORIENTED A LIQUID CRYSTAL SOLVENT

% i

3.1 Introduction

Nmr studies of molecules oriented in liquid crystal solvents 

have been extensively used to determine molecular geometries and 

anisotropic parameters vy/hich average out to zero in mobile 

liquids. 'Vhe anisotropic parameters which have been measured by 

this technique include shieldings, and indirect and quadrupolar 

coupling constants. In this work, some of these parameters in 

methylethynylmercury (CH3HgC=CH) and methyl-l-propynylmercury 

(CH^HgCsCCH^) oriented in the solvent Merck Phase IV were 

determined. By replacing the acetylfinic proton in methyl- 

ethynylmercuty with a deuteron, it was possible to calculate the 

deuterium quadrupole coupling constant.

Numerous organo-mercuric compounds have been studied by 

isotropic nmr, whereas for the rmr of oriented molecules the list 

includes dimethylmercury [1-6], methyl-ttifluoromethyLnercury [7], 

methylmercuric nitrate [8] and the methylmercuric halides [9-101. 

These molecules have a linear C-Hg-X (X = carbon, nitrogen, 

halogen ) skeleton and Cj symmetry. It is the symmetry of these 

molecules that makes than attractive to study by nmr, as molecules 

with 3-fold symmetry require only one independent orientation 

parameter to be calculated. The geometries determined for these 

mercuric molecules by oriented nmr showed that anisotropic 

contributions to the indirect J(HH) and J(HgH) couplings can be 

assumed to be zero[l-101. Tbe precision to which gecmettical
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parameters can be determined using the nmr of oriented molecules 

depends also upon including vibrational corrections in the

calculation. Methylethynylmercury and methyl-l-propynylmercury

are a good choice in this respect, as their normal coordinate 

analyses have been published [11,12]. Hence, the following

factors help to determine quite accurately the equilibriun 

geometry of both molecules. Tliese factors are:-

i) Only one independent orientation parameter is required to

be calculated.
ii) The experimental anisotropic HH and HgH couplings are 

purely dipolar.
iii) The experimental dipolar couplings can be corrected for 

vibrations.

Another factor that makes linear organo-mercury compounds 

interesting is that the mercury atom in such compounds has a large 

shielding anisotropy. In dimethylmercury the shielding anisotropy 

was measured to be +7500 ppn [11, and in methyl mercuric halides 

it was about +5500 ppm [101. Sucha large anisotropy therefore 

can be measured with relatively fair precision. As the molecules 

studied here have 3-fold sytmetty then the components of the 

shielding parallel and perpendicular to the linear skeleton can be 

determined using a single orientation. Also by knowing the sign 

of the shieldirq anisotropy, the sign of the orientation parameter 

can be derived, and this can assist in assigning the signs of all 

the coupling constsnts present.

The analysis of the nmr spectnin of suitable molecules 

oriented in liquid crystals has been shown to be a useful method 

for the measurement of small quadrupolar coupling constants 

[13-18]. The quadrupolar coupling constants measured by this
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technique include those in molecules containing the deuteron and 

nitrogen-14. The magnitude of the constant can then be used to 

determine the type of hybrid orbital involved in the bond to the 

quadrupolar nucleus. Thus the measurement of the deuterium 

quadrupolar coupling constant in methylethynylmercury-d^ will 

give a qualitative picture of the electronic environment of the

bond to deuterium.

3.2 Experimental

Methylethynylmercury and methyl-l-propynylmercury were 

provided by Dt. B. Wrackmeyer, and Phase IV (Merck) was obtained 

commercially. All three compounds were used without further

pur ification.

Oriented samples were prepared in 5im nmr tubes by dissolving 

about 20-50mg of conpound in 0.5g of Merck Phase IV. The 

temperature of the solution was raised above the nematic/isotropic 

transition tanperature of the liquid crystal solvent, and after 

thoroughly mixing the sample, the solution was allowed to cool. 

The actual concentration of the samples was not determined. Both 

compounds were also studied in deuterated benzene.

All ^  and ^^^Hg nmr experiments were carried out

on a Jeol FX90Q multi-nuclear spectrometer operating at 89.56 MHz, 

13.7 MHz and 15.96 MHz respectively. Tbe spectrometer was 

equipped for variable temperature operation. The ^  and Hg 

spectra of molecules dissolved in Phase IV were recorded with 

external D^O lock and the ^  spectrun was obtained using an 

arternal locking signal frem Lithiun-7. Anisotropic spectra were 

obtained with the sample tube not spinning and at room temperature

+ 8



(+22°C), whereas isotropic spectra of molecules dissolved in 

Phase IV were obtained with the sample tube spinning and at 

-h65°C. In the mercury shielding anisotropy experiments, spectra 

were recorded at a series of temperatures above the 

nematic/isotropic transition temperature of the solution. rhe 
isotropic spectrum for molecules dissolved in deuterated benzene 

was recorded at room temperature. All spectra were obtained 

without proton decoupling.

The three spectral intervals of the proton spectrun of

oriented methylethynylmercury covering the two outer and the

central regions were recorded separately. Each region was

recorded from 2000 scans with a frequency range of 2 KHz and a

pulse width of 25ps. rhis number of scans was adequate to observe

^^^Hg satellites. The FIDs were transformed with an artificial

line broadening function so as to give an average line width of

5 Hz. The proton spectrum of oriented methyl-l-propynylmercury in

Phase IV was recorded with a spectral width of 30 KHz and using
199

the same pulse width as before. In order to observe Hg

satellites about 2000 scans were required. The FIDs were

transformed with a line broadening function to give an average 

line width of 5 Hz in the central region of the spectrun, and 

25 HZ in the outer wirqs. The isotropic proton spectrun of both 

compounds was measured using the same pulse width as before and a 

spectral width of 1 KHz. Also fewer scans were required to

observe the Hg satellites.

The spectrun for both compounds was recorded by

accumulating 1000 scans with a spectral width of 4 KHz. The pulse 

width used was 20.4ps. The FIDs were transformed with an 

artificial line broadening function to give an average line width
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of 20 Hz.

199Dimethylmercury was used as a reference for Hg chemical 

shifts. For neat dimethylmercury H (^^^Hg) is equal to 

17910780 Hz [10], where E (X) is the resonating frequency of 

nucleus X at that field which will give a IMS proton resonance at 

exactly 100 MHz. The usefulness of Z is that we no longer need 

internal references, as the frequencies can be locked to the 

spectrometer master oscillator. If R is the reference compound 

and V(X) is the observed frequency of X then E (X) can be 

determined by the following equation;

Z (X) = v(X). Z (R)/v(R)
where v(R) is the resonance frequency of R observed at the same

field as v(X). Then 6 values for a given resonance X may be

calculated using

6 (X) = Z (X) - Z (R)/ - 3.2

The ^  spectrum of methylethynylmercury-d^ oriented -in a 

liquid crystal would consist of a doublet with a splitting of the 

order of 100 KHz. Thus -the peaks at low and high frequencies in 

the deuterion spectiun had to be recorded separately using the 

appropriate carrier frequency. Each ^  spectrun was recorded 

with spectral width of 50 KHz and pulse width of 24ps. The 

summation of 500 scans was transformed with a line broadening 

function to give a line width of 150 Hz.

Anisotropic spectra were analysed using LAOCOON li:[19]. The 

output of tAOCOON 10 for a non-iterative computation from a given 

set of chemical shifts and coupling constants is an ordered table 

of frequencies and intensities of the lines expected in the nmr
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spectrum. The ordered table was transferred to a plotting 
routine, written by ourselves, where a Lorentzian lineshape is 
applied to the lines. Where the satellite region of the spectrun 
was required to be plotted, the intensities of the lines were 
reduced to 16 percent of the total intensity of the proton 
spectrum so as to incorporate the natural abundance of the 
199Hg.

The harmonic vibrational corrections to the dipolar coupling 

constants were calculated with the aid of the computer program 

VIBRA[20] and the force field obtained from Im a i[ll,12].

3.3 Results

3. 3 .1  Indirect Spin-Spin and Anisotropic Couplings 

Methylethynylmercury

The proton spectrum with natural abundance mercury sa tellites  

has natural abundance of 16 percent) of oriented

methylet±ynylmetcuty in Phase IV is shown in Fig 3 .1 ( a ) .  This

spectrum was analysed as an AB3  (A= acetylenic proton and B= 

methyl proton) spin system with C3  symmetry using formulae for 

the line positions given by Englert et a l 16], and the computer 

program LAOCOON U)(191. The program requires as its  input, 

chemical sh ift positions for each nucleus, and the 

corresponding isotropic and anisotropic coupling constants. To 

use the formulae for the line positions to calculate a ll  the input 

for the progran was found not to be simple. However, as a f ir s t  

approximation the indirect spin-spin couplings (J) between protons 

were measured from the proton spectum using deuterated benzene as

the solvent.
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The long range ptoton-pcoton J coupling was found to be too small 

to measure and was taken as zero. The chemical shift positions 

for the two types of proton were approximated fron the isotropic 

spectrum of methylethynylmercury in Phase IV.

An estimate for the dipolar ^D(HH) coupling was derived 

from the formulae of the line positions. It was found that the 

two outermost lines in the proton spectrum of the oriented 

molecule were separated by approximately 6. ^(HH) . From this 

estimate of ^(HH) the value for the other dipolar coupling, 

^D(HH) was determined. For an ABj spin system with C3 

symmetry, and with the z axis taken to be parallel with the C3

axis, then:

Sa b =

Sbb = "zz/^

Szz = -Sxx/2 ' -"yy/"
vhere Y is the angle between the z axis and the AB bond and S is 

the orientation parameter. Then.

and

D(BB) = -K(BB) X Sgg/r35

o / 3D (AB) — “K (AB) X S^/r^0
vhere K(ij) is the nuclear constant defined in Section 2.4 and r 

is the internuclear distance.
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Fig 3.3
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Table 3.1 Preliminary Geometr ical Parameters fo£ Methyl 

prnpYnYlmercury(II) and Methylethynylmercurydlj^

r(C2C 3) = 1.21A r (HgC^) = 2.08A

r (HgC2) = 2.05A r(C^H) and = 1.097A

riCjC^) = 1.46A r (C3H ’) = 1.06A

= 108.85° Z. = 108.5°

a) Numbering refers to Figs 3.2 and 3.3.

‘i’

using the geometry as listed in Table 3.1 and A=H' and B=H ( vhete 

H' and H denote the acetylenic proton and the methyl proton ■ 

respectively) the magnitude of was estimated. Using the

estimated values for the rmr par^eters from the proton spectron 

of oriented methylethynylmercury, the computed specttm was 

calculated using LAOCOON IC. Once the computed spectrum had a 

recognizable resemblance to the experimental one, then iteration 

in LAOCOON LC was used to obtain accurate values for the nmr 

parameters of the anisotropic sp^ctrun. The parameters that gave 

the best fit to the experimental spectron ate summarized in Table

3.2 and the computed proton spectrot of methylethynylmercury using 

these parameters is shown in Fig 3.1(b).

The next step was to analyse the mercury satellite region of 

the anisotropic spectrun. The indirect spin-spin couplings J(HgH) 

were measured frcm the proton spectrua with natural abundance 

Hg-199 satellites of methylethynylmercuty in deuterated benzene. 

The 2j(HgH) and ^J(HgH) couplings were found to be -147.7 Hz 

and t«8.6 Hz respectively. The sign of ^jpHgH) was taken to be 

negative frcm double resonance experiments carried out on 

dimethylmercury by Mclauchlan et al[21).
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Table 3.2
Selected Nmr Data of Methylethynylmercury in Phase W

Sample

Nmr Parameter

j 6 (H)-6(H')/PPn ^ 0.53 0.68 0.51

! ^(^H-^H)/Hz1 2664.1 t2 2761.4 ±2 2604.1 ±1

, ^D(^H-^H)/Hz -98.9 i4 -102.0 14 -96.7 12

^(^H-^^^Hg)/Hz -245.4 ±2 -231.4 ±2

1 ^D(^H-^^^Hg)/Hz -69.6 ±2 -66.0 t2

ii
' ^J(^H-^H)/Hz 0.0 0.0 0.0

|. ^J(^H-^^^Hg)/Hz ^ -146.0 ±1 -146.0 ±1 -146.0 ±1

1 ^J(^H-^^^Hg)/Hz ^ 68.6 11 68.6 11 68.6 11

1
1 ^(HH)/^D(HH) -0.03712 -0.03692 -0.03713

j  ^(HHg)/^D(HH) -0.08887 -0.08886

(HHg)/^D(HH) -0.02521 “0 .02535

(HHg)/^ (HHg) 0.28362 0.28522

a) Spectrum obtained at proton frequency of 60 MHz.

b) Spectrum obtained at proton frequency of 90 MHz.

c) H' denotes acetylenic proton

d) solvent used deuterated benzene and benzene mixture
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The sign of ^J (HgH) was determined from the analysis of the 

satellite region of the anisotropic proton spectrum. ^(HgH) 

was estimated from an assumed geometry and using Equations 3.3 and

3.7 where now B denotes Hg. The anisotropic coupling for 

^D(HHg) was approximated fron the following equation;

^D(H'Hg) = K(HHg) x

As before, using the estimated values for the input parameters of 

LAOCOON LC the mercury satellite spectrum of the oriented molecule 

was calculated. Once this spectrun had a recognizable resemblance 

to the experimental spectrun, then the option of 

available in LAOCOON LC was used. This made it possible to obtain 

accurate values for the nmr parameters of the satellite region in 

the anisotropic spectrvjn. Ihe parameters that best fit the 

spectrot ate reported in Table 3.2. The computed satellite region 

and the computed proton spectrum with mercury satellites using the 

nmr parameters in Table 3.2 ate shown in Fig 3.1(b).

M e th y l-l-p ro p y n y lm e rcu ^

The proton spectrum with natural abundance mercury satellites 

of partially anisotropic m ethyl-1-propynylmercury in Phase IV is 

depicted in Fig 3.4(a). The analysis of the oriented spectrun was 

carried out as an A3B 3 spin system ( >here A,B= methyl protons 

at either end of the molecule) using formulae for the line 

positions given by Englert ^  alt6] and lAOCOON IC. As in the 

case of the analysis of the oriented methylethynylmercury, 

estimates of the input parameters for lAOCOCN LC were required to

be calculated.
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The proton-proton indirect spin-spin coupling was measured from 

the proton spectrun using deuterated benzene as the solvent, and 

was found to be zero. The chemical shift difference between the 

two types of protons was also estimated from the same spectrum. 

The proton spectrun (Fig 3.4a) is not symmetrical about the centre 

as might be expected, because the proton chemical shifts for the 

two methyls are different. At this stage it can also be assumed 

that the geometries for the two methyl are not identical, and this 

implies that the two geminal ^(HH) couplings will not be the 

same. To estimate these dipolar couplings it was found that one 

of the couplings could be roughly determined from the separation 

of the two wings in the proton spectrum. The separation of the 

wings is equal to approximately 3.2d (HH). The next step was to 

determine D"(HH"), where D" is the dipolar coupling between 

protons of two methyl groups, H” denotes the proton belonging to 

the methyl attached to the acetylenic carbon, and H is the other 

methyl proton. The following equations were used:

^(HH) = -K(HH) X S^^/2r; 

and

3.9

S"(HH") = -K(HH)<S/R^>

where R is the internuclear distance H-H" , S= (3Cos^<J>-1), <*> is

the variable arrjle between the z axis (C^ axis) and the 

internuclear vector R, and O  is the mean value. D" was 

determined fran ^D(HH) for the eclipsed and the staggered 

conformers and for free rotation of the methyls. It was found 

that the differences in values of D” from the three conformations 

v«re too gtall to permit any discrimination. The calculation was

carried out using the computer program COMIPM whose listing is

Shown in appendix 3.1. The magnituie of D(H"H") was taken to be
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within 40-50 Hz of the value of D(HH); hence trial spectra with 

different values of D(H"H”) were calculated using lAOCOON LC. 

Once the trial spectrum gave a recognizable resemblance to the 

experimental one, then iteration was used to obtain accurate 

valLES for the nmr parameters. The parameters that best fit the 

experimental spectrum are summarized in Table 3.3.

Once the anisotropic proton spectrum of methyl-1-propynyl-

mercury was analysed, the next step was to analyse the satellite

region. Thie satellite region of the anisotropic spectnm of the

oriented molecule was not simple, as most of the lines were hidden

under main proton signals. Oily six lines could be separated from

the main spectron and their positions were found to be sensitive

to ^(HgH). The indirect spin-spin J(HgH) couplings were
199

measured from the proton spectrua with natural abundance Hg 

satellites using deuterated benzene as the solvent. ^(HgH) was 

estimated ^ing equation 3.7, and then was accurately determined 

using the iteration option in UiOCOON Ul. The S(HgH") dipolar 

coupling was determined using Equation 3.7 and the geometry 

obtained from the long range proton proton dipolar coupling. Tlie 

best fit paraneters for the satellite region are summarized in 

Table 3.3. The computed proton spectrim with natural abundance 

l^^Hg satellites of methyl-l-ptopynylmercury partially oriented 

in Phase IV are shown in Fig 3.4(b) using parameters in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3

1

Pif!

f'

Selected Ihit Data of Methvl-l-ptopynylmereuty in Phage IV

Nmr Parameter

Sample

6(H)-6(H”)/ppn\

S ( ^ H - ^ H " ) / H z  

^D(^H-^^^Hg)/Hz

^ J ( V - V ) / H z

S(^H-^^^Hg)/Hz ®

1 ^(H"H'')/^(HH)I
I S(HH")/^(HH)
1
®D(HH")/^(H"H") 
^(HHg)/^(HH) 
S(H"» 3 )/^(HHg)

B

a) Spectrun obtained at proton frequency of 90 MHz.

b) Spectrum obtained at proton frequency of 60 MHz.

c) H denotes proton belorqing to methyl attached directly to 

mercury and H" denotes proton belonging to methyl attached to

triple bonded carbon.
d) Calculated from geometry obtained from S { H H ”) and ^(HHg).

e) Solvent used deuterated benzene/benzene mixture
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3.3.2 Force Field for Methylethynylmercury and 

Methyl-l-pr opynylmercury

Once the experimental anisotropic couplings had been

determined, the next stage was to evaluate the equilibrinn 

structure for both compounds. To do this, the harmonic

vibrational corrections to the experimental dipolar couplings were 

calculated using the computet program VIBRA, partly written by 

Diehl[201. The ptogtan requires the coordinates to define the 

geometry and the unsymmetrized force constants. Syitmetrical force 

constants and geonetties for both compounds were obtained from 

Imaitll,12]. The symmetrical force constants had to be 

msynmetrized; i.e the symmetry force constants given as elements 

of an F matrix had to be decomposed into internal force constants. 

The symnetry coordinates, the symmetry force constants and the 

corresponding expressions for the internal coordinates ate 

summarized in Table 3.4 for both molecules. From the relationship 

between the symmetry coordinates and their internal coordinates, 

the unsynmettized force constants were calculated. For exanple,

in Table 3.4 the symmetry coordinate F(l,l) corresponds to the 

internal coordinate R4, which ftoi. Fig 3.5 describes the stretch 
for the bond between the acetylenic proton and the adjacent carbon 

atom, in this case the force constant for the symmetry coordinate 

can be transferred directly into the unsymmetrized force constant. 

However F(2,2) in Table 3.4 corresponds to a symmetry coordinate 

vhich is the sim of two internal coordinates, f(r) and f(rr), 

where r denotes CH stretch in the methyl and rr corresponds to the 

interaction between t«. f(r) stretches. To calculate the 

individual contribution for the t«i internal coordinates it is 

necessary to solve simultaneously the symmetry coordinate

6A.
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Table 3.4
Force constants^ of Methylethynylmetcury ^  Methyl-1_- 

pcopvnytoetcuty in Symmetry coordinates, ^  tte relationship 

between symmetry and internal coordinates.

Symmetry
Coordinate

F(l,l) 
F(2,2) 
F(3,3) 
F(4,4) 
F(5,5) 
F(6,6) 
F(7,7) 
F(8,8) 
F(9,9) 
F(10,10) 
F(11f11) 
F(12,12) 
F(13,13) 
F(14,14) 
F(15,15) 
F(16,16) 
F(17f17) 
F(2,5) 
F(3,6) 
F(4,6) 
F(5,7) 
F(7,8) 
F(15f16)

Internal
Coordinate

f(s)+2f (ss) 
f(r)+2f(rr) 

f(R3)
f(p)+2f(pp) 
f (ô  )+2f (<vcx') 

f(R4) 
f(Rl) 
f(R2)

f(r)-f(rr) 
f (s)-f (ss)
f(p)-f(pp) 
f (oc )-£(<> oc ) 
f (vp)-f 
f(0)-f(0 0) 

f(E3,4) 
f(E2,3) 
f(El,2)
3f (roi ) 
f (R3R4)
3f (R4p)
3f (Rlcx ) 
f (R1R2) 
f(E34E 23)

Symmetry torce 
Constant

M-l-pM^

4.890
4.630 4.551
14.098 14.676
0.571
0.552 0.512
5.752 5.752
2.478 2.538
2.992 2.832
4.721 4.739
4.648
0.546
0.514 0.512
0.68
0.428 0.435
0.3017 0.232
0.1274 0.239
0.0535 0.301
-0.548 -0.61

-0.197
-0.189
-0.096 —0.067
-0.471 -0.134
0.124 0.084

a) The stretching force constants are giyen in mdyne/ ,̂ the 

deformation force constants in mdyne.A, and the 

stretching-deformation interaction constants in mdyne.

b) As represented in Figs 3.4 and 3.5

c) Methyl-l-propynylmercury

d) Methylethynylmercury
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Table 3.5 The Force constants foe Methyl-1-ptopvnylmercury and 

Methylethynylmercuty in Internal coordinate representation

Internal

Coordinate

f(r) 
f (rr) 
f (s) 
f (ss) 
f (Rl) 
f (R2) 
f (R3) 
f (R4) 
f(Rl R2) 
f(R3 R4) 
f (or) 
f (or ry) 
f(p ) 
f ( R p )  
f(0) 
f(vp) 
f (rex ) 
f (Rlo< ) 
f(R4p ) 
f (E34) 
f(E23) 
f (E12) 
f(E34 23)

Force constant

4.691
-0.03
4.729

-0.08
2.478
2.992
14.098
5.168
-0.471

0.43 
0.006 
0.4501 
0.007 
0.190 
0.420 
-0.1661 
-0.0504 
0.1893 
0.302 
0.1274 
0.0535 
0.124

MEM

4.676
-0.063

2.538
2.832
14.676
5.752
-0.134
-0.197
0.433
0.011

0.19

^.185 
—0.035

0.1809 
0.0964 
0.0706 
0.047

a) Force constants in mdyne/A

b) As represented in Figs 3.5 and 3.6.

c) Methyl-l-propynylmercury

d) Methylethynylmercury

expressions giyen by F(2,2) and F(8,8). Likewise, all the 

syn^etry coordinates were decomposed into internal coordinates,

• in T^hlP 3 5 for both molecules. Tbe and they are summarized in Table
. for usina VIBRA is that all force constants are requiranent for using vj-orw-i

entered in mdyne/A. symmetry force constants reported in

references 11,12 were in mdyne/A for stretches, mdyne.A for bends, 

and tdyne for interactions between stretch and bend. To 

standardise the syometry force constant for a bend inyolyin.
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nuclei i,j,k, it is multiplied by vtiere r is the

internuclear distance in A. For the synmetry force constant 

involving interaction between bend i,jfk and stretch ij, the 

multiplication factor is IHtoughout the

calculation the molecular geometry summarised in Table 3.1 has

been used.

3.3.3 Shielding Anisotropy in Methylethynylmercury and

Methyl-l-propynylmercury

Ihe ^^^Hg shielding anisotropies in methylethynylmercury

and m ethyl-1-propynylmercury were determined and are reported in
199

Table 3.6. The mercury shielding anisotropy (/lo-( Hg)) is 

given by the following expression;

(^^^Hg) = 3 (d* (nem) - <r(iso))/2Szz 3.11

where d-(nem) and o'(iso) are tke shieldings in the nanatic and 

isotropic phases respectively. The shielding in the nanatic phase 

was determined from the mercury ctenical shift measured in the 

anisotropic mercury spectran. measured from the

proton spectran using the same concentration and at the same 

tanperature. Once the experimental ^(HH) was determined, it 

was corrected for harmonic vibrations and then was

calculated using Equation 3.6. The isotropic mercury shielding 

was also required to be measured at the same tanperature. This 

was done by measuring mercury chemical shifts at various 

temperatures above the nanatic/isotropic transition temperature of 

the solution and then plotting a graph of mercury chemical shift 

gainst tanperature (see Figs 3.7 and 3.8). The isotropic 

shielding at the nanatic tanperature (the tanperature at vhich the

6B



spectrum of the oriented molecule was measured) was then obtained 

by extrapolation. In Table 3.6 the parameters used in the 

calculation of Z b - d - i "  methylethynylmercury and 

methyl-l-propynylmercury are reported.

Table 3.6 Isotropic Chemical Shift, Chemical §nft Difference  

199,
-zz

and Shielding Anisotropies o_f Methylethynylmercury

and Methyl-1-propvnylmercury

V (iso)/Hz 

I Ô^^^Hg/ppm^

! v(nem)-v(iso)/Hz 

cr (nem)- cr (iso)/ppm

"zz 

"zz
07, - dl/ppm

07, - o^/ppm (v.c)

Methylethynyl

mercury

Methyl-1 -pr opynyl-

mercury

16040593 150 

-465.3 

-19007 150 

+1189 13 

40.2630 1.002 

40.2723 1.002 

+6780 120 

+6550 120

16041160 150 

-429.9 13 

-22408 150 

+1402 13 

40.3134 1.002 

40.3447 1.002 

46711 120 

46101 120

v.c obtained from the couplir^ constant corrected for harmonic 

vibrations.
a) Chemical shift relative to mercury in dimethylmercury.
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The calculation of Ao-('-®®Hg) in methylethynylmetcury is

shown hor© as an exanple.

The frequency of the nematic chemical shift of mercury in 

methylethynylmercury is

v(nematic)= 5586(150) +36000 +15980000 Hz 

= 16021586 150 Hz

By extrapolation to 30^ v(isotropic) is obtained 

v( iso tropic) =4 593 (150) + 56000 + 15980000 

= 16040593 t 50 Hz

r 199^g methylethynylmercury ) = 16040593 x 100/89.6

= 17902447 Hz

To calculate chemical shift relative to dimethyl mercury

using the established convention and 

i(^®®Hg) in Me^g =17910780 Hz
(CH^gCCH) =(17902447-17910780)/17.910780 ppm

= -465.3 ppm

v(nematic) - v(isotropic) = 41586 - 60593 Hz

= -19007 i 50 Hz

; .  6(nem ) -  6 ( i s o )  = - 1 9 0 0 7 / 1 5 .9 8  ppm

using the convention v^ereby chaaical shifts and shieldings have

opposite signs, then

a (nan)- a  (iso) = +H89 73 ppm

for this particular experiment.
From the proton spectra we obtain the value of ^(HH)= +2778.8 (tl) Hz 

vhich corrected for vibration gives 2876.6 (71) Hz

using the internuclear distance between two methyl protons as 1.7845A

and the equation for

S = 2 X r(HH)^ X ^D(HH)/K(HH) 
zz
s = 1.7845^ X 2876.6 /120067 = 0.2723i.C02
ZZ



Substituting into equation 3.10 we obtain 
A o  = or, - 0 1 = 3 X 1189/ 2 X 0.2723

= + 6550 ±20 pF*n

3. 3.4 Quadrupole Coupling constant in Methylethynylmercury d-|

The deuteriun quadrupole coupling constant in methylethynyl 

mercury-d^ (CH3HgCsCD) in Phase IV was measured, and is 

reported in Table 3.7. The quadrupolar coupling (eQV^^/^) is 

given by the following expression;

(eOV^j/h) =
3.12

where œ  is the doublet splitting in the deuteriut specttun and

S is the orientation parametet. The splitting of the doublet 
zz
is in the order of 100 KHz hence the splitting could only be 

obtained through two separate spectra showing the positions of the 

high and low frequency peaks. The magnitude of was

determined from ^(HH) measured froo the proton specttun at the 

same temperature. The proton specttun of methylethynyl- 

mercury-d, in nunatic phase is a triplet with splitting of 

3.\>(HH). was determined from Equation 3.6, using the

geometry fr”  Table 3.1 and the vibrationally corrected value of 

in Table 3.7 the parameters used to calculate the 

deuterium quadrupole coupling constant from t »  experiments are

reported.
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table 3« 7
parameters used to calculate ^  Quadrupol^ CouElilS in

MethylethvnvlmercurydD-d.,

SPECTRA

^(HH)

^(HH) corrected for 
vibration

EXPERIMEOT 1

zz

^  SPECTRA

Position of high 
frequency peak of 
doublet

Position of low 
frequency peak of 
doublet.

Doublet splitting 

Quad r upo1ar coupling

3020.7 tl Hz

3118.5 11 Hz

0.2952 t.002

13797830 t50 Hz

13711416 150 Hz

86414 150 Hz 

195.16 1.4 KHz

EXPERIMENT 2

3015.0 11 Hz

3112.8 11 Hz

0.2947 i.002

13797780 150 Hz

13711465 150 Hz

86315 150 Hz

195.3 1.4 KHz

a) Calculation using Equation 3.9 and t(HH) fixed at 1.7845A

3.4 Discussion

The internuclear distances for HH, HHg, and H'Hg and the 

inter-bond angles K H g  ani KH, calculated from the nmr of

oriented methyleth^ytoercury and oriented methyl-l-propynyl 

mercury in the anisotropic phase are srrmarized in Tables 3.8 and 

3.9. Besides the normal errors in the dipolar coupling constants 

resulting from uncertainties in the line positions, vdnich are 

caused by tanperature gradients in the sample, other errors may 

arise when calculating geometry by ™>r of oriented molecules.
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One possible source of error experienced when determining 

geometrical parameters from the spectra of the oriented molecules 

is the contribution from anisotropy in the indirect spin-spin 

couplings. It appears from the geometries deduced here that all 

J(HH) and J (HgH) couplings are purely isotropic. This is 

consistent with previous findings [1—10].

Another source of error is the assumption that there exists 

one unique orientation throughout the anisotropic phase. It is 

commonly found that in certain small molecules that different 

orientations may exist at different sites in the anisotropic 

phase [5,22-24], but again the satisfactory geometries deduced 

show this source of error is not important here.

3,4.1 Equilibrium Geometry of Methylethynylmercur_y

The equilibriim geometry of methylethynylmercury is 

summarized in Table 3.8 and it is based on the intetnuclear 

distance r(HH)= 1.7845A. Table 3.8 shows that the largest

m^nitude o£ vibrational correction is applied to and the

second largest to (HgH). The vibrational corrections of 6.9%
for ^(HH) and 5% for ^D(HgH) are of the same order of 

magnitude as found in the calculation for the equilibria^ geometry 

of methyl-trifluoromethylmercury[7]. We can now investigate 

vhether the geometry of methylethynylmercury calculated with 

vibrational correction is consistent with that determined by other 

methods. AS the structure of methyleth^^ylmercury has not been 

reported, the geometry determined here is compared with the 

geometry obtained by transferring geometrical parameters from

methyl(trifluoromethyl)t«rcury[7] and acetylene[25].
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Table 3.8

Geometrical Parameters and Dipolar Couplings (with and without  

vibrational corrections) ^  Methylethynylmercury

--------- ------ -
rX) vibrational 

correction

vibrational i 

correction

percentage

correction

(HH)/Hz 2604 tl 2784 11 6.75

(HH') /Hz^ -97 ±2 -97 12 0.14

S(HgH)/Hz -232 i2 -244 12 4.7

(HgH)/Hz -69 ±2 -70 12 2.2

S ^ +0.2464 ±.002 +0.2635 ±.002
zz
r (HHg)/A 2.588 +.005 2.606 ±.005

r (HH') /A 6.64 ±.08 6.78 ±.08

r (H'Hg)/A 4.19 ± . 05 4.31 ±.05

1 C r(C^ Hg)/A 1.997 +.005 2.017 ±.0051

/.CHgH 23.4° r.l° 'i 23.3° ±.1°
1

Z_HHgC^
________ _______

8.9° t.5° j 8.7° ±.5°

a) H' (denotes acetylenic proton

b) Calculation using equation 3.9 with r(HH) fixed at 1.7845A,

c) calculation fro« 2D(HHg), r(CH)= 1.097A and methyl inter-bond

angle as 108.85

The calculated values for r(H-Hg) and the angle .iHHgC^

with vibrational corrections are 2.6061 t.cOSA and 23.2° t.01° 
respectively, as obtained fran the corresponding dipolar

___ r (C -Hq)= 2.0171A tO.OOSAcouplirrgs. This corresponds to r(C^ng)
.. . 097A and the methyl inter-bond angle isassuming that r(CH)-l.oy/A ano
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108 85^. same calculation but without vibrational

correction gave r(C^-Hg) = 1.997A 1.005A. The difference in the 

two values is of the order of 0.02A and is larger than the 

experimental error. The internuclear distances for the same 

parameter in methyl-trifluoromethylmercury obtained by microwave 

and nmr are 2.05A[26] and 2.03A *.004A [7] respectively. Hence 

the vibrationally corrected value for r(C^-Hg) is a better 

estimate than that calculated without vibrational correction. The 

difference between these results and that obtained from 

methyl-trifluoromethylmercury is in the order of 1 percent, which 

is within experimental error. The calculated value of r(HH') as 

determined from ^D(HH') after vibrational corrections was 

6.78A i.08A. This corresponds to r(C^-H')= 6.33A -.05 with 

vibrational correction and 6.64A i.05A without vibrational

correction, again assuming r(CH) and methyl inter-bond angle as
before. In order to determine the internuclear distance for a 

particular bond along the linear skeleton, the internuclear 

distances of three of the bonds are required to be knov. with 

reasonable accuracy. As the molecular geometry for this molecule 

has not been measured, bond lengths have to be assumed from 

similar molecules. The internuclear distance r(C3-H’) is 

reported as 1.06A t.OOSA [171 and rlC.-Hg) has already been 

calculated. Hence using riC^-H'), riC^-Hg) and rlCj-H') a

total of 3.25A is required to be distributed between rlHĝ ^̂ l 
and r(CsC). The rmr study of oriented cyanopropyne with C

 ̂ 166A [271 and the microwave value forenrichment reported r (CsC)-l. ibbA u/j
1 ^7c;^.nce is given as 1.2QA [28]. Using bothsame internuclear distance i y

values of r(CaC) the calculated magnitude of r(Hg-C^) is

2.05A t.04 with vibrational correction and 1.99A t.OSA without 

vibrational correction. The latter value is far too ^all for an
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r(C-Hg) bond length[1-10,26] and again the importance of including 

vibrational corrections vAien calculating geometries by nmr is 

shown - here, The same results were obtained using D(HgH ). To 

quote a more precise value for this internuclear distance the 

dipolar couplir^g from vhich this parameter was calculated has to 

be measured to within 1 percent. In our case D(HH )

^D(HgH') could only be determined with an error of 4 percent.

Hence the use of oriented nmr in obtaining geometry must be 

restricted to small distances. However the results here do show 

the importance of including vibrational corrections when

determining geometries by nmr,

V4.2 The Equilibriim Geometry of M^rhyl-l-Ptopyrivlmercury

The equilibria geometry of methyl-l-propynylmercury is 

reported in Table 3.9. The relative geometry is again based 

r(H-H)= 1.7845A. In Table 3.9 significant vibrational corrections 

v«re found to be necessary for ^DWH), and ^DWgH).

The vibrational corrections to the dipolar couplings ^(HH) and 

^DiHgH) are twice those observed for the same couplings in

methylethynylmercury [this «>r« and methyl-trifluoromethyl-

mercury 17]. This implies that the amplitude of rocki,^ and a.^le 

deformation for the methyl that is directly attached to the

mercury is larger in the case of methyl-1-propi.iylmercury. By

coniBring the geometry as calculated for „ethyl-l-prop^ylmercury 

with and without vibrational corrections it should be possible to

w ornrhiiMries of vibrational corrections aretell v^ether these amplitudes or

correct.
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Table 3.9
Geometrical Parameters and Dipolar Couplings (with witho^

vibrational corrections) in Methyl-l-propynylmercurj^

S  (HH") /Hz

^(HgH)/Hz

(HgH") /Hz

S  ̂zz
r (H"H")/A 

I r(HHg)/A 

I r(H’’Bg)/A
i
i <r(HH”)>/A
1
I r(C^ Hg)/A

j r(C^C4)/A^
I c/_C^HgH

L  C^HgH”

no vibrational 

correction

vibrational

correction

percentage

correction

7.62 ±.05

2.012 ±.005

6.63 ±.05

23.3° 1.1°

11.6° 1.5°

23.2° t.l° 

11.6° 1.5°

a) H" denotes proton belonging to methyl attached to the 

triple bonded carbon.
b) calculation usin, equation 3.9 with r(HH) fixed at 

1.7845A.
o) Calculation from ^(HHg), r(Oi)= 1.097A and methyl inter 

bond angle of 108.85 .
d) Calculated from S(HH") using methyl geometry as 

described in c.
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Trie calculated value after vibrational correction for r(H-Hg) 

is 2.615 A +.005A which corresponds to 2.027A +.005A for 

r(C^-Hg) on the assiiription that r (Cj^-H)=1.097A and the methyl 

inter-bond angle is 108.85°. r(C-Hg) calculated without

vibrational correction is 2.012A and the difference between the 

results obtained with and without vibrational corrections exceeds 

that attributable to experimental error. The value for r(C-Hg) 

calculated with vibrational correction is consistent within

experimental error with that obtained for the same bond length in 

methylethynylmercury [this work] and methyl-trifluoromethyl- 

mercury [7]. The value of r(H"H”) calculated from 

after vibrational correction is 1.823A ±.003A, and the most 

reasonable methyl geometry corresponding to this r(HH ) is, 

r(CH”)= I.IA and AH"CH”= 111°. Tbe calculated value for
r(H”H") calculated without vibrational correction was 1.785A and

the most reasonable methyl geometry corresponding to this value of 

r(H"H”) is r (CH")=1.097A and ¿_H"CH"=108.85 . The methyl 

geometry for cyanopropyne was reported to be 108.8° for the same 

bond angle and I.IA for r(CH) [28]. Hence we find a difference of

2.2 percent between the inter-bond angle reported in cyanopropyne 

and that calculated in methyl-1-propynylmercury after vibrational 

correction. Such a large difference between the two results might 

suggest that the applied vibrational correction for is

incorrect. This cannot be the case because it would lead to

inconsistencies in the ranaining geometry. However, the 

difference in the methyl geometry can also be explained in terms 

of distortion of the methyl inter-i»nd angle by the movement of 

the methyl with respect to the anchor atom vhich in the case of 

methyl-l-propynylmercury is mercury and cyanopropyne it is carbon.

It would be expected that the methyl that is farthest away from
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the anchor atom will rock the most. This in turn might cause a 

slight widening of the methyl inter-bond angle. The methyl that 

is not directly bonded to the mercury in m ethyl-1-propynylmercury 

is then expected to have a larger iCH angle than the corresponding 

methyl in cyanopropyne.
g

■nie value of r(C^-C^) was determined from D(HH”).

Before this could be done the knowledge of the conformation of 

methyl-l-ptopynylmercury was requited. The possible conformations 

of methyl-1-ptopynylmetcuty would be staggered, eclipsed, or free 

rotation of the methyls. In the calculation using the computet 

program COMIPM it was found that within experimental error one 

could not say which conformar is preferred. This is not 

surprising as similar observation was made in the study of 

dimethylmercuty [61. Hovever the spectra of oriented ethane were 

consistent only with the staggered conformation [291. Hence such 

tests must be carried out when molecules may have mote than one 

likely conformation. ®D(HH”) was then calculated assuming free 

rotation of the methyl groups. The calculated value of <r(H"H")>, 

«hare <> implies the mean value, corresponds to 

r(C -C^)= 6 .81A Í.05A with vibrational correction and 6.63A 

without vibrational correction. Using t(C^Hg)= 2.027A and 

r(C32)= 1.2A, a totalof 3.58A has to be distributed between 

ríHg^^l and ^ € 3^:,). In cyanopropvne the microwave value 

for rlCj-C^) is 1.46A[281 and the nmr value is 1.43A [301.

The nnr value has not been corrected for molecular vibration. 

However using both values an average value of 2.IIA Í.05A for the 

vibrationally corrected r(Hg-C) and 1.93AÍ.05A without 

vibrational correction was calculated. The vibrational corrected

■, „oain seen to be the best estimate. A more accuratevalue IS agsin seen uu
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value could not be determined from either ^D(HH") or D(HgH") 

as both couplings could only be measured with an experimental 

error of 5 percent. Also, as the molecular geometry of 

methyl-1-piopynylmercury to our knowledge has not been measured, 

we have been transferring geometrical parameters from similar 

compounds and assuming that this is feasible.

3.4.3 ^^^Hg Shielding Anisotropy

In the calculation of the mercury shielding anisotropy, the 

mercury resonance in dimethylmercury was chosen as the external 

reference signal. It is appropriate at this point to give the 

reason for the choice before discussing the shielding anisotropies 

in both compounds. Sens ^  al_ have carried out a general study of 

Mercury-199 Fourier transform nmr and reported v^y they thought 

that dimethylmercury was a suitable choice[31]. They state their 

reasons to be as follows.

i) The ^^^Hg signal in dimethylmercury lies at one extreme 

end of the mercury chemical shift scale.

ii) Dimethyljnercury is liquid and thus can be used neat, so 

the problans of concentration and solvent effects ate eliminated.

iii) The mercury nmt specttun of dimethylmercury can be 

readily obtained with a single pulse, even in a capillary.

iv) Proton decoupling does not cause problans as all the 

hydrogens ate equivalent, although on most spectrometers this is 

not particularly important.

Another reason that can be added but not included by Sens's group 

is that dimethylmetcury has been extensively studied by double 

resonance techniques[21,32-33). The only disadvantages in using
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199
dimethylmercury is its toxicity and the fact that Hg signal 

lies at the high frequency end of the mercury chemical shift

range, so that virtually a ll  other mercury chemical shifts are

negative. As dimethylmercury is a health hazard there is no need 

to have a sample of this reagent available when measuring mercury 

chemical shifts. Ibis is because chemical shifts can be quoted 

relative to an external reference compound using the value of

Z (reference).

The errors in the calculation of the mercury shielding 

anisotropy from the nmr of oriented molecules are those already 

summarized in Section 3.4. However there is also a further error 

that might exist because mercury chemical shifts are known to be 

medium-dependant. This implies that the chemical environoent of 

the mercury in the nematic and isotropic phases may be different.

In pyridine and dimethyl sulphoxide the mercury chemical shift can 

be affected by as much as 100 ppm according to conditionst31,34]. 

As the isotropic mercury chemical shift of methylethynylmercury 

and methyl-l-propynylmercury are similar in deuterated benzene and 

in Phase IV, this source of error can be considered to be 

unimportant in our case.

The nmr of oriented molecules can give information on the 

chemical environment at a nucleus from the measura>ent of the its 

shielding anisotropy and the isotropic shielding. From the 

anisotropic and the isotropic shieldings the individual 

contributions to the shielding for each direction can be 

calculated. These experimental results can then be discussed with 

deductions made from the theory of nuclear shielding. A general 

theory of nuclear shieldit^ has been presented by Ramsey[35) and 

Gutoveky[36). Ramsey's theory discussed the observed shielding of
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a nucleus (a~ (A) ) as the sum of the contributions from the 

param^netic and diagmagnetic shieldings.

(T- (A) = o-p(A) + c3"^(A) 3.13

The diagmagnetic shieldirvg involves the free rotation of the 

electrons about the nucleus in question and the paramagnetic 

contribution describes the hindrance or in the terms of Gutowsky 

the imbalance caused by other electrons and nuclei in the 

molecule. Many problems arise in the treatment of chemical 

shifts, but by simplifying the theoretical consideration of 

shielding, the factors that dominate chemical shifts can be 

discussed. These factors are as follows

i) the relative importance of local and long range effects is 

not absolutely known but it can be assumed that the former will

dominate the shielding.

ii) There is also uncertainty in the relative importance 

between the paramagnetic and diagmagnetic contributions and here 

the paramagnetic shielding will dominate as variations in the 

diagmagnetic shielding are snail.

Hence for our purpose we can assume that the paramagnetic 

contribution to the shielding will dominate and it will be the 

local electrons which will have the greatest effect upon the 

chemical shift. In mercury compounds the local field involves the 

valence shell; this is mainly composed of s and £  orbitals and 

from the definition of Jameson and Gutowsky, will be large 

when the imbalance is greatest in the valance £  shell. This is 

when one £ orbital is full and the other two ate anpty or vice

versa.



In linear mercury compounds the mercury shieldings parallel 

and perpendicular to the linear skeleton will involve circulation 

and interaction between electrons of nuclei close to the mercury. 

Hence we can say that the paramagnetic contribution to the 

shielding can be measured directly from <r¡, and c?X • observed 

isotropic shielding is given by;

cr (iso) =

the shielding anisotropy for a molecule with symmetry is

^  ^  ” ^ , y y

3.14

3.15

where the z axis is parallel to the C3 symmetry axis. From the 

above equations the individual contribution to the shielding can

be calculated. For methylethynylmercury ^
and for methyl-1-0- = +4522 ppm, was obtained,zz

propynylni6tcury it vras deduced that " ^yy PF*t an

0- = +4210 ppm. Tlie shieldir^ contribution parallel to the
77

symmetry axis for dimethylmercury measured by Diehl and for HgMeX 

(X= Cl,Br,I) measured by Kennedy and McFarlane was +5000 ppm, 

+4500 ppm, +4550 ppm, and +4740 ppm respectively [1,10]. The 

contribution to shielding perf^ndicular to the same axis for the 

above series was -2500 ppm, -1035 ppm, -1040 ppm, and -740 ppm 

respectively. The vast difference between shielding perpendicular 

and parallel to the magnetic field in all the above molecules 

indicates that the electronic circulation is unhindered about the 

symmetry axis but highly restricted perpendicular to this 

direction {i.e. large negative contribution to the shielding). 

The magnitude of individual contributions to the mercury shielding
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in methylethynylmercury and methyl-l-propynylmercury are not as

large as observed for dimethylmercury. In dimethylmercury

and 6~ are expected to be close to their extreme values and zz
thus the observed shielding anisotropy can be ascribed to

mrestricted electronic circulation when the symmetry axis and the

m^netic field direction are parallel with each other and highly

restricted when they are perpendicular. In terms of bonding the

mercury in dimethylmercury then uses only 6p^ orbital and 6p^

and 6py orbitals are left vacant. The decrease in and

increase in cr going through the series dimethylmercury,
tW

methylethynylmercury and methyl-l-propynylmercury suggest 

electrons are being withdrawn from the mercury's 6p^ orbitals. 

There may also be an increase in the occupation of the 6p^ and 

6py orbitals. The adjacent carbon-carbon triple bond present in 

both methylethynylmercury and methyl-1-propynylmercury must be 

responsible for withdrawing electrons from the mercury 

orbital. The difference in covalent bonding in both

methylethynylmercury and methyl-1-propynylmercury from that found 

in dimethylmercury is also shown in the difference in r(Hg-C) bond 

lengths. The internuclear distance for r (Hg-C) in dimethylmercury 

was found to be 2.09A [1] whereas the same internuclear distance 

in methylethynylmercury and methyl-1-propynylmercury was about 

0.07A shorter [this work].

One observation from Table 3.6 is the difference between the 

magnitude of the shielding anisotropy calculated with and without 

vibrational correction. The difference of 230ppm in the case of 

methylethynylmercury and 600 ppm for methyl-1-propynylmercury and 

475 ppm for the shielding anisotropy for mercury in 

dimethylmercury[l] indicates the importance of including
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vibrational corrections throughout the calculation in the nmr of 

or iented system.

Sometimes a shielding anisotropy experiment can be used to 

derive the signs of coupling constants when the sign of the 

shielding anisotropy is known. The sign of the dipolar coupling 

constant is dependant upon the orientation of the molecule ( see 

equations 3.6 and 3.7), but the sign of the indirect spin-spin 

coupling is not. In this vrork the sign of J(HgH) is of interest 

as it has already been determined by double resonance 

exFetiments[21). Tne sign of ^J(HgH) can be derived given that 

sign of the mercury shielding anisotropy is positive. The mercury 

shielding anisotropy is given by equation 3.10. From Table 3.6 

v(nem)-v(iso) is negative, so that O'(nem)-<r (iso) is positive.

Thus given that As- (^®®Hg) is positive, then must also be 

positive. ^(HgH) is given by the following equation;

2D(HgH) = -K(HHg) [1 - 2Sin^ ( ? /2)1/r^„ 3.16

where ? is  the angle subtended at the mercury by a pair of 

protons attached to the same carbon. Using the assumed geometry

(r(HH)=1.7845A and ? =46.5°), l-2sin^(?/2) is found to be 

positive. AS S „  is positive then \)(HgH) must be negative.

The mercury spectnm of the oriented methylethynylmercury is a 

quartet with splitting of 12.D(HgH)W (HgH) I. The value of D(HHg) 

can be calculated from Equation 3.16 using calculated fron

correspondir^ proton spectnan. We find that 12.D(HgH)tJ (HgH) I is

greater than 2.D(HgH) so that ôiHgH) and ^jfHgH) must have 

the same sign. Given the sign of ^  (HgH) as being negative then 

2j(HgH) must be negative also. This is consistent with double 

resonance experiments carried out to find the sign of the same
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coupling in dimethylmercury [21].

3.4.4 Quadrupolar Coupling in Methylethynylmercury-d^

Another parameter that can be measured from the nmr of 

oriented molecules is the quadrupolar coupling constant. Tbe 

quadrupolar coupling constant corrected for harmonic vibrations 

for the deuteron in methylethynylmercury-d^ was determined here 

to be 195.2 KHz. Tbe value for the same constant without 

vibrational corrections was found to be 201 KHz. The experimental 

error was only about ±0.4 KHz. Tbe deuterium quadrupolar coupling 

constants reported by Millet and Dailey in DON, and

CH CD, were 199 KHz, 198 KHz, 183 KHz and 167 KHz
3 3

respectively [13]. Tihese measurements did not include vibrational 

corrections. As the magnitude of the quadrupolar coupling 

constant can give a qualitative picture of the bond to deuterium, 

by comparing the un corrected value of the constant in 

methylethynylmercury-d^ with those obtained by Millet and Dailey 

we can say that the carbon-deuteron bond in this molecule has an 

^  character, and the carbon-deuteron internuclear distance is 

about 1.06A. Ibis result is not surprising but it does show that 

nmr of oriented molecules is a convenient and accurate method for 

the determination of the deuterium quadrupole coupling constants. 

Also this exercise shows the importance of including vibrational

corrections in the calculation.

3.5 Conclusion

•me eqmlibtian geometries of methylethynylmercury and 

methyl-l-ptopynylmercury in the liquid crystal Phase IV have been 

determined. The bond lengths and inter-bond angles that were
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calculated for both molecules are consistent with those vhich 

might be reasonably expected[1-10,25,28], and the results here are 

of value since no other studies on the geometries of these 

molecules have been repxorted.

The study of methylethynylmercury and methyl-1- 

propynylmercury in the liquid crystal has also enabled us to

determine the absolute signs of J (HgH), J (HgH), and 

^J(HgH) from the sign of the mercury shielding anisotropy. The 

sign of the indirect spin-spin coupling (HgH) determined by us 

is in agreanent with the sign observed from double resonance 

experiments carried out on dimethylmercury [21]. The signs of the 

other two couplings are consistent with geometry and spectral 

analysis when the sign of (HgH) is known.

Shielding anisotropies of +6550 ppm and +6000 ppm for mercury 

in methylethynylmercury and methyl-1-propynylmercury were obtained 

by using a nematic liquid crystal and recording the corresponding 

spectra. These anisotropies when compared with that measured in 

dimethylmercury [1] indicate that the carbon triple bond in both 

methylethynylmercury and methyl-1-propynylmercury causes 

withdrawal of electrons occupying the mercury's 6p^ orbitals and 

an increase in occupancy of the mercury’s 6p^ and 6p^

orbitals. The differences in covalent bonding between

dimethylmercury, methylethynylmercury and methyl-1-propynylmercury 

were also shown in the differences in the Hg-C bond lengths.

The analysis of the nmr spectrum of partially oriented 

methylethynylmercury-d^ in Phase IV was found to be an accurate 

and convenient method to determine the deuteriun quadrupolar

coupling constant.
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appendix 3.1

Listing Computer Program COMIPM

p r o g r a m COMIPM ******
DIMENSION XCOORD(10),YOOORD(10),ZCOCRD(10)
RCHG=2.08
RHGC=2.05
RCTC=1.21
RCC=1.46
RCH=1.11
ANGMTH=108. 5
D6HH=76.7
KHH =120067.
THETA=îANGMTH
THETO =0.5*(180.0-THETA)
RHH = SIND (THETA) *RCH/SIND(THETB)
XO = RHH * SIND (30.)/SIND (120.0)
ZO = SQRT((RCH*RCH)-(XO*XO))

XCOORD (1)= XO 
YC00RD(1)= 0.0 
ZC00RD(1)= 0.0 
DO 10 1=2,6 
XCOORD (I)=0.0 
YC00RD(I)=0.0

10 CONTINUE
ZC00RD(2)=Z0 
ZCOORD(3)=ZO+RCHG 
ZCOORD (4)=ZCOCRD (3)+RHGC 
ZCOORD (5 )=ZCOORD (4 )4RC'IC 
ZCOORD (6)=ZC00RD (5)+RCC 
ZCOORD (7 )=ZCOORD (6 )+Z0 
ROTATO.O 
AT0T=O

20 R0TAT=R0TAT+1.
IF (ROTAT.GT. 360.0)GOTO 40 
AT0T=AT0T+1
XCOORD (7 )=XCOORD (1 ) *00SD (ROTAT)
YCOORD (7 )=XCOORD (1 ) *SIND (ROTAT)
RI =SQRT ( ( ZCOORD (1 ) -ZCOORD (7 ) ) **2+

1+ (YCOORD (1 ) -YCOCBD (7 ) ) **2+
1+ (ZCOORD (1 ) -ZCOORD (7 ) ) **2)

RT 3=RI **3
ALPHAZ= ( (ABS (ZCOORD (1 ) -ZCOORD (7 ) ) ) /RI ) **2
SDR=(3*ALPHAZ-1)/RI 3
T0TSDR=€DR4T0TSER
SDRO.O
GO TO 20

40 SZZ^6HH/(KHH*(T0TSDR/AT0T) )
TYPE 30,SZZ,AT0T

30 FORMAT (2F)
RETURN
END
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Chapter £
NMR STUDY OF BIS (TRIFLUORQMETHYL) MERCURY ORIENTED IN NERCK PHASE 

IV AND IN EBBA

4.1 Introduction

As was mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, the nmr spectra of 

molecules oriented in nematic liquid crystals permit the

determination of nmr parameters which in isotropic solvents 

average out to zero. Examples of such parameters are chemical 

shift anisotropies, and dipolar and anisotropic indirect

couplings T̂ e direct dipolar couplings can be used to determine 

geometries, and the chanical shift anisotropy can provide insight 

into the architecture of chemical bonds. Anisotropy in the 

indirect spin-spin couplings is often difficult to establish as it 

is closely involved with the direct dipolar couplings, but 

theoretically.it should help in the understanding of the mechanism 

involved in spin-spin coupling. These anisotropies can also be a 

nuisance to analytical nmr chemists when trying to accurately 

determine geometries.

The anisotropy in the indirect spin-spin coupling is not 

found between all nuclei. There is no evidence at all of 

anisotropy in the indirect coupling between a pair of protons, but 

for indirect couplings involvirrg fluorine, this contribution can 

be significant in certain molecules. It is for this reason that 

number of flúorinated compounds partially oriented in the nematic 

phase have been studied in the present work. These studies show 

that complications arise in determining molecular geometries when 

the experimental anisotropic coupling obtained from the

analysis of the anisotropic spectrim is not purely dipolar but
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also contains contributions arising from anisotropies in the 

indirect couplings In fluorinated benzenes it was

found that is very sensitive to snail changes in the

geometry so that either or the correct geometry can be

accurately determined, but not both [1]. In trifluoromethyl 

benzene, found to lie in the range of -41 Hz to +5Hz,

according to the geometry assumed [2]. A study of cis and trans

1,2 difluoroethenes [3] showed that only and J (CF) have

large anisotropic contributions. t^ans

corresponding dipolar coupling vhereas Dĵ p was less than 1%

of its dipolar coupling. Ihe experimentally determined Dpp 

was also in agreement with theoretical calculation. The 

disagreement between the structures obtained from nmr and 

micro wave results on fluoromethane suggested that there are large 

anisotropies in the C-F and C-H indirect couplings in this 

molecule [4]. In difluoromethane and trifluoromethane, J(FH) 

and/or J(FF) appear to show small anisotropies [5]. A study of 

phosphoryl fluoride (F3PO) in the nematic phase also showed 

disagreement between the geometry determined by nmr and that 

obtained from electron diffraction data[6]. Again the 

disagreement was interpreted by suggesting that large anisotropies 

were present in either or both of J (PF) and J (FF). When the

anisotropic contribution from J(PF) was assumed to be zero then

Dindir was about 30% of the corresponding value of its
pp

experimental anisotropic coupling. If  J(FF) was assumed to have 

zero anisotropy then was about 50% of the corresponding

experimental anisotropic coupling. It was found from the

equilibriun geometry of methyl-trifluoromethylmercury[7) as

derived by nmr that the position of the fluorines could not be 

determined accurately as a consequence of the error in the
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experimental dipolar coupling and/or anisotropic contributions to

the ganinal indirect FF couplings. Hence, from all these studies

it is apparent that anisotropies in indirect spin-spin couplings

can be a nuisance, as they can impede out ability to calculate

accurate structural data from the nmr spectra of oriented

itolecules. Where it is known that the indirect couplings are

anisotropic, the rmr of oriented species can either determine
- -indir TVûaccurately the geometry, or the contribution from D . The 

rmr of ^(trifluoromethyl)roercury partially oriented in the 

nematic phase is discussed in this chapter. This study gives 

information on anisotropies of certain indirect couplings and the 

part they play in obtaining precise molecular geometries.

Bis (trifluoromethyl)mercury is a particularly suitable 

compound to study in this way as it has threefold symmetry, and 

its orientation in the liquid crystal can be described by a single 

parameter. Tbe compound is also a suitable choice in that the 

vibrational force field analysis has been repotted [8]. From the 

force field, the anhatmonic vibrational corrections to the 

experimental dipolar couplings can be calculated, and this should 

improve the relative precision of the direct dipolar coupling 

constants. This in turn should help to determine quite accurately 

the anisotropy in the indirect couplings and/or the geometrical 

parameters. For a molecule to be suited for the determination of 

such parameters by oriented rmr, the requirements are that the 

number of anisotropic couplings that can be measured from the 

anisotropic spectrum should exceed the mmber of parameters that 

describe the orientation. In the case of ^(trifluoromethyl)- 

mercury the number of orientation parameters required is one. To 

calculate any anisotropies present in the indirect couplings or
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the geometry, then at least one of the experimental anisotropic 

couplings has to be assumed to be purely dipolar so that the 

orientation parameter can be calculated from it. From studies of 

trifluoromethane [5] and methyl-trifluoromethylmercury [7] it was 

found that the geminal spin-spin couplings between pairs of 

fluorines have negligible anisotropy. Hence for bi^(tri 

fluoromethyl)mercury the orientation can be deduced from the 

anisotropic ^D(FF) coupling. Once the orientation has been 

determined, the molecular geometry or the anisotropic contribution 

to an indirect coupling can then be calculated.

Various methods are available for the determination of the 

absolute signs of the indirect spin-spin couplings, and double 

resonance experiments are the most commonly used[9]. In double 

resonance experiments, the assumption is made that the sign of the 

indirect coupling for a directly bonded C-H is positive[10]. 

Liquid crystal rmr studies can also be used to determine the 

absolute signs of indirect couplings[11,Chapter 3]. The method 

for the determination of the signs of indirect couplings by nmr of 

molecules oriented in liquid crystals relies on knowing the sign 

of the orientation parameter, or the absolute sign of the 

shielding anisotropy. Previous studies on mercury shielding 

anisotropies in the linear molecules dimethylmercury[12], 

methylmercury halides[13], methylethynylmercury[Chapter 3] and 

methyl-l-propynylmercury[Chapter 3] have shown that they are large 

(greater than 4000ppm) and {x>sitive. This is consistent with the 

theory of mercury shielding as presented by Ramsey [14] and by 

Guto>Bky[15]. It is then expected that the sign of the mercury 

shieldir^ anisotropy in ^ ( t r  ifluoromethyl) mercury should also be 

large and positive, and from it the signs of the indirect
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spin-spin couplings ^J(HgF) and ‘’j(FF) can be determined. The

determination of the shielding anisotropies for the fluorine and

mercury in bis(tr ifluoromethyl) mercury can also be discussed in
T_Q 199relation to the existing theories of F and Hg chemical 

shifts [14-16].

4.2 Experimental

Bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury was synthesized in our laboratory 

as described in Chapter 8. Liquid crystalline solvents 4-ethoxy 

benzylidene-4'-butylaniline (EBBA) and Merck Phase IV were 

obtained commercially and were used without further purification. 

Three nematic samples were prepared as described in Chapter 3. 

Bis(trifluDromethyl)mercury was also studied in a mixture of 20% 

deuterated benzene and benzene.

199'Hg nmr spectra were obtained as described in Chapter 3.

All spectra were recorded on an FX90Q spectrometer operating

at 84.26 MHz. The anisotropic spectnm was obtained with 16K data

points and a spectral width of 12 KHz. The pulse width used was

17ps. The summation of 2000 FIDs was transformed with an

artificial line broadening function to give a line width of 1 Hz

in the central region of the spectrua and 3 Hz in the outer parts.
199

This natber of scans was sufficient to observe the Hg

satellites. The isotropic spectrum was acquired with the

same pulse width and a spectral width of 6 KHz. Fe«r scans were 

needed to observe the ^®®Hg satellites in this case.

r*ar spectra of oriented molecules were analysed using 

equations for the line positions derived by EnglertlHl and the 

computer progran lAOCOON bC[18]. Tbe calculated spectron was
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plotted as described in Section 3.2.

TVie harmonic vibrational corrections to the dipolar coupling 

constants were calculated with the aid of the computer program 

VIBRA[19], and the force field obtained from Mills[8].

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Anisotropic and Isotropic Couplings

ipĵg nmr sp^ectrun with natural abundance
199Hg

satellites of bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury oriented in Phase IV at 

room temperature is shown in Fig 4.1(a). The magnitude and 

relative sign of S(FF) in bis.(trifluoromethyl)mercury were
19„

obtained directly from the analysis of the anisotropic F 

spectrum. In the analysis of nmr spectra a reversal of the signs 

of all the couplings leaves the nmr spectrun unchanged. In our 

analysis of the anisotropic spectrnn it was found that

^J(FF) had the same sign as the corresponding total anisotropic 

coupling but opposite sign to the coupling.

The absolute signs of all the couplings can then be derived by the 

knowledge of the sign any one of these three couplings.

The magnitude of (HgF) was measured from the satellite 

region of the isotropic ^^F nmr spectrim of iiis(trifluoromethyl) 

mercury in the liquid crystal solvent. The sign of ^J(HgF) in 

bis (tr ifluoromethyl) mercury has to our knowledge not been 

determined. Fedorov and coworkers determined the signs of
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2j(HgF) couplings in perfluorovinyl compounds[20] and found them 

to be positive. Goggin reported that (HgF) varies between 

1200 and 2000 Hz and was positive in trifluoromethyl mercuric 

compounds[21]. For the present the sign of J(HgF) can be 

assumed to be positive, but as we shall see later the sign of this 

coupling can also be determined from the sign of the orientation

parameter.

The total anisotropic couplings were measured from

the spectrun of partially oriented bis(trifluoromethyl)-

mercury, the spectrun consists of 34 lines characteristic of an 

oriented A 3A3 spin system, of which 28 lines were visible. It 

was analysed using the equations of Englerttl7]. From these 

equations it was possible to determine the magnitudes and relative  

signs of both the isotropic and the anisotropic couplings, 

providing that certain lines were well resolved. The A3A3 

spectrum is symmetrical about the centre and the positions of 

these lines (see fig 4.1(a)) measured from the centre are as

follows:

V = + ̂  (FF)

V2 + V3 = -3

= + 2 ^J(FF) -2

The magnitudes and relative signs of the couplings were determined 

by solvirq equations 4.1 to 4.3. The absolute signs of these 

couplings can be obtained by either assuning the sign of J(FF) 

or by determining the sign of any one of the anisotropic 

couplings. The sign of ^J(FF) in ^(trifluoromethyl)mercury- 

has not been determined, nor is there any information on the sign 

of ^J(PCHgCF) in a similar molecule. However it is much simpler
to derive the sign of one of the anisotropic couplings. This can

1 0 0



be obtained by solving the equation for the direct dipolar
2coupling. The equation for the ganinal fluorine coupling D(FF) 

is;
^ ( F F )  = K(FF) S^^/2tpf 4.4

where S is the orientation parameter and the z axis is taken 
zz

to be parallel to the symmetry axis. From equation 4.4 the 

sign of S is required to determine the sign of 

sign of can be derived directly from the mercury shielding 

anisotropy. The shielding anisotropy (Ao-) for the mercury in 

bis(trifluoromethy1)mercury is given by the following expression;

Ad" (̂ ^̂ Hg) = -3/7. [v(nem) - v(iso)]/Szz 4.5

where v(nem) and v(iso) are the chemical shifts in the nematic and 

isotropic phases respectively. From the mercury shielding 

anisotropy results in dimethylmercury [12] and methylmercuric 

halides [13], the sign of the mercury shielding anisotropy in 

bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury can be assumed to be also positive, as 

pointed out above. The sign of (v(nem) - v(iso)) from the mercury 

shielding anisotropy experiment was positive and given that the 

mercury shielding anisotropy is also positive^then must be

negative. As is negative, then from equation 4.4 ^(FF)

must also be negative. Given that the sign of ^(FF) is 

negative, and knowing from spectral analysis that the sign of 

^(FF) is opposite to the sign of "^(FF) , then S(FF) and 

(FF) must be positive.

Tbe total anisotropic coupling between mercury and fluorine
199 r

was measured from the splitting in the Hg spectrum o 

oriented tr ifluoromethyl)mercury and also as a check from the
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splitting of the satellites in the spectrum of the oriented

molecule. The splitting is equal in both spectra to

12.D(HgF)+J(HgF) 1 , vJiere D is the total anisotropic coupling.
2Using the equation for

(l-2sin25 /2)Ŝ /̂t̂ f̂ 4.6

where ^ is the angle subtended at the mercury by two fluorines 

attached to the same carbon atom. The constant K(HgF) is positive 

and from the geometry listed in Table 4.2 (l-2Sin g/2) is also 

positive. Then for a negative derived from the mercury

shielding anisotropy, ^(HgF) must be positive. Given that 

D(HgF) is positive and that splitting 12 D (HgF)-KJ (HgF) 1 is greater 

than lJ(HgF)l then D(HgF) and J (HgF) must have the same sign. 

Hence ^J(HgF) is positive and this is consistent with work on 

the same coupling in similar compounds [20.21]. Tliis completes 

the analysis of the ^^F spectrum with natural abundance ^^^Hg 

satellites of bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury partially oriented in 

the nematic phase. Tbe nmr p>arameters obtained in this way from 

the analysis of the ^^F anisotropic spectrum for three different 

solutions are summarized in Table 4.1. Ilie computed spectrum of 

bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury partially oriented in Phase IV using 

the results from Table 4.1 is shown in Fig 4.1(b).
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Table 4.1 Selected Nmr Data of Bis(trifluorocnethyl)mercury in a 

Liquid Crystal

Coupl ing Sample ^

constant/Hz A B C

-550.8 il -554.1 t 1 -1207.8 11

+59.0 t.5 +59.1 -.5 +130.9 t.5

+23.5 t.4 +24.0 t.4 +47.4 !.4

+4.5 t. 5 +4.3 i.5 +4.4 1.5

^J(^^^Hg-^^F) +1282.1 +1282.1 -1 +1269.0 ll

S(FF)/^D(FF) -0.10712
1.0007

-0.10666 
1.0007

-0.10838
t.0003

^(HgF) /^D(FF) -0.04267
t .0012

-0.04331 
t .0012

-0.0393
t.0003

a) Phase IV used for A and B, and EBBA used for C.

In Table 4.1 the experimental results for three different 

solutions of bis(trifluoromethyl)metcury partially oriented in the 

liquid crystal are reported. Phase IV was used as a liquid 

crystal in solutions A and B and in solution C, EBBA was used. 

The three solutions gave different ratios for D(FF)/^(FF) 

and for ^  (HgF)/^D (FF). This suggests that both ^J(HgF) and 

J{FF) may have anisotropic contributions. Also the differences in 

the magnitude of ^J(HgF) measured in benzene, Phase IV and EBBA 

clearly show that the coupling is solvent dependant. As the 

better quality spectruci was obtained vhen Phase IV was used, it 

was decided that the calculations of the equilibriim geometry and 

anisotropies in the shielding and indirect couplings should be 

determined using the results from solution A.
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Fig 4. 2 Geometrical Parameters and Internal Coordinates 

of Bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury)

____'k.____-
Q Y ________il3ayis

Table 4.2 Preliminary Geometrical Parameters for_

Ri.q(tr ifluoromethyl)rpercury(II)_

r(CF) 1.33A r (HgC) 2.2A

r (FF) 2.163A r (HgF) 2.91A

¿.FCF 108.85° Z_FHgC 25.5° .
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4.3. 2 Calculation of the Orientation tensor

The signs and magnitudes of the tôtal anisotropic couplings 

having been determined, the next stage in the process of 

determining anisotropic parameters or the geometry is  to calculate 

the orientation tensor. The equations for calculating the

orientation parameter from experimental dipolar couplings 

^(FF), ^(HgF) and ^D(FF) ate 4.4, 4.6 and 4.7.

‘’d (FF) = -K(FF)<S/R^ > 4.7

In equation 4.7 S={3Cos^i)>-l), where i() is the variable angle

between the z axis and the internucleat distance vector R, so as 

to incorporate rotation of the ttifluoromethyls, and <> implies 

the mean value. A decision has to be made as to which of the 

equations 4.4, 4.6 and 4.7 should be used to calculate The

choice depends upon the same factors as discussed in detail in 

Section 2.5. In snunary, the choice depends upon the relative 

precision of the experimental anisotropic couplings, the accuracy 

of geometrical parameters needed to calculate and knowledge 

of any anisotropy in the indirect couplings. Tbe vay these 

factors affect the choice in this study is now discussed.

The error in the measured dipolar couplings is dependant upon 

the "quality” of the anisotropic spectrum. All the relevant line 

positions could be measured within tlHz. Tbe geometrical 

parameters required to calculate were taken from Table 4.2.

As for the contribution of anisotropy in the indirect spin-spin 

coupling there is no information about the anisotropy in ^J(HgF) 

but anisotropy in J coupling betvaen a pair of fluorines is knova
One way of finding evidence of to exist in some molecules. '-ne y
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anisotropy in the indirect coupling is by calculatir>g the same 

orientation parameter from different experimental anisotropic 

couplings. Hence was calculated from equations 4.4, 4.6 and 

4.7, and the geometry as given in Table 4.2. If anisotropy in the 

indirect coupling is evident, then it will show up in the 

difference in the calculated from the three expressions.

Equations 4.4 and 4.6 are simple to solve as the only 

"inknowns" are the internuclear distances and bond angles. These 

"mknowns" can be readily obtained from the assumed geometry of 

^(trifluoromethyl)mercury. Before can be calculated from 

equation 4.5, the knowledge of the preferred configuration of the 

trifluoromethyl group for the molecule is required. was

determined for the staggered and eclipsed conformations and also 

for free rotation of the trifluoromethyls. The computer program 

CXB3FM was written for this purpose, and its listing is shown in 

Appendix 4.1, and in Table 4.3 are reported the five values of

S obtained, zz

Table 4.3 Calculation of using diffetejat djEglat couplings

Method S ^ zz
-.1056

-.0412

(eclipsed geometry) -.1134

4d (1^F-^^F) (staggered geometry) -.1139

^D(^^F-^^F) (methyl rotation) -.1136

a) Szz
calculated using the Equations 4.4, 4.6 and 4.7 and the

geometry listed in Table 4.2.
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In Table 4.3 it is found that there are small differences in 

calculated from the observed ^D(FF) and ^D(FF). Also the 

calculations using equation 4.7 show that it is not possible to 

discriminate between the three conformations of yj^(trifluoro 

methyl)mercury. The small variations in the calculated from 

and can be attributed to

i) Neglect of vibrational effects,

ii) Small contributions from anisotropy in the indirect 

spin-spin coupling.

However, S calculated from ^D(HgF) differs considerably from 
zz

the values calculated from the FF dipolar couplings. The 

difference again would be attributed to vibrational effects, but 

the difference is too large to be solely caused by this effect, 

and it has to be said that there are significant contributions 

from the anisotropy in one or more of the indirect spin-spin

couplings ^'^J(FF) and J (HgF).

Hence, as there are variations in the value of

calculated from the three observed dipolar couplings, to continue

any further it is necessary to decide which dipolar coupling

should be used to determine In the studies of oriented

trifluoromethane [5] and methyl-trifluoromethylmercury [7] it was

reported that there is only a small contribution from the

anisotropy in (FF) , and it was therefore decided to calculate

S from ^(FF). To improve the precision of fromZZ
experimental dipolar couplings, harmonic vibrational corrections 

to the direct dipolar couplings were determined.
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4 3. 3 Force Field for bis(tr ifItoromethyl)mercury

The Urey Bradley force field and the geometry of 

y£(trifltoromethyl)mercury were obtained from Miles et ^ [ 8]. 

The force constants were given as diagonal elements of an F 

matrix. From the original force field only 5 force constants 

could be expressed as internal coordinates and they are reported 

in Table 4.4. The geometry used is reported in Table 4.2 and the 

description of the internal coordinates is shown in Fig 4.2. The 

harmonic corrections to the direct dipolar coupling were 

calculated with the aid of computer program VIBRA[19].

Table 4.4
Force constants for bis(trifluotcroethyl) mercury^ in Internal

coordinate repr esentation

b) As in Fig 4.2
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4.3.4 Calculation of ^  ^  Shielding Anisotropies

199. 19,The ""^Hg and shielding anisotropies in

bis(tr iflior one thyl) mercury were determined as described in 

Chapter 3. parameters used to calculate both shielding

anisotropies are reported in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5
^ 199Selected Nmr data for determining _ F  ang 

Anisotropies

Shielding

Parameter
19pa 19p b ^99ng

V (nem)-v(iso) /Hz -485 tl7 -233 1 11 + 5129 150

6(nem)-6(iso) /ppm - 5.8 1.2 -2.8 1.2 +324 13

^(FF) -1208.2 11 -609.6 11 -609.6 tl

^(FF) (vib. corr. ) -1231.2 11 -621.0 11 -621.0 11

S ^ 1 zz1
-.23 2 3 
1.003

-.1172
1.003

-. 1172 
1.003

vdS (vib. corr. ) zz
-.2367 
1.003

-.1194
t.003

-. 1194 
+ .003

A<r/ppm -37 11 -35 tl +4148 ±50

^cr/ppm (vib. corr.) -36 tl -34 11 +4071 150

a) Using EBBA.

b) Using Phase IV

c) Positive value indicates negative shielding

d) S calculated from geometry in Table 4.22Z
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4.1.5 Calculation of the Anisotropy of Indirect Spin spin

Coupling

The anisotropic contribution from the indirect spin-spin 

indircoupling was determined using the following equation.
_fotal ..e ^ 4.8

.to talv^ere D""'—  is the total (observed) anisotropic coupling and 

D® is the direct dipolar coupling calculated from the equili

brium geometry with the assumption that the anisotropy from the

corresponding J coupling is zero.

4.4 DISCUSSION

4. 4.1 Equilibrium Geometry and ^  Anisotropies

The equilibrium structure of bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury is

repotted in Table 4.6. Tbe determination of geometrical data from

rmr spectra of oriented species relies on the same factors as

listed in Sections 2.5 and 3.4. It was decided to calculate the

orientation pataneter from ^oiFF) using the trifluoro-

methyl geometry as listed in Table 4.2. From the calculated value

of S the aim was to derive the geometry and/or the anisotropy 
zz

in the indirect coupling from the other two measured anisotropic 

couplings.

One of the problems of calculation of anisotropic parameters 

from the m r  of oriented molecules is that they depend upon the 

orientation. It would be very useful if calculations « r e  

independent of orientation. Englert and coworkers [171 calculated 

the ratio a/b for two freely rotating groups using the ratio of

^(FF) andS(FF).
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In our case it is shown that;

D(FF) 3N/T

D(FF) TT

0̂

( -1 + Cos()» d<t>

( + 2 - IZos^f^

where a is the perpendicular distance from the fluorine atom to 

the symmetry axis, b is the separation between 2 parallel planes 

containing the fluorine atoms (see fig 4.2) and <|> is the relative 

rotational angle between the CFj groups. The value of a/b is 

now no lorqer dependant upon the orientation of the molecule and 

can be obtained by solving the integral nunerically as described 

in Appendix 4.2. A value for a can be derived from the assumed 

geometry of the trifluoromethyl segment and from it b can be 

determined. This in turn will give the internuclear distance 

r(C-Hg). Using the value for (FF)/^D(FF) with vibrational 

corrections, r(C-F) = 1.33A and the interbond angle for the

trifluiromethyl group as 108.8°, r (C-Hg) is calculated as 

2.158A i.006A. The same calculation but without vibrational 

correction gave r(C-Hg) =2.134A ±.0O6A. The value given by Miles

is 2.2A [8] but this is uncorrected for vibration and the value of 

2.158 ±0.07A for the same parameter was obtained by Jokisaari 

Kuonanoja in their study of methyl-trifluorcmethylmercury [7]. 

The latter value was corrected for vibrational effects but had 

also a large range for the error. It is therefore not possible to

say conclusively that the present results are consistent with 

those observed in methyl-trifluiromethylmercury, because of the 

large error range reported by Jokisaari and Kuonanoja. Equation 

4.9 can also be used to calculate using ^(FF) and a/b

for a range of methyl geometries. A graph of \)pp against a 

likely rarqe of FCF inter-bond angles is shown in Fig 4.3.



Table 4.6 Calculated Geometrical Parameters and Anisotropy in 
^j(HgF) coupling in Bis (tr ifluoromethyl) mercury using

Vibrationally Corrected Dipolar Couplings

rlo vibrational 

correction

vibrational

correction

percentage

correction

^(FF)/Hz -550.3 ±1 -561.1 ±1 1.94

"^D(FF)/Hz 459.1 i.5 +58.9 ±.5 0.30

^(HgF)/Hz (expt) +23.5 ±1 +24.3 *1 1.2

^(HgF)/Hz (calc) +63.7 453.8

S(FF)/^D(FF) -0.1074 ±.004 -0.1050 ±.001

; S ^ -0.1048 =.003 -0.1069 ±.003
1 zz
a/b^ 4.152 ±.005 4.191 +.005

r(CHg)/A ^ 2.134 i.006 2.160 ±.006

r (HgF) /A 2.887 ±.006 2.900 ±.006

Z.CHgF 25.7° i.l° 25.5° ±.1°

(HgF)/Hz^ -40.2 ±1 -39.4 ±1

2janisO(pjgP^ /Hz® +400 tlO + 553 ±16

a) Assuming r(FF)= 2.1629A and anisotropy in J (FF) FF coupling

IS zero.

b) Calculated frcm Equation 4.9

c) Calculated from a/b where g.=l«2487A and anisotropy in J(FF)

is zero

d) From Equation 4.8

e) From Equation 4.10
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4^3 Plot of against Trifluoromethyl Inter bond Angle.

The graph shows that can vary between 0 and 5.0  Hz which

is up to 9% of the experimental coupling. The results show that 

the importance of having the correct geometry when calculating 

anisotropies in the indirect couplings.

The internuclear distances r(C-Hg) and r(F-Hg) could also be 

determined from equation 4.6 and calculated from equation

4.4. ^(HgF) was determined from the splitting of the mercury 

satellites in the ^^F spectrun of the oriented molecule. The 

splitting is  equal to U + ^J(HgF)l vtiere ^jmgF) is

the isotropic spin-spin couplir^ measured at the same tanperature 

as the nematic spectrnn. Tto obtain th is, 2j(HgF) was measured 

at various tanperatures above the nanatic/isotropic transition 

tanperature of the solution, and it  was found that J(HgF) was 

tatiperature independent. Ibis procedure assîmes that J(HgF) in 

the isotropic and naaatic phases is  the same. From J  (HgF) and the 

sp littin g, was calculated as ^24.3 Hz. The expected
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direct dipolar couplirrg for F-Hg using the geometry calculated 

from the long tarqe FF dipolar coupling was +63.0 Hz. I t  was 

possible in the case of to make reasonable changes in

the apparent geometry such that the difference between the 

observed dipolar coupling and the dipolar coupling calculated from 

the geometry was zero. However as there is large differences 

between observed and calculated F-Hg dipolar couplings the same 

process could not be performed here. It is  possible to account

for this discrepancy by:

i) A change in ^J{HgF) in going from the isotropic to the 

nematic phase might be responsible. This explanation is unlikely 

as J(HgF) was found to be temperature independent at various 

temperatures above the nanatic/isotropic transition tanperature.

To make vanish in equation 4.8, (HgF) would have to

be around 1243Hz (experimental ^J(HgF) = +1283 *1 Hz), and such

a change is unlikely[7].

ii) The value of r(C-Hg) in ^(trifluorom ethyl)m ercury is  

not necessarily the seme as in methyl-trifluoronethylmercury. 

•Again this is  unlikely as the geometry to make vanish

would correspond to a value of r(C-Hg) equal to 3.612 A and this 

is well outside the expected bond length (2.16 t-05A ) ( 7 ,12 ,13 ,

Chapter 3].

i i i)  There is contribution frcm the anisotropy in the 

indirect J(HgF) coupling.

This last suggestion is  probably the best explanation for the 

discrepancy and is not unreasonable as anisotropies in indirect 

couplir^s involving fluorines have been reported frcm experimental 

and theoretical studies(l-71. For molecules with 3-fold synmetry
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. aniso.
the anisotropic contribution in the indirect coupling ;

can be determined from

indir  ̂ .S ,  (3CosV d /3
HgP

and

4.10

^aniso _ , 1 1  _ -r-i-
^HgF ”  "*HgF ^HgF

4 .11

In equation 4 .1 1 ,  y the angle the internuclear vector Hg F

makes with the z axis (or € 3 ^ symmetry axis) , and j “ and J  

are the indirect couplings measured parallel and perpendicular to 

the symmetry axis. was calculated from the experimental

^(FF) and from equation 4.8. was calculated

as +390 Hz, which is  30% of the corresponding isotropic coupling, 

assuming that the discrepancy to be completely due to the 

anisotropy in ^J(HgF). There are no theoretical or experimental 

estimates previously reported on anisotropy in any Hg-F couplings, 

but it  is not unreasonable to expect large anisotropies in 

indirect couplings involving fluorines[l~7].

and were calculated by assuming that

the measured anisotropic coupling S (F F ) was purely dipolar for 

a range of geanetries. From equations 4.8 and 4.9 it  can be seen

that by varying the PCF inter-bond angle between 108.8° and 

1 0 9 . 3 ° ,  can vary by up to 4% of the value of the

corresponding experimental dipolar coupling. For the same 

calculation varies between 370-390HZ depending on the

geometry. Thus the results show that 2,4^indir are

very sensitive to geometry whereas Jj^gp is  noo
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4.4.2 Shielding Anisotropy

•Ihe theory of mercury chanical shifts and its application to 

linear mercuric molecules have been discussed in Section 3.4.3 ,

It is predicted from the theory that in the linear molecule 

dimethylmercury the mercury shielding anisotropy should be close 

to its máximum value; in terms of covalent bonding this implies 

that the atom mercury in dimethylmercury uses only 6p^ orbitals, 

the 6p^ and 6py orbitals being left vacant. The observed 

shielding anisotropy for the mercury in dimethylmercury was 

+7500ppm vhich corresponds to dl = -2500ppm and or» - +5000ppm

where or, and oi are shieldings v*ien the applied magnetic field 

direction and the symmetry axis are parallel and perpendicular to 

each other [14]. These magnitudes of shieldings about the two 

axes corresponds to the electrons in the close vicinity of the 

mercury having unrestricted electronic circulation when the 

symmetry axis and the magnetic field direction are parallel, and 

highly restricted when they are perpendicular. In ^(trifluoro- 

methyl)mercury, AcT(^^^Hg) and the isotropic mercury shielding 

were observed to be +4071 ppm and +1430 ppm (relative to mercury 

in dimethylmercury) respectively. This corresponds to Olx- <5;, - 

+3998 ppm and OL =0 ,̂ =-73 PP*n. Comparison with the dimethyl

mercury results show an increase in decreas

(TACT ) in bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury. This implies that the 

electronic circulation about the mercury in ^(trifluoromethyl)- 

mercury is reduced parallel to the symmetry axis and increased 

ferpendicular to the same axis. In terms of covalent bonding for 

the rtg-C bond it can be said that there is an increase in 

occupancy in the mercury 6?̂  ̂ and 6£y orbitals and reduced 

occupancy in the 6p^ orbitals in (trifluoromethyl)mercury



when compared with the mercury in dimethylmercury. The change 

observed between dimethylmercury and ^(trifluorom eth yl) mercury 

can be said to be due to the electron attracting power of the

fluorines.

4 .4 .3  Shielding Anisotropy

The theory of fluorine chemical shifts has been discussed 

along the same lines as mercury chemical sh ifts[16]. As a f ir s t  

approximation, the paramagnetic contribution to the shielding w ill 

be dominant and one would expect the local electrons around the 

fluorine to have the greatest effect upon the fluorine chemical 

shifts. However problems can arise in theoretical studies of 

chanical shifts from the presence of rotational and 

conformational isomerism, especially in the calculation of 

fluorine shielding constants in saturated fluorinated organic

TOlecules. Tbe fluorine shielding anisotropy in ^ ( t r i f l u o r o -

methyl)mercury was measured as -35ppm ilppm. The shielding

anisotropy measuranents of molecules partially oriented in liquid 

crystal can only yield the anisotropy relative to the symmetry 

axis(22). In the case of the mercury shielding anisotropy

measuranents we were able to calculate the shielding anisotropy

about the C-Hg-C linear skeleton because the symmetry axis and the 

C-Hg-c direction coincided. Also axial syranetry, i.e  

can be assumed. The fluorine shielding anisotropy measurement as 

determined from one orientation is relative to the symmetry axis 

and not along a particular bond. Tbe fluorine shielding 

anisotropy calculated using equation 4.5 also assîmes axial 

synmetry and this can be argued to be not ccmpletely correct. In 

order to calculate the fluorine shielding anisotropy along the CF
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bond the following transformation is made:

/\o-(bond) [3 C o s V l l  =Ao" (syn' axis) ^ 2

and A d ’ * °yy'

^ e t e  i|i is the angle the bond direction makes with the symmetry 

axis. Equation 4 .14  assumes unaxial symmetry. From the observed 

A<r(sym), A ^ (to n d ) is calculated a s +107 ppm. The positive 

anisotropy when calculated along the CF bond is vhat one would 

expect from the theory of covalent borx3ing[12,13,231. A study of 

trifluoromethane trapped in p-quinol clathrates gave the fluorine

shielding anisotropy or,- qi=+105 120ppm, where qr is the average

of the two components of the shielding tensor perpendicular to the 

CF bond directionC231. The result with respect to the symmetry 

axis was -35ppmtlOppm. Hov«ver a study of the same molecule in a 

liquid crystal and assuming axial symmetry gave a value for 

(^^F) along the CF bond direction of +260ppml241. Other 

results on fluorine shielding anisotropies along the CF bond in 

CF3  derivatives determined from nmr studies o f  oriented 

molecules in liquid crystals show they can vary between -157  and 

+230ppm[251. As our results are in agreement with theoretical 

results obtained for the fluorine shielding anisotropy about the 

CF bond, i t  appears that the calculation of fluorine shielding in 

^(triflomromethyl)mercury need only include shielding from the 

immediate electron cloud surroundirg the fluorine. Hov«ver it  can 

be argued from the ra.ge of fluorine shielding anisotropies about 

the CF bond reported on a series of saturated fluorinated organic 

compounds, that agreament in our case may be coincidental, 

are no experimental results reported on molecules similar to 

^(trifluoromethyl)rmercury to compere with the present one. 

However the former argument is preferred on the grounds that the
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mercury in b is (trifluoromethyl)mercury is  some distance away from 

the CF group, and the approximation of only including the 

shielding from the immediate electron cloud around the fluorine 

nucleus is valid. The discrepancy in the experimental results of 

fluorine chemical sh ifts on small saturated organic molecules 

containing fluorines can be due to the problem of obtaining a 

unique orientation over the whole anisotropic phase. This is a 

problem sometimes experienced in the nmr of molecules oriented in 

liquid crystal where it  has been found that molecules may take up 

nore than one orientation in the anisotropic phase[26]. In the 

case of bis(trifluoromethyl) mercury the long linear skeleton ought 

to eliminate problems of different orientations at different sites  

over the anisotropic phase. The geometry deduced in the present

work confirms this.

4.5 Conclusion

The use of nanatic liquid crystal has permitted the 

determination of the equilibriun geometry and sign of indirect 

couplings in bis(trifluoromethyPmercury. The assignments of the 

signs of the indirect couplings were made from the sign of the 

mercury shielding anisotropy. Both the equilibrimi geometry and

the sign of Ĵ(HgF) are consistent with those obtained from

other methods, and in similar molecules. The sign of Ĵ(PCHgCF) 

was shown to be positive in this molecule.

The results show definite evidence of anisotropy in J(HgF) 

and this is  30% of the value of the isotropic coupling. There is  

no theoretical or previous experimental evidence of anisotropic 

contributions to this coupling, but it  is not unreasonable to
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mercury in b is (tr if:* uoromethyl) mercury is  some distance away from 

the CF  ̂ group, and the approximation of only including the 

shielding from the immediate electron cloud around the fluorine 

nucleus is valid. The discrepancy in the experimental results of 

fluorine chemical sh ifts on small saturated organic molecules 

containing fluorines can be due to the problem of obtaining a 

inique orientation over the whole anisotropic phase. This is  a 

problem sometimes experienced in the nmr of molecules oriented in 

liquid crystal where it  has been found that molecules may take up 

more than one orientation in the anisotropic phase[26]. In the 

case of bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury the long linear skeleton ought 

to eliminate problems of different orientations at different sites  

over the anisotropic phase. The geometry deduced in the present

work confirms this.

4.5 Conclusion

The use of nematic liquid crystal has permitted the 

determination of the e q u ilib rio  geometry and sign of indirect 

couplings in bisltrifluoromethyDroercury. The assignments of the 

signs of the indirect couplings were made from the sign of the 

mercury shieldi.^ anisotropy. Both the e q u ilib rio  geometry and 

the sign of ^J(HgF) ate consistent with those obtained from 

other methods, and in similar molecules. The sign of ‘’j(PCHgCF) 

was shown to be positive in this molecule.

The results show definite evidence of anisotropy in ^J(HgF) 

and this is 30% of the value of the isotropic coupling. There is 

no theoretical or pr^ious experimental evidence of anisotropic 

contributions to this coupling, but it  is not unreasonable to
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expect large anisotropic contributions to J(HgF), as there are 

numerous examples of anisotropies involving fluorines, and in some 

cases they also have large magnitudes[l-7].

4 2The anisotropic contributions to J(FF) and/or J(FF) 

appear to be small in bis(trifluoromethyl)mercury, and by small 

(and reasonable) changes in the geometry these apparent 

contributions can be made to vanish. Ib is is a problem 

experienced in determining geometries by nmr of oriented molecules 

in that either the geometry or the anisotropic contribution in the 

indirect coupling can be calculated. However the latter parameter 

can be accurately determined i f  the geometry is  known and the 

geometry is  independent of orientation.

The mercury shieldirq anisotropy in W^(trifluoromethyl)- 

mercury was observed to be +4071 ppm, which is  about half the 

valie obtained for the mercury shielding anisotropy m 

dimethylmercury. Ib is sujgests that the replacanent of protons by 

fluor ines must cause an overall orbital electron imbalance and 

hence change the shielding environment at the mercury nucleus in

bis(trifluorgnethyl)mercury. In terms of bonding, the mercury in

(CHjĵ ^Hg uses only 6£^ orbitals and the 6£, and 6£.y orbitals ate 

left vacant, whereas the mercury in (CFjjjHg there now exist 

occupancy o f 6£, and 6 £j orbitals but a reduced occupancy in 6£^ 

orbitals (compared to dimethylmercury).

The fluorine shielding anisotropy along the CF bond in 

bis(trifluotcmethyl)mercury was calculated to be +107 ppm and is  

consistent with that determined experimentally and theoretically 

by Harris on trifluoromethanet23]. The results here suggest that 

the paramagnetic contribution to the fluorine shielding dominates
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and it is  the local electrons vhich contribute to the fluorine 

chemical sh ift.

appendix 4 .1

Listing of Computer Program C0B3FM

*★ **★  program Cœ3FM.F0R *****
DIMENSION XCOORD(2),YCOORD(2),ZCOORD(2)
RCHG=2.23
RCF=1.33
ANOITH=109. 3
D6FF=59.0
KFF =106265.
THETA=ä NGMTH
THETB 0 .5  * ( 180.0-THETA )

RFF = SIND (THETA) *RCF/SIND(THE'IB)
XO = RFF * SIND (30.)/SIND (120.0)
ZO = SQRT((RCF*RCF)-(XO*XO))

XCOORDd)* XO 
YC00RD(1)= 0.0  
ZCOORD(1)= 0.0  
XC00RD(2)=0.0 
YC00RD(2)=0.0 
ZCOORD (2 )=2* (RCHG-H-ZO)
ROTATO.O
AT0T=O

20 R0TAT=R0TAT+1.
IF (ROTAT.GT. 360.0)G0T0 40 
AT0T=AT0T+1
XCOORD (2 )=XCOORD (1 ) *COSD (ROTAT)
A ( 2 )=XCOORD (1 ) *SIND (ROTAT)
RI=SQRT ( (XCOORD (1 ) -XCOCRD (2 ) ) **2+

1+ (YCOORD (1 ) -YCOORD (2 ) ) **2+
1+ (ZCOORD (1 ) -ZCOCRD (2 ) ) **2 )

RI 3*4̂ 1 **3
ALPHAZ= ( (ABS (ZCOORD (1 ) -ZCOCRD (2 ) ) ) /RI ) **2
SDR= (3 *ALPHAZ-1 ) /RI 3
TOTSDR̂ D̂R-KTOTSER
SDRO.O
GO TO 20

40 SZZ=2. *D6FF/ (KFF* (TOTSER/ATOT) )
TYPE 30,SZZ,AT0T 

30 FORMAT (2F)
RETURN
END



appendix 4.2

Computation of Integral m  Equation 4 ^  

Using Simpson's rule :

f(x)c3x = -[f(o) +f(2n) +4 (f (l)+f (3)+f (5)+... .+f (2n+l)
+2 (f (2)+f (4)+f (6)+--- +f (2n-2)l 4.14

where f(x)dx =-
3/3

Tit
r
(

n

-1 + Cos<̂ )d<t>

( i  + 2 - 2Cos4isiz

and f(n)dx =
\  -1 + Cos(n)
\j* __________

.5/2(-J+ 2 - 2Cos(n)^' 

and h= interval, and f(n)= n ^  point.

The following computer program was used to calculate the integral 

in Equation 4.12.

C ****T3^TI0.F0R***^
13 type 10
10 formate A/B')

ACCEPT 20,ADB 
20 FORMAT (4F)

DRATIOO.O
ADB2^B**2
C0NST=3*SQRT (3.0)/3.14159 
S=O.0

63 COOTINUE
IF(S.EQ.0.0)G0T0 60 
IF(S.EQ.360.0)GOT0 60 
ANUMER=tADB2-1.OK:0SD(S)
DENCM=(ADB2+2-(2*(OOSD(S)) ) ) 2.5
DRATI0=CRATI0+ (4 ♦ANUMER/ (DENCM) )
S=«+1.0
ANUMER=ADB2-1.04C0SD (S )
DENCM=(ADB2+2-(2*(00SD(S)) ) ) 2.5
DRATI0=CRATI0+ (2*ANUMER/ (DENOM) )
GOTO 61 ^60 DENCM=(ADB2+2-(*C0SD(S))))* 2.5
ANUMER^VDB2-1.0+C06D (S )
DRATI0=<HATI0+ (ANUMER/ (DENOM) )

61 S=S+1.0
IF (S.CZ. 360.0) GOTO 62

62 d^IO=CRATIO*OONST*2^3. 14159/(360.0*3)
TYPE 20,AEB,IBATI0
Tvre 21



21 FORMAT(’ ?')
ACCEPT 20,ANGLE 
HALFO. 5 * (180.-ANGLE)
RFF=1. 33*SIND (ANGLE)/SIND (HALF) 
A=RFF*SIND (30.)/SIND (120.0) 
B=A*ADB
C0=SQRT (1. 33**2-A**2) 
CHG=0.5*(B-(2*C0))
VRITE (5,20) ,ADB,CRATI0,CHG
GOTO 13
RETURN
END
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Chapter 5_

STUDY OF THE PENTAFLUOROPHENYL PHOSPHORUS SYSTEM ORIENTED ^  MERCK 

phase IV AND V

5.1 Introduction

Aromatic substituted i^osphines of the form (CgX^)^? 

are of interest as some of their structures have been determined 

by X-ray diffraction[l-3], and the geometrical parameters obtained 

by nmr can then be comjBred with previously reported values. 

Where their structures have not been previously determined, their 

geometries can be assumed from those of similar molecules. For 

example the structural data for tris(pentafluorophenyl)phosphine 

can be obtained by transferring the relevant geonetrical 

parameters from triphenylphosphine and pentafluorobenzene. In 

order to determine geometry by liquid crystal rmr it is necessary 

to analyse the appropriate anisotropic spectnm, and this may not 

al«ys be possible for molecules with a large nonber of spins. 

For instance, the proton spectrim of oriented triphenylphosphine 

involves the analysis of a 16 spin (15 protons and one phosphorus) 

system, and even if all the lines were well resolved this would 

not be feasible. However, by isotopic substitution and proton 

decoupling the effective mmber of spins can be reduced, and hence 

the anisotropic nmr spectrun can be simplified. In the case of 

triphenylphosphine substitution of deuterone for protons in two of 

the phenyl groups would simplify the anisotropic spectrun into a 

six spin system, which can be analysed using existing computer 

progr»s[4,51. Even so, the analysis is not entirely

straightforward because of the small chemical shift differences 

between different types of protons. Another interesting molecule
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similar to triphenylphosphine is tris(pentafluorophenyl)phosphine.

In order to obtain the relevant information to determine its

geometry, it would again be necessary to analyse a 16 spin (15

fluorines and one phosphorus) system. By replacement of the

fluorines in two of the pentafluorophenyl groups by protons (to

give pentafluoroî enyldiftienylphosî ine) the symmetry of the
19molecule can be reduced, and the analysis of its F anisotropic 

spectrum would now involve a six spin system, if proton decoupling 

is used. The analysis of this anisotropic spectrum can now yield 

the relevant anisotropic parameters and the geometry of the 

pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system ( ^(^^^5) )•

Various fluorinated benzenes partially oriented in liguid

crystals have been studied to obtain information on geometries,

orientations and anisotropy in the indirect couplings[6 -1 0 ].
Earlier work involved estimating the geometry and anisotropic

parameters from proton and nmr spectra. Later on, the

determination of natural abundance carbon-13 satellites was

included in the calculations[9]. These results showed that

geometries deduced by nmr were in good agreement with those

obtained from micro-wave and electron diffraction data. Analysis

of the nmr spectra of ortho-difluorobenzene[9] and several

tetrafluorobenzenes [6,10] partially oriented in a nematic solvent

also provided evidence of anisotropic contributions from the

indirect spin-spin couplings. The F-F indirect

couplings had up to 3 percent anisotropy relative to the

corresponding direct dipolar couplings. In the case of

oindir tetrafluorobenzenes there was also good agreement
FF(meta)
with theoretical calculationsUO]. A study of pentafluoro- 

benzenedol in a liquid crystal was also used to estimate the
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anisotropic contributions from the indirect FF couplings, and the 

geometry determined after taking into account these contributions 

was consistent with that obtained for similar molecules. Tbe 

present study of the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system in

pentafluorophenyldiphenylphosphine (P(CJj) (CkHj)^' by oriented

niir similarly permits the determination of its geometry and the 

anisotropy of the indirect F-F couplings.

Very little work has been carried out on the nrar of 

fluorinated phosphines oriented in liquid crystals, and so little 

is known about the anisotropy of J{PF) couplings. The geometries 

of phosphorus trifluoridetll] and thiophosphoryl fluoride (F3PS)

[121 determined by oriented nmr were in good agreement 

icro-wave and electron diffraction results. In phosphoryl 

fluoride (F3PO) the value for the FPF inter-bond angle estimated 

by oriented m.r was smaller by 3° than that obtained by electron 

diffraction [131. the disagreement between the two results was 

explained in terms of anisotropic contributions to the indirect 

F-F and/or P-F couplir^gs, or by a variation of the molecule's 

geometry with orientation in the anisotropic phase. The present 

study permits determination of anisotropies of J(PF) couplings in 

the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system.

The absolute signs of indirect spin-spin couplings have often 

been obtained from the rmr stuly of molecules oriented in a liquid 

crystal[14, Chapter 41. The sign of ^J(PF) cannot be determined 

directly from the analysis of the ^®F or the ^^P isotropic 

spectra of the PiCgFj) system. However it can be determined
from the analysis of the anisotropic '^F spectral, provided a

sufficiently accurate geometry of the P(CgFj) unit 

available.
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5.2 Experimental

PentafluotophenyIdiphenylphosphine was synthesized using the 

method described elsewhete[15]. The nematic samples were prepared 

in Merck Phase Vi and V as described in Chapter 3. The solute 

concentrations employed were approximately 3.5 to 4.0% by weight.

All spectra were recorded as described in Chapter 4. 

nmr spectra were obtained on a Jeol FX90Q spectrometer 

operated in the FT mode, and equipped for variable temperature 

operation, at a measuring frequency of 36.2 MHz. The anisotropic 

spectrum was recorded with a spectral width of 1000 Hz and a pulse 

width of 22(is. The transformation of the FIDs from 500 scans gave 

an average line width of 10 Hz for this spectron. For the 

recording of the isotropic spectran fewer scans were needed and 

the line width was about 1 Hz over the whole spectrun. All F

and ^^P spectra were acquired with external D lock and

ccxnplete proton decoupling.

The nmr spectra from the oriented samples were analysed using 

the computer progr^ UiOCCX» IC[5] and the isotropic spectran ves 

analysed using the computer program LAOCOON 1968(16]. The 

calculated spectran was plotted as described in Section 3.2.

5.3 Results

5. 3.1 Anisotropic and Isotropic Couplings

The 31p l^H) and ^®F I Hi) isotropic nmr spectra of

pentafluorophenyldiphenyllhosphine dissolved in Ehase V above its

nematic/isotropic transition temperature are shown in Figs 5.1 and

5.2 respectively. The ^'’P spectran is a trip let with splitting
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corresponding to (PF). The indirect spin-spin couplings 

(PF) and (PF) could not be determined from the isotropic 

spectrum as their magnitudes were smaller than the line 

width in this spectrum (less than IHz). However they were 

obtained from the study of the same molecule in benzene by Graham

and Hogben [17].

I

Fig 5.1 {. ̂ h) Isotropic nmr spectrun of
Pentafluorophenyldiphenylphosphine in Phase V.

The isotropic nmr spectrun of the phosphorus

pentafluorophenyl system v«s analysed along the same lines as 

described by Hogben and Graham[17], and by Grant, Hirst and 

Gut0V6ky[181. The absolute signs of all the indirect F- F 

couplings were transferred from spin-tickling experiments carried

out by Lustig et a l[19 1. The correctness of out analysis was 

verified by comparing the experimental isotropic specttun with 

that calculated using the compitet program lAOCOON 1968[16]. The 

isotropic coupling constants and the chemical shifts obtained in
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this way for the pentafluocophenyl phosphorus system ace reported 

in Table 5.1. The spectron calculated using these

parameters is shown in Fig 5.2(b),

Table S’. 1 and ^^F) Isotropic Couplings in

the Phosphorus Pentafluorophenyl System.

(PF2)=^J (PF5) 36.6 '•j(F2F4)=^J(F4Fg) +4.0

Ĵ(PF3 )=‘*J (PF5 ) 0.6 '■j (F/g) -4.5

^KPF^) 0.6 ‘‘j (F3 F5 ) -1.5

^J{F2F3)=^J(F5Fg) -24.1 5j(F2Fg)=^J(F3Fg) +9.5

i 2j (F3F4)=^J(F4F5) -20.9

a) Indirect coupling constants in Hz Numbering as in Figure 5.5.

The nmr spectrut of the oriented pentafluorophenyl

phosphorus syst^a is sho«. in Fig 5.3. It is a triplet of

triplets of doublets. The spacing within each multiplet is equal 

to 12 D(PF)+J(PF) I, where D is total anisotropic coupling and J is 

the appropriate indirect spin-spin coupling. The spacings a and b 

(see fig 5.3) correspond to 12 '^D(PF)+J (PF)J and 

12 '̂ D (PF) + (PF) I respectively, and c yields 12 D (PF) + J (PF) I. 

AS the signs of the splittir^s and the indirect couplings are 

ui^own there is more than one value of each D(PF) coupling

determined from the splitting, and the corresponding indirect

coupling. Hence, from the splittings 12D«I and the J couplings

measured from the isotropic spectrun, several possiWi ''^lues of 

D(PF) for each PF interaction « r e  determined. However, the 

correct set of values of D(PF) for each P-F interaction « s
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19.obtained from the analysis of the oriented F spectra« and an 

assumed geometry.

Fig 5.3 nmr spectrun (36.2^Hz) of

Partially oriented in Phase V

The spectra« of the oriented pentafluorophenyl

phosthorus systa« is depicted in Fig 5.4. It vas analysed as that 

of an AA'BB'CX spin system (A=®=C= F and X- P) using the 

computer program lAOCOON LC[5]. The analysis involved calculating 

trial spectra from a set of chemical shifts, and indirect

spin-spin and anisotropic couplings, using the computer program

mtil the computed spectra« a«l ti« experimental spectra« were

"Visually alike". Visually alike means that the calculated and

the experimental spectra look similar in all the major structural 

features of the spectra«. For a more accurate analysis, the

in i-hp oroarsm W3S thsn used to obtain iteration option available in tne p og
Hoci- fit to the experimentalthe parameters that gave the 

spectrum.
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As a first approximation the indirect spin-spin couplings and 

the chemical shifts were taken from the results in the isotropic 

phase, and the PF anisotropic couplings were obtained from the 

nematic spectron. All that was then needed to use LAOCOON

IC were estimates of the FF anisotropic couplings. Anisotropic 

couplings can be estimated from an assumed geometry and the 

orientation of the molecule. The geometry of the 

pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system was assumed by transferring 

the relevant geometrical data from ttiphenylphosphineU] and 

pentafluorobenzene[101. For the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus 

system as shown in Fig 5.5 two independent orientation parameters 

are required to describe its orientation in the liquid crystal.

Fig 5. 5

The Pentafluorophenyl unit showirg. dé fo rm â t^  ^e xag ge rat^  

from Hexagonal Symmetry jdashed lin es)._

The two parameters and are related to 2,3

where the nonbering refers to fluorines as labelled in Fig

5.5, and the z axis is parallel with the two-fold axis (see Fig

5. 5), by;
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s = -D. . X rZZ 2, i 2,3/ K(FF)
5.1

=-|
Y 3A

Also
LK(FF^

¿\-< 1 - dir
^ 3, 4  " 4 ° 2 , 3^

s + S + s = 0  XX yy ZZ
and j = K(i,j) x
v*iete Sj . = S^^cos^^^^+SyyCOS^9i^y-«22COS^i^^

5.2

5.3

5.4

and 9j. is the angle the vector ij makes with the axis p. 

Using equations 5.1 to 5.5 reasonable estimates of all the

required anisotropic couplings can be calculated, once 02^3 and 

d '"̂  have been determined from the experimental anisotropic 

spectrum, owing to the complexity of the observed anisotropic
div ,

spectrum, it was not possible to approximate and

D directly from the splitting patterns in the spectnm.

Howver the anisotropic couplings determined from the P

anisotropic spectrim can also be used to determine and

S Under conditions of regular hexagonal symmetry the vector
XX
joining the phosphorus and fluorine 4 is parallel to the vector 

joining fluorines 2 and 3, and the vector joining the phosphorus 

and fluorine 6 is very nearly parallel to the vector join ng 

fluorines 3 and 4, so that equations similar to 5.1 and 5.2 can be

used. They are:

and SXX
1

K(rr)
d«r I 2»^ V

® 1,2  ' 4  1.4

3 7 ri
S:



Estimates of the orientation parameters were calculated using

Equations 5.6 and 5.7, and then equations 5.3 to 5.5 were used to

determine the remaining anisotropic couplings. In order to

perform these calculations the computer program CALPF5.FCR was

written; its listing is shown in the appendix 5.1. As and

D were obtained from the moduli of the splittings in the
3 •anisotropic spectrum and the sign of J (PF) is unknown, 

the orientation parameters calculated from equations 5.5 and 5.6 

can have more than one possible value. However, if the initial 

geometry is sufficiently precise and the experimental spectrum has 

a reasonable number of well resolved lines, then only one set of 

nmr parameters calculated from a particular set of orientation 

parameters will correspond to a calculated spectrum that 

accurately resembles the experimental one. It was observed that 

for each set of anisotropic parameters the chemical shifts of the 

fluorines were required to be varied. Starting with the isotropic 

chemical shifts then each chemical shift was varied over a range 

of i:200Hz. The mmber of trial spectra computed before a 

satisfactory fit was achieved was about six. Once the computed 

spectrum resembled the anisotropic spectrun, iteration was used to 

obtain accurate values for the chemical shifts and the anisotropic 

couplings. The indirect couplings were not iterated upon. The 

parameters that gave the best fit to the anisotropic spectra for 

two different orientations are reported in Table 5.2 and the 

computed ^^F spectrum of the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system 

oriented in Phase V is shown in Fig 5.4(b).
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Table 5.2
Selected Anisotropic Couplings in the Pentafluorophenyl Phosphorus 

system in Phase IV 3nd V

Anisotropic Coupling/Hz^ 

Liquid Crystal

E^ase IV Phase V

^ ( P F2)=^D (PFg) -133.1 ±1 -152.1 ±1

1 S ( P F 3)="^D(PF5) -21.1 ±1 -23.2 ±1
1

; ^ ( P F4> -10.4 ±2 -13.6 ±1

; ^(F2F3)=^D(F5Fg) -321.6 ±1 -347.2 ±1

^D(F3F4)=^D(F4Fj) -473.4 ±1 -544.2 ±1

S(F2F4)=“D(F4Fg) -69.1 +1 -76.5 ±1

-95.2 ±1 -111.0 ±1
1

ScFaFg) ! -99.5 ±1
i

-117.1 ±1

^ ( F 2Fg)=^D(F3Fg) , -57.4 ±1
1

-72.8 ±1

i

i ^(PF)/^D(F3F^) 0.2812 0.2795

' ^D(PF)/^D(F2F3) 0.0323 0.0392

a) Numbering as in Figure 5.5. The anisotropic couplings were 

determined using the computer program LACXOON
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5  ̂3  ̂2 Calculation of Anisotropy in the Indirect Couplings

The ’anisotropic contributions to the indirect spin-spin 

couplings were determined from the differences between

the calculated and experimental anisotropic couplings (cf. 

Section 4. 3. 4).

5.4 Discussion

The equilibrium geometry of the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus 

system was determined using the anisotropic couplings PF and FF 

obtained from the analysis of the anisotropic ^®F spectrum. The 

calculations were based on the following assumptions:

i) The bond length for the directly bonded PC is the same as 

the bond length found in triphenylphosphine[11.

ii) The orientation of the pentafluorophenyl system in the 

anisotropic phase can be described by two independent orientation

parameters.

iii) All the indirect spin-spin couplings required for the 

analysis of the anisotropic spectnm can be obtained from the 

isotropic spectrum using the same solvent.

iv) The vibrational corrections to the experimental dipolSr 

couplings can be ignored.

V) Anisotropies in the indirect spin-spin couplings have to 

be based on previously reported values.
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Justifications of these assimptions are now discussed. Any 

change in P-C bond length should not affect the geometry of the 

pentafluorophenyl system but will cause discrepancies in the 

calculated anisotropies of the indirect P-F couplings and also in 

the calculated P-F internuclear distances.

The analysis of the and the ^^P spectra of the

oriented pentafluorophenyl system was simplified by using the 

coordinate system shown in Fig 5.5 and by using the indirect 

spin-spin couplings measured from the isotropic spectrnn. This 

approach has been used when determining geometries of other 

molecules with two-fold symmetry and as the results obtained were 

consistent with those obtained by other methods [10,20-23], it 

seems reasonable to follow the same approach here.

The PF and EF experimental dipolar couplings were not 

corrected for harmonic vibrations as the vibrational force field 

for the molecule has not been previously reported. However it 

possible to transfer a force field from a similar molecule so as 

to estimate the magnitudes of the corrections requited. In the 

study of ortho-difluorobenzene, the vibrational corrections 

applied to the orto FF direct couplings were of the order of 1 Hz 

in 400 Hz[91. Such a anall correction should not influence the

calculated geometry and hence it can be ignored here. As all the 

other dipolar couplings correspond to longer range couplings, then 

it seems that the vibrational corrections to all the dipolar 

couplings can be ignored in this problem.

Studies of a nunber of fluorinated benzenes partially 

oriented in liquid crystals have been reported and they show that 

complications arise in the determination of molecular geometries
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19 19when the experimental anisotropic couplings F- F are not 

purely dipolar, but have significant contributions frcm the 

anisotropy in the indirect spin-spin couplings[6-10]. In the 

study of oriented pentafluorobenzene [10], o r ^  was

negligible, meta was 3.3 percent relative to the
4experimental experimental D(FF), and p ^ was 3.8

d!^ was inpercent with respect to D^p. Only the
ino

ajreanent with theoretical calculation, whereas the o t ^  Dpp 

was sensitive to the assumed geonetty. However, using these 

valiis for the geanetry of pentafluorobenzene determined

by tmr compared well with those obtained in similar molecules. It 

was decided to calculate the geometry of the pentafluorophenyl 

phosphorus systat assuning the ortho 0^"/“  to be zero and meta 

pindir the same order of magnitude as observed in

pentafluorobenzene oriented in Phase IV. Hence and

were calculated fron the experimental D̂(FT) couplings using
equations 5.1 and 5.2, and the positions of the fluorine atoms

were varied until the calculated values of the meta D(ET)

couplings were consistent with the experimental meta D(FF) 

couplings after their anisotropic contributions to the indirect 

couplings were taken into accost, the calculation also assumed 

that the phenyl ring is a regular hexagon and that r (C^)-l. 397A. 

The geometry calculate! usi.^ these assumptions is susnarized in 

column A of Table 5.3, and the deformation of the OCF inter-bond 

angles from 120° is shove, in Fig 5.5. Comparison of these sets

of results with that obtained for pentafluorobenzene[10l shows

r .ir tend length is the same in boththat the value for r(C-F) bona lengu

molecules, but the deformation of angle C^C^Fj is larger by 

approximately 3.5° in the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system.



Table 5 ^  Calculated Dipolar Couplings and;. Orientation and 

Geometrical Parameters in the Pentafluorophenyl Phosphorus SvgtCTU

in Phase V at room temperature,

b) See text
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V^en compared with tetramesityldi phosphine [2] and trimesityl 

phosphine [3] for the same bond angle (but with 

corresponding to the ortho methyl carbon) the difference is only 

larger by 1° +.5°. The enlargement of the angle ^ ^ ^ 2  

in P(C^Fc) is understandable in that it allows the phenyl 

rings to rotate more freely. Tiie deformation of the C4C 3F3 

inter-bond arqle is of the same magnitude as found in both of the 

phosphines[2,31 and in pentafluorobenzene[10l.

The geometries of the phenyl rings in trimesitylphosphine 

(31, tetramesityldiphosphine [2], and chlorinated (24-26] and 

fluorinated (6,9,10,27,281 benzenes that have been previously 

reported show a deviation from tegular hexagonal symmetry. The 

structures of tr imesitylfiiosphine and tetramesityldifhosphine were 

studied by X-ray diffraction, and the chlorinated and fluorinated 

benzene geometries were obtained ftcm micro-wave, electron 

diffraction and oriented rmr. The gecmetty of the 

pentafluotophenyl phosphorus system was calculated as before, but 

this time the inter-bond angle C^C^Cg was allowed to vary 

and the positions of carbons C3, and Cg were held fixed.

The geometry determined usir^ this schane is reported in colonn B 

of Table 5.3, and the deformation of the fhenyl ring fron regular 

hexagonal symmetry is shown in Fig 5.5. The value of the 

inter-bond angle C^C^Cg calculated in this way was

118.3° ±.25° which is analler by 0.5° in ccmparison with 
that from a similar calculation carried out on p«ntafluorobenzene 

(101. The same bond angle determined in trimesitylphosphine [31, 

. 1- triohenylphosphine [1] has valuestetramesityldiphosphine [2] and tripnenyu-n»

o « aO j T1 Q rpsoectively. Ttiese results on of 119.2°, 118.4^ and 119.4 respeccivci-y.
w A «-Kat- t-hp determined value of r (C“C) can the phosphines also showed tha
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vary between 1.363A and 1.41CA whereas in the calculations of 

geometry by nmr, this bond length vras kept constant at 1.397A. 

The calculated value of the inter-bond angles C^C2 F2  

C C F, corresponding to the value of Z-CjC^Cg in the 

phosphorus pentafluorophenyl system were 122.0 ±.5 and

1 2 0 . 0 °  ± . 5° respectively. Hence both geometries in Table 5 .3

show that the inter-bond angle l®>̂ 5 er in the

pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system than in pentafluorobenzene. 

The geometries determined by nmr. X-ray and electron diffraction  

on various fluorinated and chlorinated benzenes, and for triphenyl 

and mesityl fhosphines s^ g e st that for the pentafluorophenyl 

phosphorus system the hexagon is distorted.

These measurements also yield the anisotropic contributions 

to the indirect PF couplings vhich ate based on assutied 

anisotropic contributions to J(ET') couplings and an assumed 

geometry. The value for r(P-C) of 1.825A used in this study was 

obtained by taking the averse  of the three P ^  bond lengths 

determined in solid trit*ienylphosphine. The same bond lengths in 

trimesitylthosphine and tetramesityldiphosphine are larger by 0 . 0 1  

and 0.02A respectively. This change in the value of r (P-C) do

not change the value of the calculated D(PF) by a great deal.

Ijjindir calculated as 3.4% ±0.7% relative to the

corresponding experimental anisotropic coupling. The other two 

contributions were about 1.5% ±1%. The results show definite

evidence o f an iso tropy  in  ^J(PF) i f  the ca lcu la te d  gecnetry i s

correct. There is very l i t t l e  reported on the anisotropy in 

indirect couplings between phosphorus and flu o rin e s[ll-131, but as 

anisotropic contributions fron 3 (CF) (291 and J  (HgF) (Chapter 41 

have been reported, then it  seems not unreasonable to expect
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anisotropy in J(PF) also.

Nmr spectra of oriented molecules can be used to determine 

the absolute signs of couplings [14, Chapters 3 and 4 ], i f  the 

experimental spectrun is sufficienUy well resolved and the 

calculated geometry is  sufficien tly accurate. The analysis of the 

nmr spectron of the oriented PiCgFg) unit was based on knowing 

the signs of a l l  the indirect EF couplings. The anisotropic 

couplings obtained frcm the analysis of the experimental spectrun 

are consistent with the geometry of similar molecules. The 

combination of the chanical sh ifts, and the indirect and the 

anisotropic couplings yields frcm the analysis of the experimental

spectrum a n egative  ^D(PF) and a positive ^J(PF). From the

analysis of anisotropic spectrum the values of ^(PF) and 

(PF) cannot be determined separately, but the spectrun does 

yield 1 2 .^(PF)+^J(PF)I. This implies that i f  ^J(PF) is 

positive (as reported in Table 5.2) then the value of the 

corresponding total experimental anisotropic coupling leads to an 

anisotropic contribution in ^J(PF), which is  about 3% ^relative 

to the experimental dipolar coupling. However, i f  ^J(PF) is 

assumed negative, then the required increase in the total 

anisotropic coupling would have to be as large as h (p T )  itse lf  

for the anisotropic spectrun to remain mchanged. This increase 

in the total anisotropic coupling would y ie ld  an anisotropic 

contribution frun h i m  of about 30%, Oien the same geometry is 

used. very few phosphorus cunpomds containing fluorines have 

been studied by liquid crystal rm rtll-13) and only the study of 

phosphoryl fluoride[13] suggested that J(PF) had anisotropic

contributions. In this molecule v*ien d(FF) was considered to have

.. 7  wds csXcvjlstsd to hsv© 50%no anisotropic contributions then J(PF) was caicu
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anisotropic contribution with respect to its  total anisotropic 

coupling so as to make the geonetry calculated by oriented ntir 

consistent with the geanetry determined by electron diffraction. 

However, the discrepancy between the nmr and electron diffraction  

structures was also explained by the same authors in terms of an 

orientation-dependant geometry. This problat of molecules having 

sligh tly different geometries at different orientations in the 

anisotropic phase in a liquid crystal is sometimes found in the 

nmr study of oriented molecules[301. In our study of 

tr is (or thofluorophenyl) phosphinetChapter 6 ] the sign of J(PF) 

was determined as positive, so it  seems lik ely that anisotropic 

contribution, in ^J(PF) in the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus 

system ,s about 3 %. The signs of '’j(PF) and ^JiPF) couplings 

could not be determined in the same way as described for ^J(PF) 

because of the small magnituJes of both couplings, when compared 

with the line width in the anisotropic ^^F nmr spectron and the

couplings.Pr

5.5 Conclusions

The geometry o f the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system has 

been determined by liquid crystal rmr, and is consistent with that 

fomd in similar m oleculestl-3,101. results show that the

phenyl ring in the molecule deviates from regular hexagonal 

synmetry and the greatest deformation in the inter-bond angle is  

in C^C2 F 2 . It was not possible to determine a complete and 

accurate geometry, although in principle this would be possible if  

sa te llite s  were taken into consideration. However, our 

results confirm that i f  the geometry determined in the present 

study is  reasonably accurate then the contributions from
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anisotropy in the indirect F-F couplings are similar to those 

found in pentafluorobenzene[10].

This nmr study of the pentafluorophenyl phosphorus system 

showed evidence of anisotropy in ^J(PF) , and its magnitude was 

3% when J was taken as positive and about 30% if J was negative. 

Both percentage contributions ate calculated relative to the 

experimental anisotropic coupling. The contribution of 3% is more 

likely because this agrees with the sign of the ^J(PF) coupling 

determined from the nmt study of tr^(otthofluorophenyl)- 

phosphine[Chapter 6]. In addition, the nmt studies of phosphorus 

ttifluotide[lll, thiophosphoryl fluotide[12] and phosphotyl 

fluoride[131 confirm that anisotropy in J(PF) is expected to be

small.

APPENDIX 5 .1

Listing of the Computer Program CALPF5.FCR 

C * * * * * *  program CALPF5.F0R ******^,,^ .
DIMENSION X1(12),Z1(12),X2(12),Z2(12),X3(1 )
DIMENSION Y3 (12) ,Z3 (12) ,Y1 (12) ,Y2 (12)
DIMENSION R (12 ,12) ,R3 ( 1 2 , 1 ^  arPHAZilZ 12)
DIMENSION ALFHAY (12,12) ,AL WAX (12 ,1 ), »
DIMENSION C0NST(12,12 ) ,D (12,12)

82 TYPE 798
798 FORMAT (' ANGLE C2C1C6 )

ACCEPT 55,C2C1C6
X l(8 )= -1.397*SIND(C2C1C6)
XI (9) = -1 .2 1  
X l(ll)= 1.2 1
XI (12)= 1.397*SIND(C2C1C6)
Z l(l)= -3 .237  
Zl(4)=2.6985 
Z l(7)= -1.39 7  
Zl(10)= 1.397
Z1(8)=1.397*OOSD(C2C1C6)
Zl(9)= 0.6985 
Z l(ll)=  0.6985Z1 (12 )=1.397 *00SD (C2C1C6)
TYPE 30 . ^

30 FORMAT (' CF BOND LENGTH )
ACCEPT 55,RCF2,RCF3
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if !

55

201

hi

IF (RCF2.EQ.0.0)G0 TO 83 
FORMAT (3F)
TYPE 201
FORMAT(' ANGLE C3 C2 F2 and angle c2 c3 f3? ) 
accept 55 ,c3c2f2 ,c2c3f3 
C X  2F2=240-C 3C 2F2-90 
C 2C 3F 3=240-C 2C 3F 3-90 
X2 (2)=X1 (8 )- (OOSD (CX2F2) *RCF2)
Z2 (2)=Z1 (8 )- (SIND (CX2F2) *RCF2)
X2(6)=-X2(2)
X 2(8)=-1.21 
X2 (9) = -1 .2 1  
X 2(ll)= 1.2 1  
X 2(12)=1.21
X2 (3 )=X1 (9)- (OOSD (C2C3F3) *RCF3) 
Z2(3)=Z1(9)+(SIND(C2C3F3)^CF3)
X2(5)=-X2(3)
Z2(l)=-3.227  
Z2(6)= Z2(2)
Z2(5)= Z2(3)
Z2(4)=Z1(10)+RCF3 
Z2(7)=-1.397  
Z2(10)= 1.397  
Z2(8)=-0.6985 
Z2(9)= 0.6985 
Z2(ll)= 0.6985 
Z2(12)=-0.6985 
ANGLE 2=0.0 
ANGLE1=0.0

C ANGLE 2=^^LE IN XZ PLANE 
DO 29 1= 1 ,12  
IF (I.EQ. 2) GO TO 27 
IF (I.EQ.6 ) GO TO 34 
X3(I)=X2 (I)
Y3(I)=Y3(I)

97 XI iT iX2 (I) *00SD(ANGLE1))+ (SIND (ANGLE 1 ) *Y2 (I))
« ( I )=  « 2  ( I ) *OTDU l £ l ) ) -  ( S I N D * X 2  ( I ) )

GO TO 29
34 X3(I)=-X3(2)

Y3(I)=Y3(2)
29 CONTINUE

RCP=-(Z2(l)-Z2(7))
C2C3F3=240.- (90.4C2C3F3)

TO BM AT(/3X ,' RCF2 «  ’ ,F 5 .3 ,3 X ,  RCF3 .

'  ä ' ' c 3 ^ f 3 '^ ' , F 7 . 3 , 3 X /  ANGLE Cl C2 F2 = ' , F 7 . 3 , /

C2 Cl C6  =' ,F7. 3,/)
1= 1,3
J=2,6

IF (I.EQ.J)GO TO 92 v 3/j\)**2
R (I, J)=SQKT ( (Z2 (I) -Z 2 (J)) **2+ (X3 (I) X3 (J))

1+(Y3(I)-V3(J))**2)
R 3(I,J)=R (IrJ)**3

92 CONTINUE
91 CONTINUE
62 format (3X,9 (2X,F7.1))

DO 101 1= 1,3

63

ANGLE 
ANGLE 
DO 91 
DO 92
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DO 102 J=2,6 
IF (I.EQ.J)GO TO 102
ALPHAX (I, J)= ((ABS (X2 (I) -X2 (J))) /R (I, J)) **2
ALFHAY (I, J)= ((ABS (Y2 (I)-Y2 (J)))/R (I, J)) **2
ALPHAZ (I, J)= ((ABS (Z2 (I)-Z2 (J))) /R (I, J)) **2

102 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE

DO 103 1=1,3 
DO 104 J=2,6 
IF(I.EQ.J)GO TO 104 
CONST (I,J)=106268.8 
IFd.EQ. l)CONST(I,J)=45728.4

104 CONTINUE
103 CONTINUE 

TYPE 344
344 FORMAT(' D23,D34')

ACCEPT 55,D23,D34
SZZ=(R3(2,3)*D23)/(CONST(2,3)*ALPHAZ(2,3))
SXX= ( P34*R3 (3,4)/CONST (3,4)) - (SZZ*ALPHAZ (3,4))) /

1 ALFHAX(3,4)
SYY=- (SXX4SZZ)
V«ITE (22,105)SXX,SZZ,SYY . ,

105 FORMAT(/3X,' S(XX) = ',F10.6,3X, S (ZZ) ,F10.6,
13X,' S(ZZ) = ',F10.6/)

DO 111 1=1,3 
DO 112 J=2,6 
IF(I.EQ.J)GO TO 112
D (I, J)= (CONST (I, J)/R3 (I ,J)) * ((SXX*ALPHAX(I, J)) +

1 (SZZ*ALPHAZ(I,J))+(SYY*ALPHAY(I,J)))
112 CONTINUE
111 CONTINUE

WRITE (22,69)
70 FORMAT(/3X,' DIPOLAR COUPLING /3X,18( )/)
69 FORMATOX,' 12 13]̂ 34 24 26 35 -25 /,3X,70( )/)

WRITE(22,62)D(1,2),D(1,3),D(1,4),D(2,3),D(3,4),
ID (2,4) ,D(2,6) ,D(3,5) ,D(2,5)

GO TO 82 
83 . RETURN

END
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chapter S
STUDY OF TRIS (FLUOROPHENYL)PHOSPHINES ORIENTED ^  MERCK P H ^  V

6 .1 Introduction

AS discussed in Chapters 2 to 5, the nmr of molecules 

partially oriented in nematic liquid crystals has been 

successfully used to obtain structural information, absolute signs 

of indirect spin-spin couplings, quadrupolar coupling constants, 

and anisotropies in the indirect couplings and chemical sh ifts.

The technique has been also applied to molecules Oiere the 

intramolecular motions are important[1 ,2 ] .  Studies of

intramolecular motion by ranr depend upon three different time

scales.

i) The time scale for the nmr experiment which is

-3between 1 and 10 sec.

i i ,  The time scale for the reorientation of the molecule,

T . There have been no accurate measurements for this time

s llle  in liquid crystals but it  is believed to be of the same

order of magnitude or greater than those in isotropic liquids[3],
-fi -9

vhich implies i t  is between 1 0  and 1 0  sec.

i ii)  The time scale for any intramolecular motion, T .^ .

If the time scale for the reorientation of the molecule is

 ̂a, for t->ie intra-moleculat motion then greater than the time scale for the intra
■ la .  one set of orientation parameters. If the rmr spectrum yields one se

T > T > T , then the spectrum again yields one set of
the anisotropic couplings are averaged

orientation parameters but
i-hat orientation. However, if

over the various species presen
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the time scale for the intrar^olecular motion is long canpared to 

the time scale of the rtnr experiment and the reorientation of the 

tülecule, then the observed spectrun is a superposition of as many 

spectra as there are different species.

in most systems so far studied by oriented rmr, the

intramolecular motion is fast on the nmr time scale, and it is not

possible to study each conformer independently or to determine

energy barriers to rotation. However the method has been applied

•with success to determine the mode of rotation and conformational

preferences in some selected molecules. From a study of oriented

substituted bithienyl derivatives (Fig 6 .1)  14] it  vras possibl

demonstrate the absence of free

rotation about the carbon-carbon

bond linking the tvro rings, and

show that the anisotropic spectrum

was consistent with the presence

of two isomers, of vhich the ci^

was less stable than the trans.

This deduction agreed with X-ray

and esr results. 'The nmr spectra

of oriented biphenyls [5,6] showed

that such molecules exist in the

liquid crystal phase in a

..fis te d ” conformation. It  also possible to determine fa irly

accurately the angle betv^en the planes of the phenyl rings, and 

.he data obtained by nmr - s  in ^reement with electron

-.v A nmr Study of bipyrimidine (Fig 6.2) m  the diffraction results. A nmr stuay or
it Dossible to determine the barrier to nematic phase made it  possioi

internal rotation about the carbon-carbon bondtil.

Fig. 6.1 (3-) and
(b) trans

disuDstituted bithienyl 
X = Cl, Br, NO
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Fig 6.3

Bis-iso-oxazole

■ me nmr spectton of oriented substituted toluenes [8-131 permitted 

the determination of the barrier for the methyl rotations about 

the carbon-carbon bonds as well as giving complete structures of 

these molecules. It  v«s possible to interpret the data from the 

nmr spectra of oriented bis-iso-oxazoles (Fig 6.3) in terms of 

„«del involving conformational equilibria in solution[14,151.

However, not all stuiies have been successful in reporting

*. the intramolecular motions thataccurate parameters to describe tne inct«a

may be taking place. A study of

tropolone (Fig 6.4) by oriented

nmr showed that various models

gave good agreement with the

experimental data, but an exact

solution was not possible from

the available information [161.
The rmr method in a ll  such cases

relies on information from other

sources, and the problem can

only then be solved after
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assumptions are made regarding conformations and certain 

geometrical parameters. To solve such problans v*iere it is 

expected that the intramolecular motion is important involves 

setting up reasonable models, and then selecting ones v*iich 

reproduce the experimental data. This method may not always give 

accurate results when applied to conformational analysis, but it 

does provide some information on conformational preferences and 

the interconversion processes.

The present study involves analysis of nmr spectra of 

oriented ortho, meta and ^(fluorophenyl)phosphines

( (CtEWijjP ) obtain information about their gecmetries and 

conformational preferences. The study also permitted the 

determination of the signs of PF couplings, and anisotropies of PF

and FF Indirect couplings. In order to derive the signs of the

indirect couplings, the ^^P shielding anisotropies v«re 

determined.

6 .2  Experimental

Para, meta, and ortto tris(fl.»rophenyl)t*>osfhines v«re 

synthesized as described in Orapter 8. The nematic samples were 

prepared in Merck Ehase V as described in Chapter 3. The solute 

concentrations employed were approximately 2.0 to 6.0% by 'g

1®F and ^^P spectra were recorded on a Jeol FX90Q 

spectrometer as described in Chapter 5. ^^P nmr spectra were 

also obtained on a Jeol FX60 spectrometer in the FT mode, equipped 

for variable tanperature operation, and operati.^ et 24.2 MHz. 
The anisotropic spectra vere recorded fran overnight runs so as to 

detect satellites (natural abidance 1.1%). A spectral
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«qj/g ' ’ ” , i

19p
wdth of 1000 Hz and a pulse width of 9ps were used. All 

and spectra were acquired with external ^  lock and

con\pl6t6 proton d6Couplin9»

Nmt spectra of oriented molecules were analysed as described 

by Englert[17].

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Anisotropic and Isotropic Coupling^

31p spectrum with carbon-13 satellites and the

{ M  spectnm of tris(q-fluorophenyl)thosphine partially

or iented in Phase V are shown in Figs 6.5 and 6.6.

a

Fig 6.5 24.2 MHZ Spectrui. including

satellites of (o^.FH,),P partially oriented in Phase V



let-H kt-X

t, = triplet, splitting 
(5 = doublet splitting

Fig 6 . 6  84.2 MHz Specttun of (o-C^FH^ijP

p artially oriented in Ftiase IV

The na^atic spectra of the other ^(fluorophenyl)phosphines have 

the sa^e structure and thus they can a ll he analysed similarly. 

The oriented spectra were analysed as AXj spin systems^ with 

effective C3  syinnetry, where and X= F. The P

anisotropic spectrun is a 1=3=3=1 quartet, with each conpnnent of 

the quartet heir,, flanged by sa te llite s. The spacirrgs in 

the spectron and the separation of the satellites (defined

by a in Fiq 6.5) ate equal to I 2 .D ( i , j ) « U - i ) ' '

the total anisotropic coupling and J(i,j) Is the isotropic
• st>ectrun of each molecule is acoupling. Ttie anisotropic F spectrun

trip let of doublets. The splitting in the doublet corresponds to 

1 2 .iD(PF)tij(PF)l (1=3,4,5) and the spacing in the trip let is  

13D(FF)I. The magnitudes of the isotropic couplings

determined frc» the appropriate isotropic spectron measured at

70°C, and their signs vhere possible were obtained
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However the determination of the signs of the dipolar and the 

indirect couplings is sometimes possible from the analysis of the

anisotropic spectrun [20].

The determination of the signs of the dipolar couplings in 

^ ( £ - f l u o r o p h e n y l )  phosphine was conducted as follows. From the 

anisotropic spectra the following splittings are obtained:

Splitting (PC) = |2.D(PC) + J (PC) I 

spl itting (PF) = 12.D(PF) + J (PF) I 

splitting(FF) = |3.D(FF)1

In order to determine the absolute values of the dipolar couplings 

the signs of the corresponding splittings ate required, and these 

can be found by solvirvg the equations for the dipolar couplings. 

Ihe equations for dipolar couplings ^D(PC), ^DiPF) and D(FF)

are;

zz

\z'

= - K(PC) (l-2sin^ I

(PF) (l-2sin^ ? /2)S^/tpf= - K PF
D(FF) = K(FF) S^j,/2t„

Where is the orientation parameter, ? is the CPC inter-bond 

angle Z  the z axis is parallel to the C3 synmetry axis. From 

Equations 6.1 to 6.3 and using an assotied geometry, ^(PC) and 

5d (PF) were found to have the same signs, but to be opposite in 

sign to D(FF). By combining equations 6.2 and 6.3 the value of? 

can be related to the ratio of the dipolar couplings D(PF)AUFT).
Ihe geometries of the tris(flr»rophenyl)phosphines have not been

reported, so they have been assrzned to be similar to that obtained 

by transferring geometrical parameters from the X-ray study of 

triphenylphosphinet21] and the nmr study of the pentafluorophenyl
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phosphine system[2 2 1 . Hiis assumed geometry has been used 

throughout this study. Usirq the assumed value of Ç (109 ) 

[211, this ratio of D(PF)/D(FF) is found to be less than one. 

This leads to a negative splitting (PF) and a negative ^D(PF), 

assuming that ^J(PF) is -4.6Hz. As ’t)(PC) and ^D(PF) have 

the same signs, this follows that D(PC) is also negative. Tbe 

signs determined in this way are also consistent with the negative 

sign of determined from the sign of the ^''P shielding 

anisotrop7  (fositive) in trislp-fluorophenyllFhosphine, which is  

expected to have the same sign as in triphenyl[*osphine[231. The 

absolute values of a ll  the couplings from three different 

orientations of t r i s (£-fluorophenyl)phosphine obtained in this way 

are summarized in Table 6 .1.

T a ^  6 .1  Selected Nmx Data of Trisl̂ fluorophenyl)phosphine

Sample

b*nr Parameter A B

^J(PC)/Hz -12 .4 -12 .4 -12 .4

J  (PC) +2. ^  (PC) 1 /Hz -160.5 ±1 -127.0  ±1 -146.0  ±1

(PC) /Hz -7 4 .1  ± .5 -5 7 .3  ±.5 —6 6 . 8  ±. 5

1

(PF) /Hz -4 . 6 -4.6 -4.6

[^J (PF)+2 .^ ( P F ) 1  /Hz -18 .4  ± . 2 -12 .4  ±.2 -16 .0  ± .5

I (PF) /Hz -6.9 db.25 -3 .9  ±.25 -5 .7  ±.25
1
1

D (FF) /Hz +10.0 ±. 25 +9 . 0  ± .15

D (PF) /D (PC) 0.09312 0.06807 0.08533

D(FF)/D(PC) -0.1350 -0.13473
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The proton-decoupled anisotropic spectrun with “ c

satellites of oriented trisio-fluorophenyDthosphine was analysed 

as described for ttis(£-fluorophenyl)phosphine. It was possible 

in the case ttis(g-fluorophenyl) phosphine to determine the 

absolute sign of ^{P O  ft cm the assumed gecmetty and its

dipolar couplir»3 D(PF), as both the dipolar couplings D(PC) and

D(PF) ate independent of conformation. In the o r ^  substituted 

compound D(PF) is dependant upon conformation. This implies that 

the sign of ^(PC) can only be derived from the sign of the 

orientation paremetet using equation 6.1. The sign of ^ e

orientation paraneter can be determined from the sign of the P 

shielding anise-tropy, which is given by

^<5- (31p) = -3 / 1  (v(nem) - v(iso))/S^2

vhere v(nem) aid v(iso) are the chemical shifts in the nematic and 

isotropic phases respectively. ^^P shielding anisotropies have 

been determined for a nutber of phosphines by liquid crystal rmr 

(23-271 and solid state rtar[28], and they v^re foaid to be

positive. Even when the magnitude of this shielding anisotropy

was small as in the case of trimethylphosphine (7.6ppm) [25,271,

the positive anisotropy consistent with the correct sign of

the KPCH) coupling. In the case o f trisC^fluorophenyllphosphine

the 31p shieldit^ anisotropy was small and the sign of J  (PF) 

is mknown. If the ^^P shielding anisotropy is  assuned to be 

positive as observed in other ptosphines, then by solving equation

6.4, S was found to be n^ative. Hoover the sign of S „  

can a J ' b e  inferred by consideration of the shape of the molecule 

and assoning that molecules with similar shapes can be expected to

orient similarly in the same liquid crystal and thus therr
• 11 vaat/o the same sign. Since the orientation parameters wil
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Structures of triphenylfhosphine and ^(E-fluotophenyl)phosphine

bear similarity to tris(o-£liorophenyl)phosphine then the sign of

S can be assuned to be the same in all three cases, vhich 
zz
implies that they are all negative. It is not possible to

continue with the analysis of the nmr spectrun of oriented 

tris(o-fluorophenyl)phosphine without these assumptions. It then 

follows that the sign of ^ ( P O  must be the same for all the 

solutions. The magnitude of ^(PC) fran the nematic spectrun of

t^(^flu.rophenyl)phosphine was obtained in the same v«y as

described for the corresponding

1d (PC) from the nenatic spectron of oriented tris(s^fluoro- 

phenyl) phosphine this - s  not obtained because the C 

satellites were hidden by the signals frcm the main spectrun. The 

absolute values for D(FF) and D(PF) from the spectra« of oriented 

ortho ard meta t r i s(fluorophenyl)phosphine could not be determined 

in the same way as described fr<m the analysis of the spectra« of 

oriented trls(p-fluorophenyl) phosphine. This is because the

equations for d'̂ FP) and D(PF) are not the same as the ones derived 

for Eara-substituted compound. In the case of the E I T

substituted molecule the angle between the vector PF and the 

magnetic field direction is constant throughout the rotation of

the fluorophenyl rings about the PC bond. For the ortho and meta

substituted ccmpoord this is not the case. However the sign of 

relative to D(i,j) can be determined as long as the

magnitudes of the splittings (i,j) and J(i,j) are relat y 

large. From a plot of the splitting (i,i) against various 

to«peratures below the isotropic/nematic transition temperature, 

the relative sign of Jd,J) can be deduced (Table 6.2).



Table 6.2 PF Splitting in (o-C.FH^i^P at various temperatures

Temp/°C IPF splitting!/Hz

2 0
62.3

30 51.9

40 39.7

50 25.

70 (isotropic) 50.7

AS Table 6.2 shows J(PF) and D(PF) have opposite signs in 

tris(^fluorophenyl)phosphine. At the present, nothing can be

said about the sign of D(EF) in both the meta and ortto 

tris(fluorophenyl)phosphines, and because of the small value of

J(PF) in the meta compound, its  sign relative to D(PF) co

. ^ 'me oarameters obtained in this waynot be determined either. m e  parameu
c rtrioni-pd meta and ortho from the nmr spectra of oriented ----

tr is(floorophenyl)phosphines are reported in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 Selected t^r of ortho and meta

Nmr Parameters ortho meta

■‘•J (PC) /Hz -12.4 -12.4

(PC)+2. ^  (PC)/Hz -90.8 ±1

^  (PC) /Hz -39.2 ±.5

(PF) /Hz +56.2 ±.5 —0 .8

(PF)+2.^(PF)/Hz -70.2 ±.2 -30.5 ±.5

D (PF) /Hz -63,2 ±.25 -16.5 ±.5

D(FF)/Hz -16.7 ±,25 I -6.0 ±.25
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g 3 2 Shielding Anisotropies

T^e shielding anisotropies of t^(fluorophenyl)-

phosphines were determined using equation 6.4 and they ate 

teforted in Table 6.4 TWo method «ere employed to obtain the

isotropic chQTiical shifts.

i) v(iso) «as determined at various temperatures above the 

isotropic/nematic transition temperature o£ the so ution. and the 

results were extrapolated to the nematic temperature. An

explanation of this method is given in detail in Chapter 3.

ii) The chemical shift for different values of 

(obtained by varyirr, the concentration of solute in solvent) was 

measured and extrapolated to = 0 to give the isotropic

chemical shift.

Table 6 ^  Parameters used to calculate î.P Shieldina 

Anisotropies iji Ortho ^  P££f

a) See text
b) Calculated using equation 6.1
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6,4 Discussion

6 .4 .1  Geometry and J  Anisotropies

The molecular geometry, anisotropies in the indirect

couplir^s, and conformational preferences of tris(fluorophenyl)

fhosphines were deduced usi.^ the experimental dipolar couplings 

D(PC), D(PF) and D(FF), and an assumed geometry [2 1,2 2 ]. The mam 

sources of error are similar to those listed in Section 6.4. In 

s»m.ary, the errors in this study originate from the normal error 

in the experimental couplir^s resulting fron ..certain ties m the 

line positions and neglect of vibrational averaging[291. All the 

relevant line positions in the main spectrm, could be measured 

within « . 3 HZ and the lines in the satellite  regions v«re obtained 

within tl.CHz. Studies have shova.[29] that vibrational

corrections can be neglected * e n  the expected internuclear 

distance is relatively large and the atoms involved are other than 

protons. Hence vibrational averagir^ of the experimental 

anisotropic couplings PF, PC, and FT can be neglected here. The 

way the errors from the ..certain ties in the line positions 

contribute to the final solution are discussed separately for each

molecule studied.

Tr i s (p-fluorophenyl)phosphine

The estimated geometry and contributions from anisotropy

the indirect ^J(PF) and J  (FF) couplings are reported in

6  5 The calculations were based on an derived

and the assm,p.ion that the CPC inter-bond angle ^ d  

.(PC, bond length are the same as that in triphenylp^sphine[2 1 ].

m Table e. 1 the results in coluanB Obtained from 0 ,P F ,«ere

f .ha relative inaccuracy in the measured 
eliminated because of the relative
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coupling ccmpated to the expermental ettot.

Table 6.5 Anisotropies m J(PF) and J(FF) couplings 

in para (C(,FH, ^ ) 3  P

A C

^  (PC) /Hz -7 4 .1  ±.5 —€6 . 8  ± .5

s ^ -0.16519  ±.0011 -0.14891 ±.0011
^zz

^(PF)/Hz (expt) -6.9  ±.25 -5 .7  ± .5

^D(PF)/Hz (calc) -7.97 ±.25 -7 .19  ±.5

D(FF)/Hz (expt) +10.00 ±.25 +9.03 ± .l

D(FF)/Hz (calc) +10.73 ±.25 +9.67 ±. 1

/HZ 1.07 ±.25 0.63 ±. 1

a) Calculated using equation 6 .1

The value of the internuclear distance r(PF) calculated using 

equation 6 .2  and results fr«n colonns A and C «as 6.4 i .lA . This 

value corresponds to r (C F ) - 1 .7  t . l A  assoning that r (O C )= 1 .3 9 7 A  and

r(PC)=1.83A, and that the ext«rmental anisotropic coupling is

purely dipolar. This is  v « ll outside the expected value for this 

internuclear distance , r(CF,=1.33 ..0 2A ,I30 ,, and the difference 

is larger than the expermental error. This implies that J(PP)

has an anisotropic contribution, and t h i s  is not surprising as

similar observations were made in the study of the 

pentafluorophenyl phosphorus systan oriented in Phase V[22]. The

c from D(FF) was found to be 9.57A,calculated value for r (FF) from

Whereas the expected value is  9.36A, when using the same geometry. 

Again the discrepancy between the calculated value and the
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expected value for t(FF) can be removed by assunlng that there is 

contribution frcm anisotropy in J(FF) [31]. Evidence for 

anisotropy in J(PF) and J(FF) was also deduced from the ratios of 

D(PF)/D(PC) and D(FF)/D(PC) at three different orientations. 

However, equation 6.1 can be solved for the CEC inter-bond angle 

using derived from the expected value of r(FF) and the 

experimental D(FF). The value of the angle obtained in this way 

was 109.9° ±.5° which is reasonable when compared with same 

bond angle in triphenylphosphine.

present stuly of tris(^fl^rophenyl)phosphine has

enabled the determination o f the sign of (PC) and (PF) 

couplings and anisotropies in the PF and FT indirect couplings. 

The study has also permitted the determination of the CPC 

inter-bond angle on the assunption that the experimental D(FF) was 

purely dipolar. Very l i t t l e  could be said about conformational

1 «-Via •’iimiid” stats. Vfriat could b©preferences of this molecule in the liquid

deduced fron the anisotropic and ^'p nmr spectra is that 

this molecule retains effective C3 symmetry which implies that 

the three fluotophenyl rings are equivalent.

T r i s f o - f l u o t o p h e nyDf^osP^^^^^-g-

unlike the '“'f ( ' 4  and «P  { '  anisotropic spectra of the

para substituted compound, the corresponding spectra of trisiSr

u Â irr nrinciole give information aboutfluorophenyl)phosphine should in print p 9

conformational preferences. experimentally determined

anisotropic couplirwgs obtained frdt ^(o,flubrophenyl)(hosphine 

oriented in Phase V have to be examined using various likely  

„.dels in order to determine whether any o f these can ^be chosen

^rmbigubusly. Both the proton decoupled ^®F and the P nmr
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spectra of the oriented species show a typical oriented AXj spin 

system[ 1 7 1 . Tiie results from the analysis of these spectra then

may arise from any one of the following models.

i) The phenyl rings undergo completely free rotation about 

the PC bond at a rate that is faster than the time scale for the 

nnr experiment and reorientation of the molecule. In such a 

situation the orientation of the molecule can be described by a 

single parameter Using this model ^D(PF) can be related

to r(PF) by using an equation derived by McFarlane and Kennedy[25] 

in the study of ^^P shielding anisotropies for organo

phosphines.

^(PF) = K(PF) <Xos^<J>-l>/2r^

and
<cos2g.> = cos^ cos2 p t is in 2 Y s in 2 p  6.6

where Y is the angle between the

synmetry axis and PC bond and P is

the angle the vector PF makes.with

the PC bond (cf. Fig 6 .7 ).

Solving equations 6.5 and 6.6, and

using S determined from D(PC) zz
and assuning its  sign to be 

negative, r(PF) was calculated as

1.02 A. The expected value is  

3.01A. Such a large disagreement 

cannot be accounted for by the

experimental error. This can imply that the discrepancy in the

calculated value of r(PF) is caused by:

a) An incorrect assaned geometry. ^

b) A significant contribution from anisotropy in J(PF).
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■ me dependence of the results on the geometry was tested by 

modifying the geometry by reasonable quantities and it  was 

observed that this was not a major contributing factor, (bj was 

sim ilarly rejected because by using an assumed geometry, ^(PF)

was calculated as 2.3Hz which corresponds to a value

viiioh is  most tnlikely. This model was also eliminated because

the value of calculated from Equation 6.4, assuming that the 

experimental D(PF) as being furely dipolar and an assuned 

geometry, was -2 .2 16 3 , vhich is impossiblet32]. This latter 

observation also eliminates discrepancies caused by a) and b).

ii) A single conformation of ^ ( o - f l u o r o p h e n y l ) phosphine

may exist in the natatic phase, furthermore, from the anisotropic 

and nmr spectra this conformation must have effective

C, synm^etry. To ' calculate a conformation that sa tisfies  the

experimental dipolar couplings D(PC), D(PF), and D(FF) 

simultaneously irwolves determining these dipolar couplir^s for

each liKely "rigid " structure of tris(o-fluorophenyl)phosphrne.

TO do this the computer program C0i^3.FCH was written and rts 

listing is  Shown in the ap ^n iix. The program sets up the

^ le c u le  in itia lly  with the planes of the fluorophenyl rings a ll

 ̂ ..,4 = Then it  generates other
parallel to the C3  symmetry axis. Th

possible configurations by rotating the rings independently m

5 °  intervals from the pr^ious position, and calculates the

= of the ^D(PF) and the D(FF) couplings using 
averages of tne >

■ ^  .  In (PCI To save computir  ̂ time the program does derived from D(PC). lo save r-
not generate conformers Oiich are permutations of one another.

For example, i f  a conformer has phenyl ring A m e

phenyl ring B in O position and p îenyl ring C in qi Position,

ic does not generate a conformer ^ e r e  the phenyl ring A is now in
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the Q  position, phenyl ring B is in the vp position and phenyl 

ring C in the ©  position. However the model does assume rapid 

interconversion, relative to the nmr time scale, between 

conformers that are permutations of one another so as to retain 

symmetry. The program also rejected certain conformera that 

were unacceptable. The acceptable conformera were.

a) Conformera that gave an average value of D(PF) and D(FF) 

vhich were within f7Hz of the experimental dipolar couplings. 

This allowed for any anisotropy in PF and FF indirect couplings, 

and errors in the measurement of the anisotropic couplings.

b) Conformera were excluded when the internuclear distance 

between two fluorine atoms was less than the value of 2 covalent 

radii for fluorine ( 2.8A ) [33,34].

A list of 15 conformera calculated in this way is given in Table

6.6, but of course if the interval of rotation of the fluorophenyl 

rings was reduced from 5°, then additional intermediate 

acceptable conformera would appear. The results from this 

calculation show that any one of the conformera in Table 6.6 may 

exist in the nematic phase. Furthermore on inspection of Table

6.6, the 15 conformera can be rea lis tic ly  reduced to only two 

substantially different conformations, I and I I .

iii) There is more that one conformer present in the 

anisotropic phase and examples of the likely conformers are 

summarized in Table 6.6. However, besides these conformera, any 

of v^ich alone may not give average values of D(PF) and D(FF) 

couplings that reproduce the experimental ones, but when combined 

with other conformera, will do so. To calculate a list of the 

latter set of conformera would be unrealistic because of the large 

number of possible solutions generated. Furthermore it can be
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Table 6.6 Con formers of ortho (Ĉ F̂H,^)3 P calculated

the computer program C0FF3.FCR.

using

II

Conformera Dipolar Cc>upl ing^/Hz

A B C D(PF)^ D(FF)^

20 65 275 -5 5 .3 -19 .4

20 70 275 -5 5 .3 -18 .8

25 55 275 -55.4 -15 .4

25 60 275 -5 6 .1 -15 . 5

25 65 275 -56.5 • -15 .4

25 70 275 -56 .5 - 1 5 . 1

! 25 75 275 -56.0 -14 .4

25 80 275 -5 5 .1 -13 .4

85 280 335 -5 5 .1 -13 .4

85 285 i 335 -56.0 -14 . 4

85 290 335 -56 .5 - 1 5 . 1

85 290 340 -55. 3 —18.8

85 295 335 -56.5 -15 . 4

85 295 340 -5 5 .3 -19 .4

85 305 335 -55.4 -15 . 4

a) Confotmets with phenyl rings in positions A, B, and C degrees

determined
(see text)

b) Dipolar couplings couplings calculated using 

from D(PC).

c) Experimental=-63.2 ±.3 Hz

d) Experimental=-16.7 +.3 Hz

said that there is  rapid interconversion betv^en preferred 

conformers because the line width in both the anisotropic F 

and the spectra is  what is normally expected in nematic 

solution. From our calculation using this model it  was fomd that 

the sign of D(PF) from a ll  possible conformation v«s negative.

This implies that ^J(PF) is positive.



Tr is (m-fltprophenyl) phosphine

The method of selection of models that are consistent with 

the and anisotropic spectra of oriented tris(m-flPoro“

phenyDphosphlne should in principle be the same as applied in the 

ortho case. However in practice this was not possible because the

orientation paraneter from (PC) could not be calculated from

the \,̂ h ] spectnm with carbon-13 satellites of oriented

tris(m-fluorophenyl)fhosphine because the satellite region was 

hidden by the main spectrun. The sign of the orientation 

faraneter may be assayed from that fomd for other molecules Oiich 

have similar structure, but its magnitude cannot be assoned to be 

the same as observed from the «isCfluoro-

phenyl)phosphine nematic sanples Oien the same concentrations are 

anployed. Ihis is because the orientation of the molecule is 

dependant upon the chemical and physical properties of both the 

„„lecule and the liquid crystal solvent. These reasons make it 

impossible to determine conformational preference for this

molecule at present.

6.4.2 Shielding Anisotropies

The ^^P shieldirrg anisotropies for g r a  and ortho 

tris(fluorophenyl)phosphines are reported in Table 

results from tHs(£-fli»rophenyl)phosphine using two different

methods for determini:^ the isotropic chemical shift show that

there is a difference of about 5ppm vhich exceeds that allowed for 

experimental error. This implies that the technique of

determining shielding anisotropies from oriented nmr suffers frcm
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its inability to determine accurately the chemical shift at zero 

orientation. The method is also influenced by the inaccuracy in 

the orientation paraneter. However, in addition to the above 

suggestions the discrepancy could also be due to conformational 

problems. Where intramolecular motion is important in the studies 

of molecules oriented in liquid crystals, i t  is  expected that

different orientations may cause the molecule to have different

preferred conformations in the “liquid" state. This observation 

was also reported by Robert and Wiesenfield vhen they determined 

shielding anisotropies of several phosphine oxides, 

sulphides and selenides by solid state nmr[28] and liquid crystal 

nnr(231. With these possible errors in mind comparison between 

the shielding anisotropies for the three phosphines are now

discussed.

The values of shielding anisotropies reported in Table

6 . 3  show that they are positive, v*ich indicates that shielding is  

more effective when the magnetic field  is directed along the C3  

axis than vAien i t  is  perpendicular to this axis. Only the sign of 

shieldirq anisotropy in t^(o-flnorophenyl)t*iosphine was 

assume!. The results from ^(£-fluorophenyl)phosphine show that 

the 3^P shielding anisotropy in this molecule is larger by

17ppm±2ppm ihen ccxnpared with triphenylphosphine (+23ppm) [23].

one would expect that both these molecules would have similar

shielding anisotropies as the fluorine m tr¿s(£- 

phenyl)phosphine is some distance away from the phosphorus. This 

suggests that the two molecules may have different conformations

in the liquid crystal. The c o m p  risen of

phenyl)phosphine and triphenylphosphine shows that P shielding
anisotropy in this fluoro molecule is analler by about 20ppm.
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Again the difference can be accounted for by conformational 

differences in the two molecules, but as the fluorine atom in 

t r i s (o-flIT)rophenyl)phosphine is close to the phosphorus, then a 

reduced anisotropy in comparison to triphenylphosphine is

expected, because of the electronegativity of the fluorine.

6.5 Conclusion

The nmt stu3y of ttis(£-fluotophenyl)i*iosphine has showo 

evidence of anisotropy in the indirect PF and FF couplings. The 

inter-bond CPC angle was determined as 109.9 + .5  m this

molecule when the anisotropies in ^J(PC) and J  (FF) were assoted 

to be zero, tesuning that the signs of the '̂'P shielding 

anisotropies in tr iphenylphosphine and ^ (£ -flu o r o p h e n y l)-  

phosphine are the same, then the signs of ^J(PC) and ^J(PF) 

were determined to be negative. This is consistent with other

work[18,19].

In the study of ttis(o-fluorophenyl)phosphine oriented in a 

liquid crystal, the ™nr analysis showed conclusively the absence 

of free rotation about the PC bonds. However, it  was consistent 

with the presence of a single conformation or rapid

interconversion between preferred conformers. From the present

study, the sign of ^J(PF) was determined as positive on the

f hhi» c;ian of the shielding anisotropy inassumption of the sign ol

tr iphenylphosphine.

shielding anisotropies for the ortho and the para 

tr i s (fluorophenyl)phosphines were determined. In the case of 

tr i s (p-fluorophenyl)phosphine the shielding anisotropy 

^ r v e d  to be positive and for ^(o-fluorophenyl)phosphine it
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«as determined as positive assuming to be negative. In the 

previous chapters limitations frcm studying nmr in liquid crystal 

solvents have been discussed. In suimary they are: the need to 

Know the orientation parameters which characterize the orientation 

of the molecule, anisotropies in the indirect couplings and 

corrections to the dipolar couplings from molecular vibrations. 

This stuJy has shown that the method also suffers frcm 

conformational problats, when intramolecular motion is important, 

and the determination of the isotropic chemical shift at zero 

orientation when determining chanical shift tensors.

APPENDIX 6. 1
Listing of ^  Computer P r o g ^  00PF3.Fœ

. ★ ★ ★ program COPF3.FOR*^*
DIMENSION X2{36),Y2(36),Z2(36)
DIMENSION Xll (12) ,Y11 (12) ,Z11 (12)
DIMENSION R(36,36) ,R3(36,3^ aLPHAZ(36,36)
S i S  ^ S 3 6 t ! i ( 3 6 " ^ 6 , '  ,limH35,35, ,AVE (35,35, 
DO 150 1=2,4
C0NST(1,I)=45728.4

150 CONTINUE
DO 151 1=2,3
DO 152 J=3,4
IF (I.EQ.J)GO TO 152 
C0NST(I,J)=106269.

152 CONTINUE
151 CONTINUE 

X11C=1. 21 
zllC— .6985-1.83

C C1C2F2=123.CCFANG=240.-123.-90.
XI12=X11C+ (COSD(CCFANG)*1. 33)
Z112=Z11C+ (SIND(CCFANG)*!.33)
SZZ=-.0873851
SXX=-0.5*SZZ
SYY=SXXANG2Z^4.46892

509 format (f)
DO 801 IANG=6,360,5 
DO 802 JANG=IANG , 360,5 
DO 803 KANG=OANG,360,5 
R0T(2)=IANG



R 0T (3 )=JA N G  
ROT (4 )=KANG 
DO 29 1 = 2 ,4  
R O T A T ^C T  ( I  )
BETA = 1 2 0 . * (1 - 2 )

m S i l 2 * 0 0 S D  (ANG2Z) *COSD (ROTAT) -  (Z112*S IN D  ( ^ ^ )  )
X2 ( I  )= X 2 I *OOSD (BETA) +  (X112*S IND  (BETA) *S IN D  (ROTAT) )

Y 21 2 z 112*SIND (M JG2Z) +  (CDSD (ROTAT ) *COSD (iNG 2Z ̂ 1 1 2  ) 
Y2  fl ̂ *-X112*SIND (ROTAT) *OOSD (BETA) -  (Y 2 I*S IN D  (BETA) )
Z2 ( I ( ^ 2 Z )  +  (X112*SIND  (^ G 2 Z )  *COSD (ROTAT) )

29 CONTINUE
DO 91 1 = 1 ,3  
DO 92 J = 2 ,4

R U  ! a z 2 ^ l f - z  2 (J ) ) * * 2 +  (X2 ( I  ) -X 2  (J ) ) * * 2

1 + ( Y 2 ( I ) - Y 2 ( J ) ) * * 2 )
IF (R ( I , J )  .L T . 2 .8 0 ) GOTO 803

R 3 ( I , J ) = R  ( I r J ) * * 3  
92 CONTINUE
91 CONTINUE

DO 153 1 = 1 ,3  
DO 154 J = 2 ,4

J ) ^ (  (ABS (X2 ( I  ) -X2 (J ) ) ) ( I . J )  ) " 2
ALIH AY ( I  ,J )=  ((AB S  P '2  ( I ) - Ï 2  W ) )  ) ^ ( I > >> ,,2
ALPHAZ ( I  ,J )=  ( (ABS (Z2  (D - Z 2  (J )  ) ) /R ( I . J )  )

154 CONTINUE
153 CONTINUE

DO 155 1 = 1 ,3  
DO 156 J = 2 ,4

D (1 1 a  j ) ^ 3  ( I  , J )  ) M  (S = «*A L P H A X (I , J )  )

1+ (SZziALPH AZ ( I  , J )  )4- (SYY*ALPHAY ( I , J )  ) )

156 CONTINUE
155 CONTINUE ..

AVEPF= (D ( 1 , 2 ) - «  U -  2 ) - ®  ( l . ^ >
IF(ABS(AVEPF).LT.55.0) OTTO M3 
IF(ABS(AVEPF)
AVEFF= (D (2 ,3 )- r t3 (2 ,4 )Æ  (3 ,  ̂ )  Q-0
r F Î r s { S : S - i ° 2 : ° o l S S f

° " 3 ! i f 5 ; u S ^ ! S i f K A N G , A V E P F , A V E F F  

CLOSE (U N IT=23 )
A V E F F O .O  
A V E P F O .O  

803 CONTINUE
802 CONTINUE
801 CONTINUE
751 CONTINUE i  ̂^
445 F0RMAT(3 (2 X , I 5 )  ,4  (2 X ,F 7 .1 ) )

return
END
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Chapter 7

THE CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS OF TRIMESITYLPH06PHINE 

and TETRAMESITYLDIPH06PHINE

7.1 Introduction

The structvate and stereochemistry o£ tri-ooordinate 

phosphorus compounds have been extensively studied, and in this 

work nmr has played an enormous part tl-7]. Tri-coordinated 

phosphorus compounds such as phosphine itself and tri-substituted 

organophosphines adopt a pyranidal structure with the electron 

lone pair pointing avray from the apex of the pyranid {Fig 7.1).

The degree of flattening of the 

pyramid or, as in Fig 7.1, the 

RFR inter-bond angle is of 

course dependent on the 

substituent R. For instance, 

for R = methyl the inter-bond 

angle is 98.6^ [8], whereas

v^en R is phenyl the inter-bond 

angle becomes 108.8 [9].
These variations arise as a consequence of the different sizes of 

the group R. In addition when the group R is very bulky, there 

may be steric interference between the substituents on the 

phosphorus, and this can restrict the rotation about the

TViiis when R is a phenyl group the phosphorus-carbon bonds. Thus wnen n la j

protons on the sane rir»3 might beccme nonequivalent,and the 

dyianics of the internal rotation could then be studied by nmr.

Similar considerations apply to diphosphines R^PPRj

aidition it is also necessary to take into account the rotation
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about the PP bond. Ihe present chapter reports on the study of 

this kind behaviour in 2,4,6-triraethylphenyl phosphorus ccmpounds 

Oiich will be referred to in future as mesityl compounds.

In principle, variations in coupling constants or in chemical 

shifts could be used to provide detailed information about the 

particular configuration adopted; in practice considerably more 

is known about the relationship between gemetry and the 

magnitudes of coupling constants, than about the corresponding 

relationship for chemical shifts. For example w i *  regard to 

two-bond coupling, work has been carried out on J('h '^N ),

J(''^C '^N ), J(‘'̂ C “̂^P ),

j ('h '̂p ) [10-17], and

three-bond coupiing

j ('h '̂p ), J("'^C •

J('h ) and d ( ^

on
(X

Fiq ,1.x
[7,18,19,20]. It is also known 

that long range couplings are
sensitive to the orientation of the lone pair [7]. These studies

all show the existence of a Karplus type of relationship, i.e a

nf i-hp coupling constant and the correlation between magnitude of the coupi

dihedral angle or (fig 7.2) [21].

1 e ^  i-VhP <?tudv of cis and trans isomers of For example from the stuay --- ^
, 1 7 it is known that J (PC)l,2-dimethyl-3-phospholene (Fig 7.3a,b)

Fia, 7 ^
l , 2 -dimethyl-3 -phospholene a)cis isomer b) trans isomer,
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is very small for the cis isomer

and large for the trans

32 Hz)[221. Similarly, Gray and

Cremer [23] reported that in

phosphetan, the same coupling to

Me was very small (0-5 Hz)A
and that to Me^ was large 

(27-34 Hz) (Fig 7.3c). Thus the 

general rule can be given that 

large coupling occurs in systems 

where the dihedral angle is 

small, and small coupling occurs 

vhen the same dihedral angle is large.

we can now turn to ttil*enylf*ios0rine. Inspection of a model 

of triphenyltiiosphine indicates if all three phenyl rings v«re to 

aiopt a configuration with their planes parallel to the C3 

symmetry axis (Fig 7.4a ) then the ortho protons marked X would be 

so Close to each other that this configuration can be disregarded.

P\g 7*3 c
Ploosplnei-eit

fig 7.4b

Triphenylphosphine
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An alternative structure is one in viiich each phenyl ring is 

rotated throiqh 90° from the previous position, but this is also 

inlikely as it again would create steric overcrowding (Fig 7.4b). 

Therefore it seem likely that triphenyl phosphine adopts a 

configuration that is intermediate between the extremes described. 

This structure has a propellet-like twist which can either be of a 

left handed or tight handed sense, so that the molecule would be 

chiral (compete the ttiphenylcatboniun iont24]), although 

interconversion of the enantiomers might not involve a very large 

energy battier, especially if geared rotation was possible. It is 

cleat in this kind of structure that in any particular ting the 

ortho protons ate inequivalent, as ate the ortho carbons, but out 

measurements of the spectrnn of triphenylphosphine at

temperatures as low as -83°C gave a single doublet with ^J(PC)

= +19.7 Hz for the ortho resonance, implying that rotation

about the PC bond is still fast. By contrast it was found that in 

tris-2-methylphenylphosphine at 32°C the ortho carbons were 

nonequivalent, and more importantly had remarkably different

valLBS of ^J(PC) (+26.4, +0.4 Hz) (2 5 1 , implying a pronounced
dominance of a conformer in which one of these carbons has a large 

dihedral arqle with respect to phosphorus lone pair, while the 

other has not. In this compound the three-bond coupling between 

methyl carbon and phosphorus was also relatively large 

(21.8 HZ). Similar results « r e  obtained from substituted 

thienylphosphines (Fig 7.5a,b) [17],
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fig 7.5a

Tr ithienylphosphine

fig 7. 5b 

Tr i(orthomethyl) 

th ieny1phosphine

In the foregoing examples the various nuclei exhibiting 

coupling constants of different sizes are also chemically 

nonequivalent and thus even when internal rotation is fast no 

coalescence phenomena are observ«!, and Oiilst it is possible to 

draw conclusions about the various conformers present, nothing can 

be said about the dynamics of the interconversion process. By 

contrast, the higher s^rmnetry of the mesityl group leads to 

relatively simple and proton rmr spectra for mesityl

phosphorus derivatives at and above room temperature when internal 

rotations are rapid on the nmr time scale, whereas at lower (but 

readily accessible ) temperatures much more complicated spectra 

are obtained, indicating that various conformers are "frozen out". 

Band-shape analysis at intermediate temperatures can therefore in 

principle produce thermodynamic parameters for these processes of 

internal rotation [26,27]. In the case of trimesitylphosphine 

these processes refer to the internal rotation about the PC bond, 

whereas in tetr^esityldiphosphine rotation about PP bond must 

also be taxen into account. As expected, individual rotation of 

the methyl groups is too rapid to affect the spectron at
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tanperatures available to us.

This chapter describes the determination o£ the energy 

barriers and conformational preferences at various temperatures in 

tr imesitylphosphine and tetramesityldiphosfhine. The first 

detailed reports of nmt experiments on mesityl compounds were from 

Stephonov's group [28,29]. They observed that the chemical

shifts, and two and three-bond J(PC) coupling constants were 

dependant on relative orientation of the lone pair in

tr imesitylphosphine and tri(2,3,5,6-tetramethylphenyl)phosphine.

Proton rmr and X-ray crystallography studies on

tetramesityldiphosphine were reported by Baxter al [30] vh 

concluded that tetramesityldiphosphine adopted the anti 

conformation in both the solid and low temperature liquid states.

7.2 Experimental

samples were exemined in 10mm rmr tubes using dichlorcmethane 

as the solvent together with about 20% deuterated benzene to 

provide the internal frequency lock. In the case of

tetramesityldiphosphine at temperatures above -40 C 

solubility and long relaxation times for the carbons lead to poor 

signal to noise ratios, which were improved by adding CriacaOj 

(0.04<g/4. 5mls of solution)

'^C and p nmr spectra were obtained on Jeol FX90Q and Jeol

FX60 Fourier transform.spectrometers. The operating frequencies
for '̂ C and ^'P on the FX90Q were 22.6 and 36.2 MHz respectively 

and on the FX60 the and %  frequencies were 15.0 and 24.2 MHz

respectively. Both spectrometers had proton decouplir^, but the

FX60 was modified with an additional frequency synthesizer to
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permit phosphorus decoupling together with proton decoupling. The 

required irradiation frequency was determined by direct

measurement. Low teaperature spectra were obtained with 2.5 KHz 

spectral width and 4K data points, and with an artificial line 

broadening window of about 0.5 Hz. Typically for the dynanic rtnr 

«periments it was necessary to acquire 2000 transients and use an 

artificial line broadening weighting of the FID prior to 

transformation of 1-1.5 Hz to optimize the signal to noise ratio.

Both the Jeol FX60 and FX90Q were equipped for variable low 

tanperature operation, usi,., a flow of cold nitrogen to the probe.

The rate of flow of nitrogen to the probe and hence the sample 

temferature was controlled and monitored on a Jeol temperature 

control unit. The tanperature control unit vms calibrated using a . 

capillary containing a comt»und of Knov«i melting point placed in a 

dummy solutionjand the melting process was observed by quickly 

taking out the tr^e fron the probe. After each charge in 

tanperature or raaoval of sanple froa the probe the saaple vms 

allowed to equilibrate for about 10 minutes. The accuracy of 

temperature measuraaents in dynaaic rmr has a direct consec^ence 

on the determination of activation parameters, hence the

importance of this exercise.

Theoretical spectra vere calculated using the program POLY 

obtained from the Daresbury tWR Library and partly written by Oian 
and ReevesUll. The pr^raa as obtainal from the library was 
Slightly modified so that it could be used on our ccmpxiter. 
initially the format statements had to be modified. Secondly 
„as modified so that its output was a list of line positions and 
intensities. The table of line intensities and line positions vms

cihatDe on a Tetronix graphicalplotted with a Lorentzian U n e  shape
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display unit using our own program. POLY calculates nmr band 

shapes for exchange between a specified minber of uncoupled sites 

which have spin 1/2 nuclei. Tbe exchange vhich produces a 

modified band shape is computed from first order rate constants, 

arranged as a matrix, provided the line-width in the absence of 

exchange is known. The line-width in absence of exchange which is 

entered as T2 is obtained by varying T2 until the line-width in 

the experimental spectrun for the slow exchange limit is similar 

to that obtained in the calculated spectrum vhen rate constant is 

0 sec” .̂ A typical input and output for POLY is illustrated in 

Appendix 7.1. Then, the best fit rate constants were determined 

by direct comparison of simulated with experimental spectra.

7.3 Results And Discussion 

Tr imesitylchosphine

The nmr spectra of tr imesitylphosphine at -68 C and 

toon tempecatute with complete proton decoupling { “ c { H)) 

are depicted in Fig 7.6a,b. The results ate repotted in Table 

7.1. AS can be seen that there ate approximately twice as many 

lines in the low tanperature specttun as in the one at room 

temperature. This implies that at low temperature certain 

confotmets of trimesitylphosphine have been “frozen out”. 

Ccmpatison of the low temperature nmt with both proton and 

phosphorus decoupling ( {1h /^P}) and the same spectra« but

this time with proton decoupling only ( {^H) ¡indicates

that some of the lines that were doublets in the proton-decoupled 

spectrum collapse into singlets when both proton and phosphorus 

decoupling is carried out (fig 7.7a,b).
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Table 7.1 NMR data of Trimesitylphosphine

CHEMICAL SHIFI^

AROMATIC CARBONS METHYL CARBONS

Carbon^ 210K 30 3K 210K 30 3K

1  ̂
4

1
1 61

142.5

137.4

141.4

141.8 

137.4

141.8

22.1

20.7

23.3

22.7

20.7

22.7

1 COUPLING CONSTANT
ii1
i .b 1 1

r
^J(PC.) (P

210K 30 3K 210K 30 3K

2

6

37.1

0.0

17.6

17.6

33.2

0.0

16. 6 

16. 6

a) chemical shift in ppn to high frequency of SiMe^

b) labelling refers to Fig 7.8

c) carbon refers to methyl carbon

Considering the methyl region 

(6^^C=21.0 to 24.0 ppm) of 

trimesitylphosphine with both 

proton and phos^^orus decoupling 

there are three signals 

corresponding to the two ottho 

methyls C-2 and C-6 (see Fig 

7.7) and the para methyl C-4 

(labelling refers to Fig 7.8). 

The spectrim with proton

decoupling only (Fig 7.7b)

• •

J3
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has faaks at &^^C^23.2 ppm and 6"^C=20.7 ppn viùch have ^all 

Splittings that could not be resolved, whereas the peak at 

6̂ ^C=22.1 ppm has a splitting of 33,2 Hz, This coupling can be 

taken to be positive from the results obtained upon similar 

compnmds[23). As the magnitude of ^J(^^C-^^P) is related 

to the position of the methyl with respect to the lone pair at the

phosphorus atom then the methyl with chemical shift of 22,1 ppm

must be an ortho methyl trans to the lone pair. To determine 

Oiich of the two other peaks can be assigned to the other o t ^
methyl a vatiable temperature nmr experiment was required.

In the slow exchange limit (-68°C) ttimesityl phosphine is 

locked in one particular configuration. As the temperature is 

raised the rotation about the PC bond will commence and eventually 

this rotation will become rapid with respect to the nmr time 

scale, causing the ortto aromatic carbons become equivalent and 

give a signal at their mean frequency. Over this temperature 

range we would observe coalescence between the two o r ^  methyl 

carbon signals in the nmr spectrum. In parallel the

position of the H l ä  ">ethyl carbon signal will remain unchanged. 

From Fig 7,9a it is found that the peak at ppm

corresponds with the other ortho methyl and the splitting is very 

small or equal to zero. From the magnitude of the coupling it can 

be concluded that this ortho methyl must be cis to the lone pair.

Comparison of the low temperature ^^C (^H) and

^^C nmr spectra of the aromatic region

(613=135 ppm to 6l^C=143 ppm) in trimesitylphosphine shows 

that there are three signals corresponding two ortho aromatic 

carbons and one gata aromatic carbon. These resonances can be 

assigned to quaternary carbons because of the chemical shifts
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Observed and their low intensities (due to the absence of nuclear 

Overhauser effect and long relaxation times) compared with those 

from the rest of the aromatic carbons. In the 

spectrum, one of the ortho aromatic carbons has a splitting of 

37.0 Hz and the others have little or zero splitting. 'Vhe 
corresponding spectrum at room temperature indicated that the 

signal atS^^C =137.4 ppm was from the para aromatic carbon, as 

the position of this signal remained unchanged at low and room 

temperatures. The nmr signals at =142.5 ppm and

= 141.4 ppn̂  must belong to ortho carbons trans to the lone 

pair and cis to the lone pair respectively (from the magnitudes of 

their couplings). These observations from both C { H} nmr

spectra (at room and at low tanperature) of trimesitylphosphine do 

show that the molecule at the low temperature prefers the chiral

structure.

•me next object o£ this study was to determine the energy 

barrier for the rotation about the PC bond. The energy of 

activation (Ê ) was calculated for PC rotation in trimesityl- 

phosphine using Equation 7.1, ^ e r e  k is the rate constant in

sec“  ̂ and T is the absolute temperature.

k = - A In (E /RT)O
7.1

Fig 7.9a shows spectra at 7 different temperatures covering the 

range in which the signals frcm the two o r ^  methyl carbons 

coalesce and Fig 7.9b shows matching computed spectra for a set of 

different rate constants k. From the plot of ln{k) against l/T 

(Fig 7.90 the energy of activation for the PC bond rotation v«s 

calculated. In Table 7.2 energy barrier for the PC bond rotation 

in trimesitylphosphine is repotted.
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Table 7.2 Energy Barrier Results ^  ^  Rotation aboi^ t ^

P-Mesityl bond ijn Trimesityl phosphine f ] ^  runr d a ^

Av/Hz^ 21.3 ±1

T (coalescence) 223 ±2

E / KJ mol'* 70.0 i3
a

a) Separation between ortho methyl carbon signals for 
trimesitylphosphine before exchange.
b) Temperature at which the ortho methyl carbon signals in 
trimesitylphosphine coalesce.
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Tetramesitvidiphosphine
i3<Low temperature (-48®C) and room temperature (+22 C) C nmr 

spectra of tetrarnesityldiphosphine are depicted in Fig 7.10 and 

the results of their analysis are reported in Table 7.3.

Table 7 ^  NMR data of Tetramesityldiphosphine

CHEMICAL SHIFT^

AROMATIC CARBONS METTHYL CARBONS

Carbon“ 230K 30 3K 230K 30 3K

2,1 146.4,144.9 144.9 23.3,22.0 22.0

4,9 138.4,136.6 137.5 20.5,20.3 20.4

1
i 6,11 142.3,141.7 144.9 22.0,21.8 22.0
1-------- -
1 COUPLING CCNSTANT/Hz

n“ i

' î’ 230K 30 3K 230K 30 3K

2,7 38.1,31.2 23.0,24.4 22.0

6,11 4.4,4.0 11.6,5.5 22.

a) chanical shift in ppm to high frequency of SiMe^

b) labelling refers to Fig 7.12

c) N=^J(PC.)+^J(PC^))C. denotes aromatic carbon

d) N=^J(PC.)+'^J(PC.)5C. denotes methyl carbon

once cqain we observe in the spectra that the nuciber of lines at 

low temperature exceeds the natber of lines at room temperature. 

Pqain one can say that at low temperature certain conformers of 

tetr^esityldiphosphine are present and at higher temperature v*ien 

rotation about the PC and PP bonds becomes fast with respect to
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Che nmt time scale, then the average signal between a ll  the 

possible conformers w ill be present. As was found in the analysis 

of the spectrnn of trimesitylphosphine at low

temperature, both '’ c [ ' and ' ^ C { . ' h, ’ ' p Î experiments were 

required to analyse the low temperature spectrun of

tetramesityldiphosphine. From Che low temperature 

spectrum of the aromatic region ( Fig 7 . 1 1a  ) (between

6^^C=120.0 ppm and 6 ^ V l5 0 .0  ppm) it  was found that there are 

four trip lets and two singlets which collapse into 6 single peaks 

upon decouplirq (Fig 7 . 1 1 b  ). This region is  that of

quaternary carbon resonances and thus we can label the trip lets as

originating from ortho aromatic carbons and the singlets from the

two aromatic carbons. The low tanperature ^^P nmr spectrun

indicated a single phosphorus environment. If tetramesityl

diphosphine in the slow exchange limit adopted the ttans

configuration then only two orÜH aratatic carbon signals and one 

para aromatic carbon signal would be expected. The c is  conformer 

can be also excluded as this would cause steric overcrowling. The 

conclusion fra» toth the and ^^P spectra is  that

tetramesityldiphosphine at low temperature prefers the aauçhe

conf ig ur at ion ( Fig 7 , 12  ).

Fig 7 . 1 2  Gauche Configuration of Tetramesityldiphosphine

1̂ 9



Similar findings were reported by Harris for tetra-t-butyl- 

diphosphine [1]. On raising the temperature the signals from the 

para aromatic carbons should coalesce as a consequence of the 

rotation about the phosphorus-phosphorus bond. As Fig 7.10a 

shove, signals at 6 ^^C= 138.4 ppm and 136.6 ppm do indeed

coalesce and thus they correspond to the para aromatic carbons C-4 

and C-9 in Fig 7.17. The coupling constants (PPCCCC) and 

(PCCCC) are 0 Hz as expected from results of trimesityl- 

phosphine [this work] and triphenylphosphine[23]. As v« cannot 

use differences in magnitudes of coupling constants to determine 

the positions of the aromatic carbons vdth respect to the

direction of the phosphorus lone pair, correlations between 

chemical shift positions and dihedral angle can be applied. 

Rankin [20] and Jorden [32] demonstrated that nuclei to the 

lone pair resonate at higher frequency than those trans to the 

lone pair. Hence from Fig 7.12 C-9 will be at higher frequency

than C-4.

The ottho aronatic region of tetramesityldiphosphine ( C 

=141.5 ppm to 147 ppm) consisted of pseudo triplets (Fig 7.11). 

Tliese triplets ate described as pseudo triplets and not normal

triplets (as found in the X spectrun for an A2X spin systan).
The differences between the tvro types of triplet ate their 

splittings. In A^X spin system the splitting is J(AX) vhich is 

not the case for pseudo triplets. The reason for obtaining 

triplets is that when there are two different magnetic 

environnents of A, we no longer have an A^X system but rather an 

AA'X spin system. In out case A^'=^^P and X='’̂ C. It is the 

presence of nuclei which has only 1% natural abundance (one

nucleus pet molecule ) that reduces the sytmetry and causing

/99



Similar findings were reported by Harris for tetra-t-butyl- 

diphosphine [1]. On raising the temperature the signals from the 

para aromatic carbons should coalesce as a consequence of the 

rotation about the phosphorus-phosphorus bond. As Fig 7.10a 

shove, signals at 6 ^^C= 138.4 ppm and 136.6 ppm do indeed

coalesce and thus they correspond to the para aromatic carbons C-4 

and C-9 in Fig 7.17. The coupling constants (PPCCCC) and 

S(PCCCC) are 0 Hz as expected from results of trimesityl- 

phosphine [this WDrk] and triphenylphosphine[23]. As we cannot 

use differences in magnitudes of coupling constants to determine 

the positions of the aromatic carbons with respect to the

direction of the phosphorus lone pair, correlations between 

chemical shift positions and dihedral angle can be applied. 

Rankin [20] and Jorden [32] demonstrated that nuclei cis to the 

lone pair resonate at higher frequency than those t r ^  to the 

lone pair. Hence from Fig 7.12 C-9 will be at higher frequency

than C-4.

The ortho atonatic region of tetramesltyldlphosphine ( -“ c 

=141.5 ppm to 147 ppm) consisted of pseudo triplets (Fig 7.11). 

These triplets are describei as pseudo triplets and not "normal- 

triplets (as found in the X spectrun for an A^X spin system). 

The differences between the tv» types of triplet are their 

splittings. in A^X spin system the splitting is J(AX) vhich is 

not the case for pseudo triplets. The reason for obtaining £seu^ 

triplets is that when there are tv» different magnetic 

envirorments of A, we no longer have an A2X system but rather an 

AA'X spin system. In out case A=A'=^^P and X=^^C. It is the 

presence of nuclei which has only 1% natural abundance (one

nucleus per molecule ) that reduces the syiimetry and causing
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the m^netic environment of the twD nuclei be different.

For an M ' X  spin system, the X part of the spectrun contains 6

lines (Fig 7.14).

Fig 7.14 X Reg ion of an AA'X spin system

M-

N = J (A'X) + J (AX) 

L = 2|D^ - D_l 

M = 21D_^ + D_1

V^'a
2 2 1/2D = - [v.“V« 1+^ (>7 (AX)-J (A'X)) ]

For such a syst«n and D-. are identical as the chemical shift 

difference v^-v^. is expected to be zero. Hence L becomes 

zero and the inner t«o lines come together. The magnitude of

J(PP) of 220Hz was observed by McFarlane and McFarlane 16] in

l,2-dimethyl-l,2- diphenylbiphosphine. Thus we can safely say 

that the magnituie of J(PP) for tetramesityldiphosphine is many 

times greater than N and thus the t w  outer most lines (separation 

M) move further apart from the centre of the spectrum, and their 

intensities are transferred to the centre band. Thus for this 

AA'X system, we have the following relationships 

V(A) = V(A')

J(AA') >> J(AX + A'X)

ZOO
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and the X region should consist of a triplet, the central band 

being an unresolvable doublet and N (= J(C-P)+ J(C-P)) is

taken as the separation of the outer lines of the triplets. No 

attempt was made to investigate the sign of N, but from work on 

similar compounds the sign of N is positive, when N is large; but 

when N is small a reversal of its sign may occur as was revealed 

by Albrand's group [33]. However what is interesting is the 

magnitude of N. The sizes of N found in this work could be 

sei»rated into two groups. One group had N in the order of 31 to 

38 Hz and the other in the order of 4 Hz. This suggests that 

rings are twisted as observed in trimesityl phosphine, and by the 

same argument used in the analysis of trimesitylphosphine and 

assuming that is very close to zero then the

larger splitting belongs to the aromatic carbon which is t r ^  to 

the lone pair and smaller N originating from the o r ^  aromatic 

cis to the lone pair. Hence using the notation in Fig 7.12 and 

the spectrum in Fig 7.11, it can be concluded that carbons C-6 and 

C-11 are cis to the lone pair and that carbons C-2 and C-7 are

trans to the lone pair.

The low tanperatute specttun of

tetramesityldiphosphine in the methyl region (6^^C =20 ppm to

=24 ppm ) consists of 4 signals of equal intensity and one 

signal with double intensity (Fig 7.15a ). From the low

temperature spectra» but with proton decoupling only, two of the 

signals ranained unsplit and 4 of signals shoved they had 

splitting (Fig 7.15b ). The signals that show no splitting in the 

low temperature proton decoupled spectra» were assigned to the 

para methyls and this assignment was confirmed by observation of 

the same spectra» at higher taaperature. The couplings involving

ZOI
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the methyl carbons were determined by comparison between spectra 

with and without phosphorus decoupling.

Fig 7.15 nmr spectrum of the methyl region of

Tetramesityldiphosphine at -48°C a) with proton decoupling, b) 

with proton and phosphorus decoupling

oL
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Ttie next object of this exercise was to determine the energy 

barriers for rotation about both the PC and PP bonds in 

tetramesityldiphosphine. IVie energy associated with the PP bond 

rotation was calculated by observing the coalescence between the 2 

para aromatic signals at different temperatures, since these ate 

ixiaffected by the rotation about the PC bonds. Fig 7.16a shows 

spectra at 7 different temperatures covering the range in Oiich 

the signals ftcm the two para aromatic signals coalesce and Fig 

7.16b shows matching computed spectra. From the plot of rate 

versus l A  (Fig 7.16c) the energy of activation for the PP bond 

rotation was calculated using equation 7.1. Once the barrier for 

the PP rotation is known there should be no problem in calculating 

the energy barriers for PC rotation as this would be obtained 

through observation of coalescence of appropriate pairs of carbon 

peaks. In practice it was fomd that up to -30°C the rotation 

about the PP bond had already started but there v«s no sign of the 

P-mesityl bond rotation. Above this temperature the quality of 

the spectra began to deteriorate and it became impossible to 

obtain satisfactory spectra frcm viiich to calculate the energy 

barrier for the rotation about the P-P bond. The poor quality 

spectra at high temperatures may have been due to slight 

dissociation of radicals of Mes2P . TTie reason

for this may be due to the bulkiness of the mesityl group v*iich 

would weaken the PP bond, in some cases causing the PP bond to 

break thus leading to the presence of free radicals in solution, 

in Table 7.4 energy barrier to rotation about the PP bond in 

tetramesityldiphosphine are reported.
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Table 7.4 Energy Barrier Results For the P-P Rotation hi
13,Tetramesityldit̂ osphine frccn _C_ nmr data

Av/Hz^ 7.8 ±S

T (coalescence)/K^ 249 tZ

E / KJ mol"’ 90.5 ±S
a

a) Separation between para aromatic carbon signals for 

tetramesityldiphosphine before exchange.

b) Tanperature at which the £ata aromatic carbon signals in 

tetramesityldif^osphine coalesce.

7.4 Conclusions

Tetramesityldiphosphine and trimesitylphosphine have been 

studied by nrar. The results of this study reveal that 

trimesitylphosphine adopts the chiral structure at low 

temperatures and tetramesityldiphosphine adopts a aauche 

conformation with respect to rotation about the PP bond, and has 

similar propeller twist of the mesityl rings. The structures of 

the conformers have been determined from the magnitudes of the tv» 

and three-bond phosphorus-carbon couplings; the method similarly 

used to obtain structural information on triphenyl and tris(or^- 

tolyl)phosphine. In Table 7.5 comparisons of two and three-bond 

phosphorus carbon couplings for four phosphines are reported. In 

triphenylphosphine at temperatures as low as -83°C only one 

coupling is observed between the orOra carbons and phosphorus.
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fig 7.17

Phenyl phos^ine segment of a tri-substituted phosphine where 

R = proton or methyl.

Table 7.5 Ortho carbon phosphorus coupling constant ^  Aryl

Phosphines

tw= This work

Ortho J(^^C-^^P)/Hz (Ph) 3P R3P^ Mes-,P
Ir

Mes^P2

Reference 9 8 tw tw

Aromatic carbon

trans to lone pair 19.65 26.44 37.1 31.2,38.1

cis to lone pair 0.41 0.0 4.0,4.4

Methyl carbon

trans to lone pair 21.82 33.2 23.0,24.4

cis to lone pair 0.0 3.0,11.6

a) R= (g-CH2CgH5)3P
b) coupling constant corresponds to N where N is equal to
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This suggests that at this temperature rotation about the 

phosphorus-carbon bond is fast compared to nmr time scale. In 

trimesityl phosphine at the same temperature we obtain two 

different values for this coupling, and this can be interpreted by 

suggesting that trimesitylphosphine takes up the chiral structure 

at low tonperature. However at room temperature when rotation 

about the PC bond is fast relative to the nmr time scale an 

averaging of the two couplings is expected. This was observed to 

have a value of 16.6 Hz ( the calculated average is 16.6 Hz) for 

the PC coupling v^ere the C belongs to the ortho methyl carbon. 

For PC coupling v^ere C is the ortho aromatic carbon the observed 

valLB was 17.6 Hz (the calculated average is 18.5 Hz). It was not 

possible due to poor quality of the spectrun to obtain values of 

the (PC) coupling constant in tetramesityldiphosphine at room 

temperature (see Fig 7.10a). In tetramesityldiphosphine the 

splitting between phosphorus and the orth£ methyl C at room 

temperature was now 23 Hz ( the calculated average is 18 Hz). The 

results indicate an increase .in three-bond phosphorus carbon 

(methyl) coupling from tr imesitylphosphine to tetramesityl

diphosphine at room temperature implying that the dihedral angle 

between the phosphorus lone pair direction and the ^^rbo

atom has decreased. The implication of this is that the o r ^  

aromatic carbons move closer to the phosphorus lone pair. This is 

mderstandable in that a more bulky substituent could rotate more 

freely if the wings of the pyramid are more spread out.

The structure of "frozen out" tetramesityldiphosphine 

reported from our observation favouring the lone pairs to be 

gauche is not consistent with Baxter's findings [30]. Baxter 

fomd from X-ray crystallography that tetramesityldiphosphine
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prefers the anti state (Fig 7.18).

From this and liquid state 

nmr he concludes that tetrames- 

ityldiphosphine favours the anti 

configuration also in the low 

temperature liquid state.

Assuming the X-ray observation 

is correct the nmr analysis can 

be examined thoroughly. The low 

temperature proton rmr spectrum 

shows 4 equal intensity aromatic 

peaks and 6 equal intensity

methyl peaks. This is consistent with our nmr experiments.

The six methyl signals at high temperature collapse to three 

signals which can be attributed to t w  o r ^  and one methyl

sites. Baxter concludes frcm proton tmr that these observations 

are consistent with the X-ray picture. Altho^h in principle the 

anti forms of tetranesityldiphosphine would give this nutber of 

proton signals, the energy barriers for the interconversion 

between the two mirror image a n ^  forms (see fig 7.19) woul 

surely be too low permit separate signals. Isomers I and III will 

give signals in both and proton rmr spectra as already

described, but their exchar^e will lead at all accessible 

temperatures to half this number of signals, since the synmetrical 

transition intermediate II is of relatively low energy. Hence it 

appears that tetranesityldiphosphine in the solid state may favour 

an anti configuration but in frozen out liquid state the ccmpomd 

prefers the gauche configuration.
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Transition 

Intermediate II III

Fig 7.19 Possible Isomers of the Anti states of

Tetramesityldiphosphine (R=Mesityl)

This is consistent with work carried out on diphosphines by 

Harris’s grouplU and Mislow [34]. Their conclusions were that 

the likelihood of the molecule preferring the gauche configuration 

at the slow exchange limit was increased as the steric bulk of the 

substituent on the phosphorus is increased.

The disappointing aspect of this study was that we were 

mable to obtain the energy barrier for the hindered rotation 

about the P-mesityl bond in tetranesityldifhosphine. This seems 

not surprising as in similar work upon 1,1,2,2-tetramesityl- 

disilane there is no report on Si-n»sityl energy barriers, but 

only on the energy barriers for the Si-Si rotation [351.

What this study illustrates is that the dihedral angle 

dependence of two and three-bond phosphorus-carbon coupling 

constants and variable temperature nmr makes simple the
determination of the stereochanistry of trimesitylphosphine and
tetramesityldiphosphine. Also dynamic nmr has permitted us
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to determine energy barriers for the rotation about the PC bond in 

tr imesityl phosphine and the rotation about the PP bond in

tetramesityld iphosphine. Suirmar izing we find that nmr is a 

valiBble technique for structure determination and providing

kinetic parameters (as long as the kinetics for any particular

process is within the rmr time scale) for a vast range of organic 

molecules.

APPENDIX 7.1 

INPUT FOR POLY

1,2,1,1
50., 120.,. 025,3. 2 
100
66.4,107.8 
.5,.5
12.
OUTPUT OF POLY

★★★★★ multiple site exchange program *****
CASE NUMBER 1

CHEMICAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN 2 SITES 
FREQUENCY RANGE FRCM 50.0 TO 120.00 IN 0.025 HZ INCREMEbTTS
NORMALISATION FACTOR = . 1000E-KD3
LINEWIDTH IN THE ABSENCE OF EXCHANGE = 3.20 HZ

SITE PARAMETERS *****
SITE 1 SHIFT = 66.40
SITE 2 SHIFT = 107.80

ra t e CONSTANTS *****
R( 1, 2) = -.1200E-HD2 
R( 2, 1) = -.1200E-K)2

TRACE = 0.4410618E 40 2 + -0.1094530E-KD4I
SUMEIG = 0.4410618E402 4- -0.1094530E4O4I

P0PULATI0N= 0.50
POPULATION^ 0.50

Ifkifkit CALCULATED SPECTRUM *****

FREQUENCY
50.0000
50.0500
50.1000

•

INTENSITY 
0.0766 
0.0771 
0.0775 

•

FREQUENCY 
50.0250 
50.0750 
50.1250 

•

INTENSITY
0.0768
0.0773
0.0778

•
•

119.9000
119.9500
120.0000

0.1412 
0.1401 
0.1390

119.9250
119.9750

211
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Chapter ^

PREPARATIONS

8.1 Trimesitylphosphine [( C H ^ ) ^ P

PCI
2RBr + 2Mg----> 2RMgBr

2RMgBr
-— >[R2PC11------- >

R=2,4,6-(CH3)3CgH3
The Grignard reagent was prepared by adding slowly under 

nitrogen, 15.92g of bromomesitylene in 40mls of tetrahydrofuran to 

1.94g of magnesiun. Itie solution was then cooled and kept cooled 

during the addition of l.Smls of phosphorus trichloride in lOmls 

of tetrahydrofuran. After the addition was complete the mixture 

was refluxed under nitrogen for about 2 hours. Tbe mixture was 

cooled and then 100mls of benzene followed by 50mls of aqueous 

ammonium chloride were added. Upon settling, the organic layer 

was removed from the mixture, and washed thoroughly with vster and 

soda solution. The solvent from the organic layer was evaporated 

uider vacuum. The residue was washed with alcohol and 

crystallised from a mixture of alcohol and benzene, m.pt 192 C 

(lit. 192-193° [1]). -36.5 ppm. (with respect to 85%

phosphoric acid)

8.2 Tetramesityldiphosphine 2̂

2PC1 Mg
4RBr + 4Mg----> 4RMgBr -► 2 [R2PCII -► R4P2

R=2,4,6-(CH3)3CgH3
The preparation of tetramesityldiphosphine was similar to 

that of trimesitylphosphine but with the following changes. 

19.95g of bromomesitylene and 2.92g of magnesiun were used, and

21^



then followed by 3.6mls of phosphorus trichloride. was

-30.8ppm (with respect to 85% phosphoric acid).

8.3 Bistrifluoromethylmercury (CF2)2Hg

2CF^C00H + HgO (CF3COO)2Hg K2CO3 (CF3)2Hg

23g of mercuric oxide was added slowly to 22.5mls of 

triflooroacetic acid. anall quantities of mercuric oxide were 

further added until a small amount of undissolved mercuric oxide 

remained. After warming for 10 minutes the excess mercuric oxide 

was filtered off, and the solvent was removed by evaporation at 

40°C under vacuum. The residue \^s dried overnight under vacuum 

over dried phosf^orus pentoxide giving anhydrous trifluoro- 

methylmercur ic acetate. 8. Og of dried product was placed with 

about 8g of anhydrous potassium carbonate in a vacuum sublimer. 

The mixture was heated at an oil bath temperature between 180 and 

200°C under vacuum, and the crystals of (CF3)2Hg collected 

on the side of the condenser. of (CF3)2Hg in benzene

was 41.99ppm (with respect to trifluoroacetic acid); lit. value

-41.59 ppm[2].

8.4 Tris(o-fluorophenyl)phosphine (o-CgFH^)3P [3]

2RBr + 2Mg ---> 2RMgBr
PCI.

[R2PCI]
2RMgBr

R= (Q-CgH^F)

The Grignard reagent was prepared by adding under nitrogen, 

12. Og (68.5m nol) of o-bromofluorobenzene in lOOmls of 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) to 1.68g of completely dry magnesium. After
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the addition was complete the mixture was stirred at room

temperature for 2hrs. The mixture v^s then cooled to -80°C and

then to it a solution of 2.35g of phosphorus trichloride in SOmls

of THF was added slowly. The mixture was stirred for 3hrs after

vhich it was treated with 20% aqueous ammonium chloride followed

by SOmls of water. The THF was then removed by evaporation and

the aqueous solution extracted with ether, Ttie ether extract was

dried and the solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator. • The

crude tr is (o-~fluorophenyl) phosphine was crystallised from
19methanol. The purity of the compound was checked by F and

31„P nmr.

Meta and para tr is (fluoro^enyl) phosphine w«re prepared in 

our laboratory in identical manner using the appropriate 

br omof1uo r obenzene.
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